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Maine Supreme Court Decision
Truck Upset Litters Road With Glass, Coke
Monday Upholds Willard Brown In
Role Of So. Thomaston Selectman
The Maine Supreme Court has
ruled

that

Willard

A.

Brown,

presently serving as first select
man and assessor and overseer

of the poor at South Thomaston Is
holding office legally.

tinued.

Within a few days, Brown started
movements which led to the spe
cial election April 9. At that ses
sion. he defeated Robinsoij by al
most the same margin by which he
had suffered defeat earlier.
Robinson, early in the feud which
developed, between supporters of
Brown and those who formed the
Citizens Committee, announced that
he wanted no part of the proceed

ings. His agreement to the special
election and eventual resignation
followed.
Leader of the forces opposing
Brown has been Scott Kittredge, a
real estate broker.
Meetings of
the Citizens Committee have drawn
an attendance averaging perhaps
35 persons. The group has brought
about an audit of the town books
for 1956 which was recently com
pleted.

In a decision handed down Mon
day, the Court observed that Wil
liam Robinson was not a party <n
the action questioning the legality
of Brown’s election last April
following Robinson’s election to
the same post a month previ
WARREN BUDGET COMMITTEE MEETS
ously.
Robinson was
elected over TONIGHT AND MONDAY; KIGEL AND
Erown in the March town meet
ing, but indicated ha desire for LEACH ANNOUNCE FOR RE-ELECTION
the April special election by sign
The first meeting of the Warren
Charles Kigel, whose term as
ing the warrant calling for the
new election at which Brown was Budget Committee was held at the selectman and overseer of the poor
elected, the court decision point Town Office Monday evening. expires in March, has announced
Members attending were: Chester his intentions to seek another term
ed out.
Wallace, Charles Maxey, Ronald of three years in these offices, as
Brown, a construction worker,
Messer, Walter Henry, Theodore has Miles Leach to the Board of
who bad served several years as
OVerlock. Edwin Boggs, Otto Bow j Assessors.
a selectman, contended that Rob
den, Jr., Mrs. Eleanore Perkins, I The other opening on the Board
inson, a bakery route salesman,
Henry Teague, and Walter Starrett. of Selectmen and Overseer of the
was illegally in office as he had
with Selectmen Merrill Payson. Poor, now held by Leland Over
been elected only for a one year
Charles Kigel, Benjamin Barbour lock. and the one on the School
term where it was the practice of
and James Kinney, Sr.
Merrill j Committee held by Virgil Hills, as
the town to elect one selectman
Payson was elected chairman with ' yet. have no announced candidates
each year for a three year term.
Mrs. Eleanore Perkins, secretary. as neither Mr. Overlock or Mr.
Robinson
formally submitted
The members were introduced to Hills have announced intentions of
his resignation as a selectman
the 1958 budget with Town Manager seeking another ter m.
several days after Brown had de
LeRoy
Picard
explaining the
Nomination papers for selectmen,
feated him in the second election.
amounts for the different town ac overseer of the poor, town clerk,
A group of voters in the town,
counts and projects.
assessor and member of the School
identified as the Citizens Com
The next meeting, which will be Committee may be obtained at the
mittee, moved to have Brown’s
public, is scheduled for Thursday town office. They must contain 50
election set aside. The case was
evening. February’ 6, at 7.30 p. m. signatures of registered voters of
studied by Active Retired Justice
All citizens are invited to attend. the town and must be returned to
Edward P. Murray of Bangor
The last meeting will be Monday the clerk 14 days before the annual
who ordered that Brown be oust
evening, February 10. 9
town meeting.
ed from office. Murray pointed
out that Brcwn had been elected
while another held the office to THOMASTON LEGIONNAIRES POST
which he was elected. He also
noted that it was the town's NAME OF ROBERT MacFARLAND AS
right to elect its officers for the
CANDIDATE FOR STATE COMMANDER
terms it chose.
Erown appealed Justice Mur
Robert C. MacFarland is being
ray’s decision to the Maine Su presented by Williams-Brazier Post
preme Court which has had it of Thomaston as a candidate for
under study for several months. Department Commander of The
Attorney Christopher Roberts of American Legion at the state con
Rockland acted for the Citizens vention to be held in Portland June
Committee and Attorney Richar< 27-29.
Santxjrn of Augusta for Brown
MacFarland joined the American
Attorney General Frank Harding Legion in 1946 shortly after his dis
brought
the
original
actioi charge from the Navy and since
against Brown on behalf of th*. that time has held the vice com
complainants.
mander and commander positions
Brown continued to serve as at Post. County and District levels.
selectman after the ouster order He was service officer of Post No.
by Justice Murray and continued 37 for five years and served on im
I
during the period of his appeal.
portant committees foi- from one to
The decision of the Supreme 10 years.
Court places him in office until the
Last year he was Department his
town meeting of March 1960, the torian and instituted a history' con
term to which he was elected at test which was so successful that
the special meting of last April.
the history of Grant-Staples Post of
The court’s decision clears the Biooks won first place in national
Robert C. MacFarland
situation in South Thomaston and competition.
He also served on
leaves no doubt of the legality of the Department Child Welfare Com- Board for six years, a member of
actions taken by the Board of Se i mittee in 1956-57.
the School Building Committee and
lectmen since Brown's April elec 1 This year, MacFarland is serving chairman of the Fire Station Build
tion. The Citizens Committee had ; as Department vice commander ing Committee. He is treasurer of
challenged his right to serve and and co-chairman of Membership. Rockland Auto Shupply, Inc.
by that, the legality of contracts The Department of Maine reported
MacFarland is married and has
into which the town might have I to National Commander Gleason a three children: a daughter. Jeanne,
entered in the period his office ; current membership 13o0 ahead of who his a secretarial position in
was in question, as well as the as i the same date last year on January Boston and sings with the New Eng
sessments made the past .year.
i17’
land Opera Company, and two sons.
Robinson won an upset election
At the national level he has been Robert MacFarland. Jr., an electri
by 10 votes in the March town a member of many committees and cal engineer with International Busi
meeting and by doing so touched of the National Association of De ness Machines Company, and Rich
off a bitter situation which has con partment Historians. He attended ard MacFarland. who has just re
the National Convention at New turned from Japan after three
York as alternate and at Washing years in the Army Signal Corps.
APPLIANCES
ton, St. Louis and Atlantic City as
Williams-Brazier Post feels that
a delegate.
"Our Specialty"
the long and varied experience in
In civil life MacFarland was a Legion affairs which MacFarland
R. F. BLAISDEU. A CO.
member of the Board of Selectmen has makes him an exceptionally
ROCKPORT, MAINE
of Thomaston for six years a mem well qualified candidate for the
4-25
ber of the Budget and Planning position of Department Commander
which he seeks

i

COFFIN'S

ZONTA CLUB

COOKED FOOD SALE

Clothing Clearance

Saturday, 2 F. M.
THORNDIKE HOTEL

CONTINUES
TEL. 2070

MANY BARGAINS REMAIN
IN BOTH OUR

CALSO
HEATING

OIL

COMMUNITY OIL CO.
725 MAIN STREET
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MEN'S and BOYS' DEPARTMENTS

The

The Coca t ola delivery truck Is shown upset in the middle of Route 1 in Warren Tuesday afternoon
as highway workmen shoveled up quantities ol glass from broken bottles scattered over the road, and sand
ed the frozen Coke so that traffic could proceed.
There was plenty of Coca-Cola load over the highway. The road
around for the asking about 4 was littered with broken bottles
p. m. Tuesday in Warren, but nnd soda’
,. .
. .
,
,
Trooper Lawrence Chapman reone would have had to have shov. .. .
, _.
„
ports that Almond Pierpont. 32.
eled the frozen drir.k from the icy was operating a State Highway
surface of Route 1.
1 Department pick up truck on
A delivery truck be’ong'ng to Route 1 near the Arnold Robinson
the Coca-Cola Bottling Company’s farm. He said that Pierpont told
Rockland branch, and driven by him he started to pass a car
Gaylon R. Wilcox, 22. of Waldo- operated by Guy Overlock of Rockboro, upset while trying to pass port, a Maine State Prison guard,
two other vehicles and spilled its when the Coca-Cola trick suited to

pass him.
The truck skidded into the snbw
PiIed on the 1<?ft side of the road
for 1550 feet and then came back
,
. ., „
into the road to skid 32 feet more
before upsetting and sliding on
its side for 68 feet before stopping,
Neither of the other vehicles
received any damage. Chapman
reported. Damage to the body of
the delivery truck was heavy and
the load almost a total loss.

Maine Lobstermen Start War Chest
To Fight U.S. Charges Of Price
Fixing In Rockland Session
The Maine Lobstermen’s AssociaAlso, special defense funds will and their announced intentions of
ion laid plans in a Rockland meet- be solicited from friends and busi- raising much more in their heme
ng Wednesday to raise a War ess associates °f the lobstermen territories.
.. .
,4.
. . . .
. r .
and their association.
The MLA and Dyer stand inhest with which to defend itself
A
A
The attorneys pointed out that dieted by a special federal grand
gainst charges of conspiracyto fix
persons who were members jury on charges of conspiring to
ibster Prices in U. S.District
during the 1957 fishing season fix lobster prices during last
Court in Portland starting March were those concerned in the fed- summer.
Several dealers are
10.
eral ind ctment. The government also under indictment on similar
An estimated 300 members and is not concerned with those join- charges.
delegates of the 2.300 member or ing since, they explained.
The first walkout of lobstermei
ganization of fishermen met in
Indicative of the strong inten- to force a 35 cent price came in
the GAR Hall in Rockland at 10.30 t on of the MLA to fully defend it- July and the second followed in
a. m. to hear their president,
.self against the federal charges early August.
Resumption of
Leslie Dyer of Vinalhaven.
was the substantial sum raised fishing was forced by economic
Dyer discussed the industry as
for defense among the 3C0 present,
’ConUnueo on Page Three*
it stands today and cited instances
where legislative changes in the
state laws governing the industry PORT O' ROCKLAND CORPS TO
were a necessity if the economy
of the industry was to be improved. WORK FOR HEART FUND IN
Two attorneys, A. Alan Grossman of Rockland, the Association’s FRIDAY-SATURDAY TAG DAYS
legal counselor, and Philip F. Chap
A full month’s activities have Mrs. Brewer said,
man, Jr., of Portland, were pres
been planned for the 1958 Heart 1 The Rockland chairman also
ent to explain the legal aspects of
the pending litigation of the U. S Fund campaign in Rockland, ae- announced Heart Sunday will be
government against theAssociation cording to the city chairman. Mrs observed in the city on National
and its president.
Robert Brewer of 200 South Main j;eart Sunday Feb. 23. On that
MLA
members
unanimously s’reet.
day ai; across the United States
voted to fight the federal charges
The first event will be held Fri- Heart Fund volunteers will call
of violations of the Sherman Anti- day evening and Saturday morn door-to-door not only to accept
Trust Act.
ing Heart Fund tag day.
The contributions but also to disThey likewise voted to raise funds C’ty Council has given its ap- tribute literature explaining how
for the defense. The funds are to proval of the on-the-street cam- the Heart Fund helps your heart
come from Association dues, direct paign which will be carried out j.rrs Brewer will announce Heart
donations to the defense fund and by members of the Port O Rock- p„nday captains later in the
even through possible suppers and land Drum and Bugle Corps. ”1 month.
dances held in communities from am indebted to Ralph Clark and
Another function which will aid
Kittery to Machias in the coming the Corps for offering to ta.ee on
the current campaign is a
weeks.
this very worthwhile project,” Heart Benefit Dance which will
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- be held at the Rockland Elks
club sponsored by the Emblem
BREAK IN CMP 33,000 VOLT LINE
Club. Th.s will be held Feb 22.
Miss Pat Achorn is aiding Mrs.
CUT SERVICE TO FIVE TOWNS ANO
Brewer in organizing this week
end’s tag day in Rockland. Miss
CEMENT PLANT TUESDAY NIGHT
Achorn will be as’sisted by sev
Lucius Jones, district manager ing.
The broken line dropped eral officers of the Drum and
for the Rockland office of the across two lines below to short Bugle Corps.
circuit the section.
Central Maine Power Company,
The break came in Section 48
reported Wednesday that the
between Rockland and Thomasmain transmission line that sup___ and. was in an almost
, ~
DANCES
1 ton
maccesplies power to five communities
spot.
AT
and the Dragon Cement plant in
Jones remarked that many resi
Thomaston was out of order for dents in Rockland noted the
SOUTH THOMASTON
about one hour and 40 minutes
power failure when their lights
GRANGE HALL
Tuesday night.
shut on and off again several
Damage to the 33.000 volt line
Every
times when the cable snapped.
was done by either lightning or
The power failure affected the
gunfire at some time in the past.
__
...
.
.
...
Saturday Night
'
communities of Thomaston. Warsaid Jones, as he observed that
ten, St. George. Clark Island and
continual stress on the damaged
FEB. 8 - LADIES FREE
Spruce Head, in addition to the
section led 8o the eventual breakcement plant.

Old Kent &tgfauulM

WILL BE HEARD TONIGHT

'OFFIN'S

Volume 113, Number 16

COUNCIL MAY DROP DECISION ON

CITY FINANCIAL AID TO ARMORY

PROJECT IN VOTERS' LAPS MARCH 10
The City Council will give official the city and continue to do so. They
consideration Monday night to the point to the wooden buildings now
being used at the Municipal Air
possibility’ of placing the question
port at Ash Point and describe them
of the construction of an ar mory in
as inadequate. The buildings are
the city’ up to the voters.
those constructed by the Navy dur
As the proposal now stands, the ing World War H and later turned
City would pay $40,000 toward con over to the city government.
struction costs, plus giving the land The ballot question will be, if it
on which the armory would be loca gains Council approval Monday,
ted.
The remainder of the costs "Shall the City’ Council be author
would be borne by state and federal ized to increase taxes to pay $40,000
funds, both of which have been allo toward the construction of a new
cated.
state armory?” Voting on the issue
The Council has twice previously would be at the special state refer
turned down the request. Some endum election March 10.
time ago. the placing of the ques Also discussed at the informal
tion on the ballot was discussed in session Monday evening was the
a regular Council meeting. No offi school administrative district now
cial action was taken at that time. under study’, and which would in
National Guard officials have con clude Rockland, Rockport, Owls
tinually pressed for an armory in Head and South Thomaston.

SOUTH THOMASTON, OWLS HEAD

IT WILL PAY YOU--------

TO RAY US A VISIT !

17 6<> per .ear
83.76 six months

TWELVE PAGES—10c COPT

12th Annual Card Party
South School P. T. A.

At 7.15

TUESDAY, FEB. 11th— 8.00 p. m.

OVER W.R.K.D.

REFRESHMENTS - TABLE FRIZES - DOOR FRIZES

Sponsored by The Courier-Gazette

BENEFIT SOUTH SCHOOL
DONATION SOc
FOB RESERVATIONS TEL. 1676 OB 1161-M
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WITHDRAW FROM SCHOOL DISTRICT
STUDY WITH THOMASTON GROUP
In a letter directed to Beniali
Harding of Thomaston, head of
the School District Reorganization
Committee covering seven com
munities this week. Superinten
dent Keith Crockett informed him
that South Thomaston and Ow'.s
Head are withdrawing from the
study which has been in progress
several months.
Included in the communities
considering consolidation into a
single school administrative dis
trict have been Thomaston. South
Thomaston. Owls Head, Warren.
Friendship.
Cushing
and
St.
George.
Crockett, at the request of the
school boards of Owls Head and
South Thomaston, infoim d Hard
ing and the rtpresentat.ves of the
other five towns that they were

withdrawing to enter into a similar
study with Rockland and Rock

port.
South Thomaston and Owls Head
officials have met recently with
Rockland and Rockport school
officers in discussions for a single
district.
South Thomaston and
Owls Head students presently at
tend Rockland High on a tuition
basis. Under the school district
flan, the four communities would
operate all their schools under a
single administrative establish
ment.
Present grade schools in all
communities would operate as
now with the changes to come in
the high school level where a new
building is being considered to ac
commodate the students of the
four communities.

PAUL D. MERRIAM APPOINTED
ROCKLAND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
as treasurer otf the Rockland
School District since its inception
several years ago.
Mrs.

Merriam is the former

Doris Blackman of Rockland and

the couple, who make their home
on Mechanic street, have seven
children. They are: Paul, 22, of
Covina, Calif., Robert, 20, of
Beverly Farms, Mass., Kendall,
16, Marshall, 13. Fred, 10 Joy, 7,
and Parker, 5.

On February 15 1890. the battle
ship USS Maine was sunk by an
underwater explosion at Havana,
Cuba. Of the 350 man crew, 260
were lost.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM

II I had my life to live agala
I would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to noma
Paul D. Merriam. 46, clerk in music at least once a week The
loss of these tastes is a low of
the finance section of the Rock happines.—Charles Darwin
land post office, has been ap
FROM “THANATOPSI8”

Paul D. Merriam

pointed

assistant postmaster

at So live that when thy summons
come to join
The innumerable caravan that
Avis Brazier who retired Oct. 31
moves
To that mysterious realm, where
after many years of service.
each shall take
The announcement was made His chamber in the silent halls of
Wednesday by Postmaster James
death.
Connellan who said the appoint Thou go not. like the quarry-stalve
at night.
ment is effective Saturday. Feb
Scourged to his dungeon, but. sus
8. Approval of Merriam's promo
tained and soothed
tion was given by C. O Tedrow, By an unfaltering trust, approach
thy grave
Boston regional manager for the
Like one who wraps the drapery of
Post Office Department.
his couch
Merriam entered the
postal About him and lies down to pleas
service in 1939 as a substitute
ant dreams.
carrier and was assigned to the
William Cullen Bryant.
finance section as a regular clerk
in July of 1942.
RUMMAGE SALE
He is a member of the First
Baptirt Church, a past master of Saturday, Feb. 8 - 10-12 M
Rockland Lodge of Masons, mem
G. A. R. HALL
ber of the Scottish Rite Bodies
Auspices
and of Rose Croix Chapter. Pub
Rockland Homan's Club
lic service has included serving
Rockland.

He

succeeds

Mrs.

Bella's Acres
WHERE DINING IS A DELIGHT

Every meal here is a treat! We go all
out to make you happy with your fa
vorite foods, prepared and served to
perfection in a friendly atmosphere.
Come in anytime—you'll find our por
tions generous, our prices reasonable.
LOCATED ON ROUTE I
3 Milo. Irom Thomaston
I Mile from Warm
TEL. CRESTWOOD MM1

mem AND WOMEN'S CLUBS WELCOMED

,

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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FOUR FRESHMEN GIRLS TOP LIST

Editor and Publisher, John M Richardson
Three Times a Week
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1ST*
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c Circulation 5273.

OF WALDOBORO HONOR STUDENTS
The honor roll at Waldoboro High
School, posted today by Principal
Brainard Paul, lists four freshmen
as having all A’s for the second
ranking period of the year.
Listed are: Alice Calderwood
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Calderwood of Waldoboro: Sandra
Cook, daughter of Mi. and Mrs,
Elden Cook of Friendship: Adele
Hodgkins, daughter of Mr and Mrs
Bryan Hodgkins of Jefferson: and
Marge Wooster, daughtei of Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick Wooster of
Waldoboro.
Those having no grades below
“B” are:

Seniors: Bruce Atkinson. Patricia
Benner
Wayne Brown. Daniel
Calderwood Beatrice Hoffses. Wil
liam Howe Sandra Mank. Suzanne
Martin. Waite Martin, and Deidro
March
Juniors: Kendall Delano Robert
Delano. Stanley Flagg. Nicole Kim
ball. Gladys Miller. Jean Robinson
and Janet Simmons.
Sophomores:
Harold
Benner.

New Law Forbids

Lemke Publishes

EDITORIAL

THANKS TO THESE MILD WEEKS
The rapid growth of the new wing of Knox County Gen
eral Hospital is viewed with amazement, for construction in
in the winter is notoriously slow if attempted at all. How
ever this extraordinarily mild winter has been a great boon
to the builders and permitted the walls to rise with in
credible speed.
Be that as it may. mild winter and all. the men who
have worked on the construction have all suffered from
the cold and have shown the pinch of cold on the frequent
occasions we have passed the site of operations. As soon
as the roof is in place the interior work can go forward
with greater speed and comfort for the workmen.

Madelyn Cunningham, and Richard

Hoffses.
Freshmen: Carol Bragg. Mar
garet Creamer Mary Hancock
Sandra Moore, and Janet Winchen
bach.

Letting Dogs Roam Warren Honors
Piincipal Edgar Lemke of War
ren High School announced the
In effect this winter is a new honor ranks Friday. They are:
Maine law regarding the running of
Seniors: Gail Chicoine four A’s:
deer by dogs Section 96-A of the George Lehto. one A and three B’s;
Inland Fish and Game Laws now’ Robert Payson, one A and three
states that from February 1 to B's; Janice Kinney, four B's.
March 31 of each calendar year
Juniors. Nancy Starrett. fou: .
both dates inclusive it is unlawful A's and one B: Dorcas Jones, four
for the owner or keeper of any As and one B: Nancy Norwood,
dog to permit it to roam-at-large three A’s and one B.
in any area frequented by deer. The
iSophomores: Howard Wiley, fou:
law further states that whoever vio A's and one B: Sandra Leino. four
lates the provision is punishable by A's and one B; Judy Dillaway. four
A s; Louise Lord, two A's and two
fine.
Essential change in the law. in B's: Paul Dillaway. one A and three
comparison with regulations pre B's; Sonja Waisanen one A and
viously in effect, is the inclusion, three B’s.
of definite dates within which dogs
must be kept under immediate Shannon Resigns
supervision or care of the owner
or keeper.
Police Berth
Chief Warden Elmer Ingraham
City Manager Lloyd K Allen an
of the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries ar.d Game points out that nounced Tuesday the resignation of
the law is aimed at controlling dogs Patrolman Herman Shannon from
which are permitted to wander at the Rockland Police Department
large in the woods during winter and that applications are now being
months. “The law’ is not designed,” received by the city to fill the va
he emphasizes, “to invade the cancy.
The reason for the resignation z
rights of m-n who use hunting dogs
(such as rabbit and bobcat hounds) which will come effective February
and other dog owners who keep 12. was given that Shannon plans
their animals under immediate to enter private business.
He joined the force January 11.
supervision this time of year.”
Winter months are critical ones 1957. and has served as patrolman
for Maine deer. Ingraham states, since that time.
The city manager remarked that
especially when theii “yarding
areas” (winter homes> are invaded applications forms are available
by dogs. Most dogs will run deer at the police department or at his
by instinct if they find a fresh track. office. The deadline for receiving
Deer are short-winded animals— the applications is 4 p. m. February
regardless of their reputation for 14 in the city manager’s office.
The salary for the postions range
speed —and cannot withstand day
long runs particularly in deep from $55 per week the first year'
snows.
Most dogs, on the other to a maximum of SG6 per week.

In Deer Areas

hand, can run or trail for hours.

John Gould Keeps
Success usually comes to people
who count every cent and make
every cent count.

A man can be narrow-minded
and still never travel the straight
and narrow path.

HELP W A N TEI)
Alert. Aggressive Man For
Assistant Plant Supervisor
Prefer man with canning or
allied experience.
Promising
future for right man.
Send
complete resume. Write
BOX ( C M
THF COURIER-GAZETTE
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TO MY
FULLER BRUSH CUSTOMERS
In the Towns of Thomaston,
Warren and Waldoboro
Owing to illness I will he late
on my regular calls.
Phone
and mail orders will be de
livered promptly.

Carl D. Griffith
58 BREWSTER ST.
PHONE 13-1
ROCKLAND

The Picture Clear
Lisbon Falls. Maine
February 1. 1958
Editor of The Courier-Gazette .
La.4 week an Augusta attorney
labeled the March 10 referendum
on the increased motor vehicle
taxes a “David - Goliath” battle.
He said a mouthful!
Just about every pressure group the interstate trucking lobbj-—a
supposedly influential newspaper
chain—are for the increased taxes
on the family driver.
Only the
people are against these added
taxes!
Before March 10 roils a round the
voters are going to b< treated to
some
marvelous examples
of
/‘sleight of hand” and verbal dis
tortions.
Just to keep the picture clear and
simple, heie are a few things for
the voters to remember:
1. The proposed tax increases
are unnecessary at this time!
Legislative leaders were most ex
plicit in stating that the money
was needed for interest and amorti
zation of highway bonds, but this
money’ is not needed until 1959 when
'first payments will be due.

WINTER TIME IS

Bargain Time

j

Smart Shoppers Realize That Used Car Prices Are

|

Seasonally Low and Take Advantage of the

J

Better Selection and Extra Good Values
By Buying Now.
'57 DeSoto Sedan
'54 Plymouth Suburban
MwanAMib
*0 el
y IVIwWYw Tufkhr
I OOO®

'55 Ford Sedan

'57 Plymouth Club Coupe
'54 Ford Tudor
'55 DeSoto Sedan

'55 Studebaker Sedan

'55 Plymouth Gab Coupe

'54 Plymouth Gab Coupe

'54 Chevrolet Sedan

'53 Dodge Sedan

'53 Ford Sedan

'53 DeSoto Tudor

'53 Dodge Hardtop

'53 Chevrolet Sedan

'52 DeSeto Sedan

'51 DeSate Sedan

'52 Dodge Hardtop

'41 Oldsmobile Sedan

CARS ARC GUARAMTEEO AMO WIMTERIZED

Miller’s Garage, Inc.
25-31 RANKIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PRESIDENT EXTENDS GREETINGS TO

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

THEY STEP INTO OUR SHOES WITH THE YEARS
It is encouraging to we of graying hair to see the young
men step forward and assume the civic 1 esponsibilties
which were our duty in years long gone.
For example. John Knight of this City has cheerfully
assumed the manifold duties of serving as Heart Fund
chairman and has associated with him in this wholly worth
while effort young people from each town in the county who
will coordinate the effort in the area for which they are
responsible.
The Heart Fund Campaign is doing a splendid job in
this State as is the case over the nation and is doing much
through research and co-operation with medical authorities
to lower the toll claimed by this greatest of all killers.

WE STAND BY OUR GUNS ON TEEN-AGERS
We have insistently stood up for the boys and girls of
this community and will continue to do so because we be
lieve in them.
A small group of these boys and girls have let us down
as is seen in the recent epidemic of vandalism and theft
from several of the City’s school buildings, but we feel it is
unfair and wrong to blame the teen-agers as a group for
the misdemeanors of a few.
From our knowledge of the teen-age population of the
city we feel as a whole they are far ahead of preceding
generations in their general knowledge and preparation for
life as good citizens.
To be sure some bad actors ar- to be found in their
members as is true in the case of their parents, and it is
at the door of these disinterested parents that most of the
blame can be laid for a boy or girl who fails to measure
up to standard.
More teen-agers than ever before are interested in
church work of one faith or another and a greater number
than ever before are working on the better things of their
school life By and large these boys and girls justify’ our
faith and the whole group are top grade young people and
must not be tarred with the same brush that applies to a
few.

Council-Manager

BOY SCOUTS ON 48»h ANNIVERSARY Government Now
Currently there are registered Used Widely
President Eisenhower. in his
message to 4.- 5005 Cub Scouts. 4775 Boy Scouts
A total of 1.556 cities and towns
and 1662 Explorers. These boys
700.000 members of the organiza
and young men are members of in the United States and Canada
tion. as thtfir Honorary President, 135 Cub Scout Packs. 212 Boy have the council-manager plan of
hails their Safety Good Turn and Scout Troops an'd 2S Explorer government. Of this number. 104
places decided in 1957 to operate
declared that "the Boy Scouts of Units.
The
Boy Scouts of America I under this plan, according to the
America have long contributed to
the welfare of tho land by build leached its highest membership International City Managers’ Asso
ing young lives strong in body, peak on Dec. 31 with 4.751.495 ciation.
More than one-half, or 776. of
mind.
and
spirit.”
President toys and adults enrolled.
Eisenhower's message follows:
Since its founding 4a years ago these 1.556 communities adopted
next Saturday. Feb. 8. the Boy this plan during the 10-vear period
THE WHITE HOUSE
Scouts
of America has ended each from 1948 through 1957. represent
WASHINGTON
vear
with
a gain in membership. ing an average annual gain of 78
To the Boy Scouts of America:
cities.
California leads with 179
It is a pleasure to send greet Since 1910 there have been over places under the council-manager
27.500.000
boys
and
leaders
identi

ings as you celebrate the 49th
fied with the Boy Scouts of plan, followed by Maine with 131,
birthday of your organization.
Texas Avith 126. Michigan with 115.
America.
With your membership at a
Pennsylvania with 86. Florida with
record high, you can confident!'
83. and Viiginia with 68. The pop
begin your new service project
ulation of all places wit councilNational
Safety
Good
Turn
manager government now totals
Founded of obedience to God and
over 31.000.000
guided by the principles of good
The first council-manager charter
: citizenship, the Boy Scouts of
was adopted by popular vote 46
j America have long contributed -o
years ago.
Now 47 per cent of
the welfare of the land by build
all the cities in the United States
ing young lives strong in body.
over 25.000 have council-manager
mind and spirit.
I Congratulations and best wishes
(Signed I
Dwight D Eisenhower
Boy Scout Week

please tan

Yt

Boy Scout Week. Feb. 7 to 13.
sees the launching of a year 'ong
Safety Good Turn suggested by
President Eiaenhower.
In co
operation with other organizations
■ giving leadership in safety, the
Bov Scouts will devote March.
April and May to traffic safety
Outdoor safety projects will be
■ promoted in June. July and Au
gust. Hotpe safety will he featur
'd in September. Oetober and
November.
Winter and holiday
safety will be promoted in Dec mber and January.
The past year saw a record in
crease in the number of Scouting
units in the Pine Tree Council
which includes this section of
Maine. A greater net gain .n
units was seen than in the past
10 years combined. A total of "4
new units.
Cub Packs. Scout
Troops and Explore r Units wenorganized

AN UNUSUAL SENTENCE
In a New York city this past week a man of thirty
pieaded guilty to a reckless driving charge made as the re
sult of a “drag” lace in which a twenty year old friend met
his death. The accident was the result of a race on one of
the main streets of a large city.
The police court justice who presided over the case
made a most unusual decision which appealed to show deep
consideration of the matter and a mature wisdom.
The sentence given by the judge took into account the
youth of the guilty man his previous good record and ex
cellent reputation.
He was given a choice of serving ninety days in the
penitentiary or putting in 480 hours of unpaid labor in the
emergency room of the County Hos-pital. This voluntary
labor is to be in addition to the young man’s normal work
tnd is the equivalent of twelve weeks of forty hours each.
The justice and the young man agreed that the hospital
service in the emergency room would provide a continuing
lesson to the young man of the results of reckless driving
and the horror of automobile injuries and death.

government, and 42 per rent of
the cities between 10 000 and 25.000
have this form of government.
These and other developments are
reported in the Association’s new
directory “Recent Council-Manager
Developments and Directory of
Council-Manager Cities.”
A total of 339 city manager ap
pointments were made in 1957. Of
this number. 194 men entered the
profession for the first time. It is
significant that 67. or approximate
ly one-third of the newcomers, had
been assistants to managers.
Seventy-nine per cent of all city
manager appointments in 1957 were
from outside the city. More than
one-half of the men entering the
profession for the first time were
under 40 years of age.
In Europe more than 1.200 cities
and counties have appointed man
agers since the end of the second
world war. A total of 1.534 cities,
counties, towns, and rural munici
palities in five European countries
have a form of local government
that closely resembles the councilmanager plan in the United States
and Canada. These countries are
Norway, Sweden. Ireland, Finland
and Germany.

GREGORY'S

LEMON SALE

Every SI sends a 22 lb.

Food Crusade package
to the hungry abroad

CONTINUES

CARE, New York 14

Through Sat, Feb. 8th

or your local CARE office

Here is $___ for the Food

Crusade.

Wonderful Bargains on Men's and
Name--------------------------------------

Boys' Clothing of All Kinds

Address-

COME AMD SEE - BUY AND SAVE

Jordan & Grant

"BIG ENOUGH TO SERVE YOU—

745 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

SMALL ENOUGH TO KNOW YOU!"

FREE PARKING ON OUR NEW PARKING LOT NORTH OF THE STORE

SUPPLY LIMITED - LOW PRICES FROM OUR MEAT DEPARTMENT!
FREE! 2

POUNDS

CHICKEN
LEGS
lb.

CHICKEN

BACKS AND NECKS

With Purchase of 2 Pounds

FRANKFORTS

NO. 1 GRADE

lb. 39c

JUST RIGHT FOR SOUPS. ETC

SHOP EARLY I

REAL GOOD EATING

CALVES LIVER
lb. 99c

BALOGNA
lb. 37c

At Regular Price

LEAN

SHOULDERS
lb. 39c

SMOKED

LIBBY'S GAY 90'S PARTY SALE

-

—

THIS TALK OF RECESSION

IJBB1S

LIBBY’S

LIBBY'S

LIBBY’S

LIBBY'S

It is true that in a few industries a real recession has
taken place but in an equal number of businesses there has
been no decline at all in volume, so it cannot be properly
claimed that we are in the midst of a drop-off.
Automobiles have probably been the hardest hit but
not all makes are down Food sales continue very’ strong
with the people living well. There is some tendency to
ward less expensive foods but this is not pronounced.
Housing has suffered a setback, but farm machinery is sell
ing better than a year ago and of course public works con
tractors are in the midst of a record breaking boom. Drug
store sales are at an all time peak. *
Heavy industry has slowed and steel sales are down
to some extent. States and Cities have curtailed expenses
in many fields, but U. S Government spending is to be ex
tremely high the coming year, though the inventories of
general business have been tailored to the tendency of a
recession to cut closer to the bone
Credit has been eased which has already* shown a ten
dency to stimulate general business and to lead people to
increase spending for consumer needs such as electric re
frigerators. television
ts. clothing, liquor and cigarettes.
Hence on the whole the outlook is most hopeful with
the hump of the recession already behind us.

Corned Beef

Garden Sweet

SPAGHETTI and

TOMATO

FRUIT

MEAT BALLS
l!5 LB. TIN
37c

JUICE

COCKTAIL

M OZ. CAN

16 OZ. CAN

2 (or 27c

2 for 49c

2 The taxes are unjust and un
fair because they are inequitably
assessed
The Federal and State
governments are conducting spe
cial studies and surveys to deter
mine an equitable method of tax
ing for highway needs.
These
studies will be completed in time
tor the 1969 session of the Maine
Legislature.
Until then it is the
rankest discrimination to place the
tax on the family driver.

5. We cannot win with a “stay
at home’’ vote.
Our supporters
must Go To The Polls On March
10 And Vote “No”.

6 Your assistance is needed.
Encourage your family, friends and
neighbors to exercise their constitutional rights and Vote Or Elec
tion p>av March 10. 1958
Also.
,f y0U can contribute to this family
, <jrjver campaign we can use your
hc|p

3. Don’t be fooled by those who
7 Much is at stake: Your vote
argue “It’s only a few dollars
An. on March 10 will be a defiant prounfair. unjust tax is no less unfair test againstunfair taxes of any kind
because it is small.
Our fore- by any jevei of government! Go
fathers felt the same way when Siow—Vote No- March 10th -The
they staged the Boston Tea-Party money you save will be your own!
in opposition to a two cent stamp j
Sincerely yours,
tax.
John Gould. Chairman.
4 Beware of distortions A luth Maine Car ar.d Small Truck Ownless opposit on campaign is being
er8» Association,
waged by* a powerful pressure
_____
group determined to see the tax
Time may be
money, but
levied on the family driver. The friends appreciate the money you
truth is—the money is not needed, spend on them more

HASH

PEAS

1H I-B. TIN

16 OZ. (ANS

49c

2 (or 37c

PROVE TO YOURSELF
THAT THESE ARE REAL

VISIT OUR STORE —

"OLD TIME PRICES"

KID GLOVE - FANCY

KID GLOVE - FANCY

KID GLOVE

CREAM STYLE CORE

APPLE SAUCE

CLAM JUICE

8 cans 99c

2 cans 27c

can 15c

NABISCO

NABISCO PREMIUM

IDREO

COOKIES

CRACKERS
pkg. 23c

pkg. 35c

rnrr
iKU

one form
WORTH OKI POUND

Blue Bonnet Margarine
With Purchase of 2 Lbs. at Reg. Price

FROM OUR FISH

DEPARTMENT . . . FRESH DAILY!

Haddock - Hake - Scallops - Oysters - Smoked Fish - Oysters In the Shell

REMEMBER—FOR A QUICK SNACK

TRY OUR ITALIAN SANDWICHES - MADE FRESH DAILY
FRESH VEGETABLES
TOMATOES

pkg. 23c

FREE!

FANCY

LARGE SIZE MO RIDA

LETTUCE
hd.13c

JUICE ORANGES
doz. 39c
• 1 LB. HAMBURG

e

L ton

aa

A J

Each $20.00 Grocery Order

• 1

SQUASH

lb. 3c
• 1 LOAF BREAD

• 1 CAM TOMATO SAKE
pkg spaghetti • 1 pk. potatoes

.

n A SATISFIED CUSTOMER IS OUR FIRST CONSIDERATIONl«
•WE EEBBEVE THE EIGHT TO LIMIT ALL BALEE ”

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 6, 1958

Municipal Court
'1

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are tree and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor Is Anal.]

Feb. 7—Methebesec Club meets at
the Farnsworth Building at 2.30.

’

mJ

■ The Kiwanis Club will hold its
' 22nd Charter Night and Ladies’
Night banquet Monday evening at
the Thorndike Hotel. The guest of
honor will be Everett F. Penchorn
of Boston, international vice presi
dent of Kiwanis.
The entertain
ment committee will present Dr.
Guy Sweeney.

MASONS HONOR 50 YEAR MEMBER

Judge Alfred M. Strout found
Edward E. Reynolds of Addison,
not guilty Tuesday morning in
Municipal Court of driving a truck
on the highway that carried an
unsecured load.

COUNCIL TO ACT MONDAY NIGHT
The City Council will give pub
lic hearing Monday evening to an
ordinance amendment concern'ng
the speed of vessels in the harbor
and the abandonment of all types
of raft within the confines of the
harbor.

The complainant, Trooper Law’rence Chapman, stopped Reynolds
when he was driving a truck, be
longing to the Thomas DiCenzo Con
struction Firm of Calais on Route 1
in Thomaston January’ 24. He was
proceeding from the gravel pits in
Cushing toward Rockland at the
time.
Chapman had alleged that a three
pound rock, which was resting on
top of the load of gravel on the
truck, was unsecured and created
a highway hazard as it could have
dropped to the road.
The respondent claimed that the
rock was embedded in the gravel
deeply enough so that it did not
fall during the time that the truck
traveled over four miles of rough
and winding road from the gravel
pits to Thomaston.
• • •
Sulo Rytky of St. George pleaded
guilty to a charge of non-support
and was sentenced to 60 days in
jail.
The complaint, which was lodged
by his wife, Betty Rytky, stated
that the respondent failed to give
food and clothing to his four chil
dren, ages, five, three, two and
one. January 20.
Judge Strout suspended the jail
sentence and placed Rytky on pro
bation for one year with the specific
condition that he pay $30 a w’eek to
ward the upkeep of his children,
with the first payment due Feb
ruary 15.
• • •

SMALL 'S

'“’steak’"

SERVICE

GARAGE

— WANTED —

Tlw Best Place Ta

BOOKKEEPER aid SALES GML

Bay a

M hoar wh. Write age. eduction,
experience aad reference*.
BOX >, COURIER-GAZETTE
BOCKLAND, ME.

BOOB

BSIO

CAB

LEAN, BONELESS BRISKET

Ib. 49c

OPEN BVEBT FBIDAT NIGHT UNTIL NINE

As of Wednesday afternoon, a
majority favored a plan which
w’ould restrict speed in both inner
and outer harbors. In the outer
harbor, a speed of 10 knots w’ould
be assigned displacement boats,
so called, trawlers, lobster boats,
etc. Unlimited speed would be
allowed speedboats to within 100
yards of an anchored vessel or
boat.

The amendment came up for
pnblic hearing a month ago and
was set aside for further study.
One provision of the original ar
ticle now’ proposed to be stricken
The Coast Guard red buoy in
from the one to be considered the harbor would mark the outer
Monday was a speed limit placed limits of the inner harbor. Inupon vessels operating in the isde this buoy, displacement craft
outer harbor.
! would be slowed to five knots
The revised provisions restrict until they get into a channel or
speed to three kn-ots within 200 mooring area, or 100 yards docks
yards of docks or the shore.
w’hen
they
would
reduce
At the Monday meeting. Har to three knots. Speedboats, etc.
bormaster Bertram Snow’ will re would be eight knots to w’ith in 100
port on a canvass he has made yards of docks and down to three
this week of boat owners, cap knots in channels or mooring
tains and w’aterfront business areas.
people. He has queried them on
Snow-’s contention, and that of
w’hich of the two plans would in boat owners, was that if maxi
Don’t count your chickens until
their opinions best serve the mum speed was allowed to within they are big enough to bluff a goodusers of the harbor.
200 yards of docks for all craft, sized haw’k.

YOUR ONE STOP FOOD SHOPPING CENTER

PERRY'S MARKET
LOW PRICES EVERY DAY - S.

I

H. GREEN STAMPS, PLENTY OF "FREE PARKING"

STRICTLY FRESH

SLICED IL

PIG LIVER

LEAN CHOPPED BEEF 2 lbs. 89c
ARMOUR'S
BACON
Ib. 49c
FULL SLICES
JUICE ORANGES FtX
doz. 59c
APPLE SALE

Ik^

YOUR
A
THOICF ■

McIntosh, Northern Spies
nr Caurtlnnds

ImOb

«

U

V

QUICK FROZEN BANQUET

DINNERS

BEEF, TURKEY,

ea.

CHICKEN

49c

PURE PORK SAUSAGE

SKINLESS FRANKFORTS
PICKLED TRIPE

MINCED HAM

79c
2 Bottles 29c

COFFEE
KETCHUP

PERRY'S INSTANT
6 OZ. JAR

SPECIAL OFFER - THIS WEEK ONLY I !

Beardsley’s Codfish Cakes’Get
Buy One
Three"Free
Tin‘
YELLOW
QUARTERS

•OLEO

CHEF'S
DELIGHT

* CHEESE
PINEAPPLE

2 lbs. 43
2 Ib. box 59c
2l/2 tin 33c

hi«d

LIBBY'S DILL

PICKLES

39c

’ 2 GAL JUG

LARGE

PEANUT FLUFF

18 0Z. JAR
% LB.

BLACK PEPPER

TIN

LIPTON'S

TEA BAGS

48 TEA BAGS

TOMATO SAUCE
GARDEN
GEM
KID GLOVE
BONELESS

TOMATOES
CHICKEN
KRISPY CRACKERS
FLOUR
L V U l\

I

GRAPE
JELLY
2 Ib. jar 39c

tins 29c
tin 55c

1 Ib. 25c

SUNSHINE

25 Ib. bag

F4M0US
PEERLESS

CHOCOLATE SHAKE

pork ch0PS

Corned Beef

LADY ASSISTANT

the surge of the wake would con
tinue and still cause damage to
moored craft and docks. A gradand slowing down as outlined
would accomplish the desired re
sult, Snow commented.
Snow said that it would be
necessary to post the harbor
speed regulations in several loca
tions along the waterfront and
make copies available also to
boat operators and yachtsmen.
The amendment provides that
persons leaving craft unattended
on the shores of the harbor for
one year shall be considered to
have abandoned them.
Upon
complaint by dock or land own
ers. the boat’s owner shall be re
quired to move the craft within
a reasonable time. If the owner
fails to comply with the order,
the city may move the abandoned
vessel and bill the last owner of
record.
A fine of $10 for each violation
is proposed w’ith each additional
day in which the owner does not
comply with the order constitut
ing an additional offense.

HARBORMASTER POLLS WATERFRONT
ON HARBOR SPEED REGULATIONS;

Feb. 10—Annual Meeting of Maine
Members of the Rockland Fire
Seafoods Festival at Chamber of
Commerce headquarters at the Department found minor damage
when they answered an alarm Mon
Public Landing at 7.30.
Feb. 11—South School PTA Card day night to extinguish a fire caused
Party at 7.45 p. m. at the South by a burned refrigerator motor at
School.
the Harbor View Market at 724 Main
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 12—Regular meeting of Rock Street, Rockland.
land Assembly. Rainbow for Girls
at the Masonic Temple.
John DeWinter of Gardiner,
Feb. 14—St. Valentines Day.
Feb. 14—Past Matrons' and Past foimerly’ of Thomaston, has an
Patrons' Night meeting of Golden nounced his candidacy for the Re
Rod Chapter. OES, at the Ma publican nomination as sheriff of
sonic Temple.
Kennebec County. He recently re
Feb. 17—Shakespeare Society meets
at home of Mrs. Eleanor Wasgatt. tired from the State Police after
Feb. 21—Women's Educational Club 20 years duty, the past several of
meets at the Farnsworth Museum which he served as a captain in
for an afternoon meeting.
| charge of the Safety Division.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 25—Regular meeting of Rock
Deputy Chief Lewis Phillips of
land Assembly. Rainbow for Girls
at the Masonic Temple.
the Rockland Fire Department an
During the meeting of the Rockland Lodge of Masons Tuesday
Feb. 28—Stated meeting of Golden nounced that the three new mem
evening Charles T. Smalley, left, was presented a 50 year jewel byRod Chapter, OES.
bers of the Call Department, Leon
Rev. Aubrey Burbank of Skowhegan, master of the Grand Lodge of
March 1—Informal reception at Ma
Maine, right. Smalley remarked how he found the concept of univer
sonic Temple honoring Vivian ard Stover, Frank Shields and
sality of the Masonic movement during his travels to 27 countries.
Vinal. district deputy grand ma Charles McLain, had begun their
The Rockland lawyer has gone up through the various chairs in the
tron. at 8 p. m.
training Monday night right after
lodge to the position of senior deacon.
March 7—Methebesec Club meets at they were voted into the depart
the home of Mrs. Marguerite
ment.
rerry at 2.30
Trawler Turned
Pease Appoints
March 19-20—Knox Theater Guild
melodrama, 'Pure As The Driven
A breakfast of bagels and lux will
Court Officers
Back To Land
Snow.”
be sponsored by the B'nai Brith
Ap ril 22—The Rockland Garden
organizatiohn
of
Rockland
and
the
Sheriff P. Willard Pease an Sick Crewman
Club will meet at 2.30 at the
On the charge of operating a vehi nounced Wednesday afternoon the
home of Mrs. Charles Whitmore members of the Jewish Synagogue
on Broadway.
The 40 Fathom trawler Storm
at the Hotel Thorndike in Rock cle without a driver’s license officers of the February term of
July 11 and 12—Maine Broiler Festi land February 16. A business ses against Mrs. Jacqueline Robbins of Knox Superior Court that will con turned back to port Wednesday
val in Belfast.
Rockland, the respondent pleaded vene Tuesday, with Justice Abra night a few hours after sailing to
sion will follow the breakfast.
guilty and Judge Strout continued ham J. Rudman of Bangor presid land an ill crewman. Angelo
THE WEATHER
the charge for sentence to February ing.
Escorcio, 22. of Tenants Harboi
Camden
Police
Chief
John
RainThe Wednesday morning Portland
19. She was released on $25 per
frette
reports
that
three
16
year
old
Appointed to op<n the sessions of who suffered what appeared to be
daily made much of the extremely
sonal recognizance.
court is Rev. Melvin H. Dorr. Jr., of an attack of appendicitis.
cold weather in Florida, using two youths were apprehended Tuesday
She was stopped February 3, on the Chestnut Street Baptist Church
night
during
the
Camden-Rockland
The trawler sailed at 3 p. m.
three column pictures of Floridians
her birthday, by Rockland Police in Camden.
under the command of Capt. Earl
muffled in heavy coats and all basketball game in the Camden
on Camden Street, ^Rockland.
Officer for the grand jury is Sukeforth. When a little over two
apparently suffering from the un High School gymnasium on the
• / a
•
'
charge
of
doing
about
$30
worth
of
Clifford W. Carroll of Camden. hours out to sea, Escorcio became
seasonable weather which ranged
Robert J. Polky of Spruce Head
from 32 to 36 over the state and de vandalism to the hall outside the pleaded guilty to speeding 70 miles Charles Foote, Sr., of Rockland was ill and the ship was turned toward
gymnaisum.
The
boys,
two
from
appointed the officer for the tra Rockland.
stroyed what little was left of the
an hour in a 50 mile zone and was
The Russell ambulance was wait
citrus crop along with much gar Camden and one from Rockland, fined $25. Thomaston Police stopped verse jury.
ing at the Coast Guard Base to
were
questioned
at
the
police
sta

The
messenger
will
be
Lestyn
den produce. Probably by the time
him February 1 on Route 1 in Thom
Thompson of Friendship and the take Escorcio, who was able to
this item is read by our Florida tion for kicking holes in the parti- aston.
I
tion
that
separates
the
men
’
s
wash
crier will be William J. Gold climb the ladder from the ship to
friends the thermometer will be
the dock, to Knox Hospital.
'
room
from
the
hall
outside
the
schmidt, Jr., of Appleton.
up around 100 and the beautiful
Another fisherman was ready to
beaches once more thronged with gymnasium. They were released Maine Lohstermen
go aboard the Storm which slipped
j
after
the
interrogation.
Faith
and
the
ability
to
do
the
bathing lovelies.
(Continued trom Page One)
little things of life well makes big her lines and sailed shortly after
We still say “Maine for us”.
' An election of officers will be s‘ress experienced by many fish ger deeds possible.
Escorcio was on his way to the
hospital.
held at th-e Feb. 12 meeting of the ermen after weeks of no income.
The supervisor at Knox HospiI Knox County Postmasters AssociDyer, who is indicted as a mem The skua gull, a bird of Anarctica,
ta1 reports that the condition of
The man who aims to get a run
1 ation at the Thorndike Hotel. ber of MbA in a blanket indict is captured for scientific study by
Mrs. Estelle Morrison, 84. of 8
for hls money wins in a walk.
Rockland Postmaster James Con- ment. and as an individual, is flying nets fired from cannons.
Summer street, Rockland, was
r.ellan will be host for the meet represented by Attorney Stanley
“good’’
Wednesday
afternoon.
ing.
Tupper of Augusta, former com
The things we learn from experi
Mrs. Morrison sustained a lacer
missioner of Sea & Shore Fisher ence come under the heading of
ated scaLp and concussion when
BORN
ies. Tupper was not present at compulsory education.
she slipped on the ice near her
Lunt—At Rockland, Feb. 3, to the Wednesday meeting.
home Monday afternoon when she Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lunt. a daugh
< ARD OF THANKS
The indictment and forthcoming
was attempting to clear the ice ter—Rhonda Jean.
I am deeply appreciative and
trial
is
the
first
of
its
kind
to
be
from the sidewalk.
thank all my dear friends for the
heard in federal court in Maine thoughtfulness, kindness and love
DIED
Russell—At Rockland. Feb. 3. and the first anti-trust action shown me this past week. Thank
A Saturday night get-together
you all for the generous gift and to
was enjoyed by Cub Scouts from George W. Russell. Sr., husband of brought against a Maine Indi all who helped in any way. God
' Mis. Hannah Saunders Russell, age
Den 7, Pack 203, and Den 5. Pack 74 years. Funeral services were vidual or group.
bless you all.
10-lt
Velma Marsh.
206, when they visited radio station ' held Wednesday at 11 a. m. from
4
ARD
OF
THAX
’
Kb
WRKD. Enjoyed very much was the Burpee Funeral Home with Rev.
I
express
sincere
thanks
and
ap

the Cowboy Jamboree and a tour Ernest O. Kenyon officiating. Inter
preciation to friends, relatives, the
ment was in Seaview Cemetery.
and explanation of the station by
— NOTICE —
Hanley—At Rockland, Feb. 4. Trytohelp Club, the Johnson So
Ray Gross. Making the trip were: James Hanley, age 73 years, three ciety. Fred A. Norwood Relief
ROCKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT
Gary Havener, David and Billy j months and 18 days. Funeral serv- Corps, the WSCS for messages,
February 4, 195*
Tinker, Carleton Alien and Jimmy I ices Friday at 2 p. m. from the visits, cards, flowers and plants. I
Russell Funeral Home with Rev. deeply appreciate the kindness of
EXAMINATION I OK PATROLMAN
Mathieson with Den Mother Mrs. Merle S. Conant officiating. Inter* Dr. McLellan and the Nursing
Application, are being received by the ( ity ot Rockland for
Vera Mathieson from Den 7, Pack ; ment will be in Sea View Cemetery. Staff of Camden Community Hos
position of Patrolman. Salary .655.(10 per week for 1st year to
pital.
206
George Ross. Dana Smith,
.666.00 per week maximum.
Charlotte C. Dillingham
Application forms available at police department nr city
David Holsipple, Charles McClure,
IX MEMORIAM
16* lt
manager's office. Musi he tiled at city manager's office by
In loving memory of my dear Rockport.
Clifford Colson. Johnny Bergren.
4 p. in. February 14, 195*.
wife. Daisy E. Dow. who passed
and Billy and Alan Philbrook, Den
L. K. AI.I.KN.
IN MEMORIAM
' away February 7, 1956.
Mother and Dad, Mr. and Mrs. j Two years ago you left me
Personnel Director.
In loving memory of William T.
16-17
Robert Philbrook, and assistant, i How oft I miss your loving face
Fitzgerald, who passed away Feb
ruary 5, 1946.
Mrs. Cora Bergren, from Den 7, ! But you left me to remember
None on earth can take your place. 'Til memory fades and life departs, I
Pack 203.
Special guests were
; A happy home we once enjoyed You’ll live forever in our hearts, |
Donald Wiley of Rockland and Na I How sweet the memory still,
Time takes away the edge of grief,
than Gardner of Warren.
i But death has left a lonesomeness But memory turns back every leaf.
The world can never fill.
Sadly missed by W’ife. Mrs. Wil
Husband. Leslie Dow.
liam T. Fitzgerald; Sons. Maurice
February
Magazine
Specials
16-lt and Erwin; Daugter, Doris; Grand
New or Renewal, T. V. Guide, 20
son, Robert.
16-lt
UPPER PARK ST.
POCKL AND, ME.
wks. $1.97; Ameerican Home. 16
IN MEMORIAM
mos. $2 00; Good House Keeping.
In loving memory’ of Jennie L.
IN MEMORIAM
($2.98 for 2 yre.) Reader’s Digest, Ripley, who passed away February
In memory of my dear husband.
FRESH NATIVE CAPETTE PARTS
Daniel Randlett Yates, who passed
3 yrs. $6.00; Saturday Evening 12. 1940
Clarence Ripley and Daughters ot to his Heavenly Home February 7,
Post. 60 wkj? $4.79; Ladies' Home Warren
16 It 1954
Legs 45c
Breasts 49c
Journal, 22 mos. $3.85. Fred E.
Oh. how often have I missed you.
Harden The Magazine Man
Tel.
IN MEMORIAM
Bitter has been the many tears,
Livers 50c
In loving memory of my dear Oh the longing—Just to see you
35-W. Rockland. Me
16-lt
mother, Clara E. Staples, who Even after four long years
Others may think I’ve forgotten
passed away February 7, 1950.
Necks and Backs 5c
Wings 23c
Telephone 78 ter nO eoclal Item, There’s a sad but sweet remem But they will not understand,
fuerta. pnrtiee, etc., for Tie
Until they have lost dear ones
brance,
Oourier-Guette, lira. If.rg.rei There is a memory fond and true; Who’s gone on—to that new’ land
SIRLOIN STEAX
STEAK
Wucbenbaugh, MJ Limerock St. There is a token of affection. But- we have a bl ight glad promise
That our loved ones we will see
Mother,
Metal reporter
tf
When victorious o’er death we’ve
And a heartache still for you.
Ib. 59c
entered
She was loving, gentle, thoughful
Ib. 75c
HELI.
TRIMMED
To
the
land
where
Souls
are
free.
and true.
His wife, Mrs. Daniel Randlett
PUBLIC PARTY
Always wishing a kind act to do.
16-lt
Sincere and kind in heart and mind Ttfe | Camden
LEGS 39c
l/CAl
CHOPS 55c
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M. What wonderful memories she left
FORES 29c’¥tMU" STEAK 79e
behind.
IN MEMORIAM
Her loving daughter, Gladys E.
In loving memory of George
Aaeptceo Knights of Columbus
Staples.
I6*lt Thomas, who passed aw'ay Feb
47-TATh-tf
ruary 6, 1956
His friendly hand reached through
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the night
Ib. 69c
ROOM to let at 97 Union Street. And sent the shadows into light
Ib. 89c
BEST (ENTER CUTS
TEL 1979
16-tf Flooding the darkest hearts with
light.
RUSSE LL
Lovingly remembered by The
I Nelson Family. The Chase Family.
Funeral Home
George, June and Elsa Thomas.
MILLER'S
CARL M. STILPHEN
_____ ____________________
16-lt
BI BOOB AMBULAMCB

Page Three

FOR MILK SHAKES
SHAKER "FREE''

*1.89

jar 39c

MARSHMALLOW

CROSBY

FLUFF

MOLASSES

WHITE DR RASPBERRY

PURE BARBADOS

2 jars 45c

40 oz. ctn. 39c

FEED THE BIRDS

SUN FLOWER SEEDS

lb. 25c

FANCY MINCEMEAT—Grandmother's

2 jars 59c

WICK

DEODORIZER—Dispels Odors

Giant Size 39c

B.P.W. Club Makes
Good Progress
On Project

Tuesday-Thursday-SahjMay
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Poge Four
of the various industries in the City,'
numerous churches, schools and
breathtaking beauty of the coast
and surrounding countrysides.

Ralph Bartlett, executive secre
tary of the Chamber of Commerce,
urged the citizens to have a sense
of hope and not hopelessness as
seems to be the trend. Conditions
should be investigated and com
pared to other towns and one would
find much more than they had anti
cipated.

Thn second in a series of work
shops was held Tuesday evening at
the Farnsworth Museum in con
nection
with
the
Community
Achievement Project sponsored by
the Business and Professional Wo
men’s Club of Rockland with repre
sentatives of 14 organizations at
Mrs. Barbara Griffith of the BPW
tending.
spoke of the idea of forming a
Miss Ruth Emery, president of
hostess club for newcomers to the
the club, welcomed the guests and
city, also to visiting industrialists
turned the meeting over to Mrs.
and made suggestions. Mis. Sue
Joyce Champlin, chairman of the
Look, representing the Beta Sigma
project, who evaluated the prog
Phi volunteered her group to or
ress of the program since launching
ganize such a club as their contri
it two months ago and stated that
bution to the Community Achieve
17 local clubs have filed applica
ment Project.
tions for participation.
The suggestion of forming an edu
Among the prominent speakers
for the evening was Henry Marsh. cational program along guidance
City Councilman, who told of the lines, working with willing citizens
general attitude of citizens in and a school official, was made by
municipal affairs such as the lack Miss Ruth Emery.
Richard Edes. representing the
of interest in voting and lack of
candidates for offices.
He sug Junior Chamber of Commerce,
gested a group of qualified citizens gave ideas of keeping the young
be selected to secure qualified can people in the state and encourag
didates to create more interest in ing high school students to train
for various positions within the
city elections.
Chief of Police Bernard Thomp city.
The adult recreation problem was
son talked of Rockland's juvenile
delinquent problem and stressed given by Mrs. Clara Nason, who
that Rockland had no real serious thought with little money and work,
delinquent problem, but rather the an outdoor recreational center could
youth in this city were among Lhe be made possible through the sum
finest in the nation. He did feel mer months which would benefit
people,
young
married
however that teenage ‘ hot-rodders” older
in this city was a problem and cou id j couples and summer visitors.
Mrs. Reita Hoiden. executive
only be controlled with parental co
! secretary of the Red Cross, outoperation.
City Manager Lloyd K. Allen 1 lined the mental health problem in
spoke of the parking problems in this area and plans were under
Rockland stating they were no way for an open meeting for the
different in this city than in other public with qualified persons as
towns of comparison. He mentioned cousellors.
Harold Look. Jr., of the Knox
the fact that there are five off
street parking lots which is more Theater Guild stated that the melo
than many towns can boast. He drama, ‘‘Pure As The Driven
felt the assets should be exploited Snow”, was to be produced on
and
to
generate
enthusiasm March 19 and 20 at the Community
Building with all proceeds being for
amongst ourselves and others.
J. Donald Coughlin of the Em the two wading pools now under
ployment Agency in Rockland stated progress as a community achieve
the unemployment in Rockland, fol ment project.
John Breen representing the
lowing a seasonal pattern, is the
same as it has been for the past American Legion, speaking on be
several years in this area and ac half of the group, said the entire
program
for
the
cording to percentage is far better advertising
off than the majority of the state. Theater Guild production would 1 Lincoln McRae. Jr., of the their project toward making this
Chamber of Commerce assets com program a success, also the Legion
mittee. spoke of creating favorable Auxiliary had agreed to prepare
community attitude and illustrated and sell refreshments during the
what the city had to offer indus play.
In concluding the meeting. Mrs.
trialists by showing colored slides

Sunday

Observance To Highlight Scout

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle

Week UNION

Answer on Classified Fare)

MBS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
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Tel. STate 6-23SS •
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Orient Chapter. O.E.S. will hold
a regular meeting Friday. Doris
Miller has arranged a program.
Refreshment committee is Vir
ginia Hannon. Earl Sprowl and
Nathan Pease.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald
were guests Sunday of Mr. ad
Mrs. Alvin Heald. Bangor.
I Mrs. Harold Niles and son Rich
ard of Rockland were dinner
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Durkee.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Beck
with of Augusta were in town
Tuesday and Wednesday at the
Charles Smith residence.
Mrs. Mary Wallace left Wed
nesday for Boston to consult her
doctor at the Massachusetts Gen
eral Hospital.
Mrs. Hattie Leach of East Wal
The Scouts for the poster group, who will stand on stage during the special religious observance
doboro visited Tuesday with Mrs.
this Sunday, from left to right are: Thwing Moore. Robert Gist, G. Scott Millett and Robert Plummer.
Blanche Robbins.
Final plans were formulated
The invocation will be given by1 ceremony will include Cub Scout
Mrs. Marguerite Gordon is re
Tuesday night at the Congregation- the Rev. William Robbins of the G. Scott Willett of Pack 216, Rock- ceiving treatment at the Thayer
al Church for the special religious Universalist Church. Represent- land, Boy Scout Robert Gist of Hospital in Waterville.
observance starting at 2.30 p. m. ing the Jewish Synagogue will be Troop 224 of Warren, Explorer
Friendly Circle of Methodist
Sunday at the Rockland High A. Alan Grossman, who will lead Robert Plummer of Post 206, Church held a business meeting
School auditorium which will high in the responsive reading.
Rockland,
and
Sea
Explorer Tuesday following their public
light Boy Scout Week in Knox
The sermon. “The Scout Chal Thwing Moore of Ship 209A of dinner.
Suggestions
for
the
County.
lenge” will be delivered by Rev. Rockland.
bazaar, an annual event in Au
In the opening part of the pro- George W. Goudreau of St. BerThe arrangement committee for gust were given, and a committee
gram, Explorer Thwing Moore will nard’s Church,
the Knox Scouters Association, to outline plans was appointed.
lead the pledge of allegiance to
The unison prayer will be led by who are sponsoring the observance. The circle accepted an invitation
the Flag. Explorer Robert Plum- Rev. R-.y Bohanan of the First are: Rev. Charles Monteith. Vaino of Mrs. Lola Haskell to hold a
mer will follow with the Scout Baptist Church, the Scout benedic- Johnson and Harold W. Look. Jr. luncheon at her home later in
lau’s. Robert Gist with the Scout tion will be given by Rev. Chester
The special guests to the service February, receipts to benefit the
oath, and Cub Scout G. Scott Wil- M. Staples of the Littlefield Memo- will be the Scouts who have won i Circle.
Mrs. Christine Barker.
lett with the Cub Scout promise, rial Church and the Scouting the coveted religious awards. They Mrs. Martha Fuller. Mrs. Muriel
One* of the features of the pro- awards will be presented by Rev. are: Donald and David Gregory,
Heath and Mrs. Aubyne Hawes
gram will be a solo. “The Lord’s Charles R. Monteith of the Con- Franklin Merrill and Arthur Sti’lthe committee for arrangements.
Prayer.’ by Mrs. Clyde O. Warner, gregational Church
phen of Troop 243; and Donald
The Chip-N’-Dile Kindergarten
She will be iccompanied by Mrs.
The poster group, who will stand Pendleton and Milton Vanorse of School conducted by Mrs. Robert
Nettie Averill.
at the head of the stage during the Troop 243.
Clark at the Nazarene parsonage.
If no school announcements in the
Champlin urged all the representa
Roland Creamer.
elementary schools are given due
tives to familiarize their club with
Walter Davis of the trawler to storm or traveling conditions,
the Community Achievement Pro WALDOBORO
“Squall” is spending a few days the same will hold for the Kinder
MRS. RENA CROWELL
ject and to select a project to de
at his home.
garten. Parents in doubt please
Correspondent
velop favorable community atti
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Creamer phone Mrs. Clark. Thirteen chil
Main Street. Waldoboro
tude.
and son were Sunday guests of dren are enrolled. They are: WilTel. TEmple 2-9261
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles • liam Niskala. Julianne Fuller,
, Pitcher, Damariscotta.
| Jimmy Anderson, David Clark.,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass William
Tenants Harbor
Mrs. Nancy Brewer of Boothbay I Jack Gibson, Julie Hart. John
son and baby daughter visited her Harbor was a guest of her grand! Hart,
Ronald
Salo,
Katrina
MRS HENRY ALLEN
grandmother. Mrs. Ruth Hinkley
mother. Mrs. Carrie Winchenbach Smith. Jerry Howard. Sada Clark.
Correspondent
Monday and Tuesday.
! Monday.
Woman’s
Community
Club
Telephone 59
Raymond Jones returned from
meets Tuesday evening at 7.30
the Knox Hospital Monday where
p. m. Mrs. Gibson of Waldoboro,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Freeman he has be< n a surgical patient.
Friendship
will show slides of “Churches
have been visiting relatives in Bath
Miss Laura Dunn and Miss
Seen Around The World.''
HELEN L. BAIRD
calkd there by the sudden illness Evelyn Johnson of Boston wei ••
Correspondent
weekend guests of Mr. and Mis.
of William Hart.
People who have little and want

13

m

15

17

lb

Today, as for 30 years, America’s Greatest Motor Fuel Value

Home in Waldoboro.

Those bundled newspapers which

Judson Smith left Knox Hospital serve a hundred useful purposes,
on Monday and is a patient at are available, though in short
Keil Nursing Home at Pleasant supply, at The Courier-Gazette of
Point.
fice.
Six pound bundles of i Tint
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Foster ed papers 15c per bundle. Siz
and daughter spent the weekend pound bundles of unprinted plain
with his parents. Dr. and Mrs. white news papers, 25c per bundle
Frank Foster in Orono.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL fCont.)
1-R ght
41-A title
6-Total or partial loss [42-Corn-spike
of speech
;43-Deface
12- Surface
45-Part of the feet
'46-Sailor
13- Sever
14- French prison
48-Novice
i50-Habit
fortress
|52-Drink alcoholic
16- Mixture of baked
milk, eggs and sugar
liquors excessively
17- A beverage
|53-Terminates
18- Afflicted with vexa 54-Small bone
tion
[55-Unprofitable
19- Meridian fabbr.)
20- American Protective
VERTICAL
Association (abbr.)
?1-Corrbining form. Air 1- Restaurant with
23-Lures
vaudeville
2- Spoken
25-T rappers
3- Is indignant at
27- One cubic meter
4- A rodent
28- The upper air
5- lmplement for meas
30-Wear a cheerful
aspect
uring diameters
7- Careful
34—An Indian tribe
39- Device for browning 8- Aptitude
9- Containing more
bread
40- Canting, as a ship
fissures

VERTICAL (Cont.)

10- ln the case of
11-Accost

15- Obliterate
16- Stop
20-High card
22-College yelf
24-Entries in an
account
|26-Drive back
>29-Combining form.

Mouth
!30-Persian go^ornort
31- Pronoun
32- Free from occupa
tion
33- Mistake
34- Amuse
35- Causes
36- Ever (contr)
37- Famous ch^Pe, in
the Vatican Palace
38- Encroach
44-Man’s name
47-A conjunction (pi.)
49-Golf mound
51-Combining form. Far

for the important
, things in your life

•25-*50-*100
♦200 °«™“ *1500
On Ijcm'i ftatne Only
Ol On Oilw.i Plan I

IN 1 DAY
SENSIBLE PAYMENT PLANS

Money ... to pay ofl a group of instalment bills and reduce your total m°ntnly
payments to one small amount. .. make cash purchases of clothing, home n<5*ds or
for any other worthwhile purpose ... is available here.

Tel. TEmple 2-9954

less are happier than those who
Mi. and Mrs. Calvin Bailey and have much and want more.
son, Jay. of Portland spent Sun
The measure of a man’s intelli
day with Mis. William L. Hall.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver is a pa gence is his ability to discover
tient at the Dennison’s Nursing when he is in the wrong.

lb

’IBLIf FINANCE
CORPORATI O N

IN KOCKLANO:

OF ROCKLAND

359 MAIN STREET - 2nd Floor * Phone: 1720
Above Leighton's Jewelry Store
Life insurance protection is furnished on your loan at no add>“
tional cost to you, through John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance

A SIMILAR SERVICE IS AVAILABLE TO YOU IN OVER 400
AFFILIATED OFFICES IN 32 STATES —LOOK FOR THE FLAG

Use Classified

Something To Sell?

Mr. and Mrs. Granville Carle
ton of Beverly Farms, Mass.,
were in town on business over the
weekend.

Get behind the wheel

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Gott and
Mrs. Ethel Weaver of Pemaquid
Falls, were callers on Miss Eda
Lawry on Saturday.

of this amazing

Miss Luzern Nichols of East
Boothbay, Miss Betty Winchenpaw, Mrs. Phyllis Gilchrest and
son, Justin, were supper guests at
Alfred Mortons on Monday.

Mrs. Francis Gott, who has
been employed by Mrs. William
Hahn, has deturned to Pemaquid.
Mrs.

Myrtle

Watts

and

Miss

Lawry were callers in

Eda J.

Union last week.

Mrs. Ella Morton, who has been
ill, is much better.

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE
MORE MILES PER DOLLAR
BLUE SUNOCO

Mrs. Roscoe Simmons spent
Sunday with her daughter, Mrs.
Alden Lawry.
Mrs. Woodrow J. Verge, Mrs.
William W. Gilchrest and Miss
Eda Lawry were in Portland re
cently.

Orff's Corner
Correspondent

Telephone Temple &MM
Mr.

and

and Mrs. Stanley Simmons

children

Hollywood,

left

Fla.,

Forward Control Jeep’ Truck!
Here’s the world's most advanced
truck —the new, more powerful
T.OttO-poiind GYW Forward Con
trol 'Jeep' FC-170 Truck:

ALBERT ELWKU.

MRS

Another...bigger...
Other outstanding features: It's

en

gineered as a 4-whecl drive truck — not
a modified 2-wheel drive truck, not a
conversion • high torque Hurricane

6-226 engine, lime-tested and perform

for

• More cargo spare on less wheelbase! A 9-foot pickup box on a wheel

ance-proved • ii-inch ground clearance

where they will

base only l03!z.inches long. Bed is

wrap-around windshield • Wilh power

only 27-inches from ground for hack-

take-off. llip new FC-170 operates a wide

saving ca~e of loading!

range of special equipment.

on

Friday

visit with Mr. and Mrs.

Thomas

Simmons.

to prevent off-road "hang-tui”

•

big

Miss Phyllis Johnson of Boston
was the weekend guest of Mr. and

200

Mrs. Myron Hutchins.
Mis. Wallace Prock was hostess
to a group of friends at her home

HIGHEST OCTANE ANYWHERE AT REGULAR GAS PRICE

I on Monday evening.

Those from

• New advanced design! Spacious
Safety-View cab puts the driver in a
Forward Control position for greater

command of any driving situation...

on or off the

You just can’t match it anywhere!

Xo wonder old customers stick to

this place attending included: Mis.

It's premium in every way but

it! X'o wonder so many new cus

Virginia

price: in octane ...in performance

tomers are switching to it! It

Prock.

Mrs.

and "go-any where’’ ‘Jeep’ maneuver

...in quality. And still it sells at

meets the power needs of more of

Bessie Borneman, Mrs. Nellie Jack-

ability carry payloads up to 3500

regular gas price. That's famous

today’s cars than any other gaso

son. Mrs. Edith Bragg. Mrs. Shirley

pounds where ordinary trucks can't go.

Premium Quality Blue Sunoco

line selling at regular price. Try

Prock. Miss Elizabeth Elwell. Miss

200, the highest octane you can

it. Learn why today, as for 30

Shirley

buy at regular gas price. Delivers

years. Blue Sunoco is still the

more miles per dollar than any

“Pace-Setter”, still America’s

other "premium” on the market.

greatest motor fuel value.

SUN Oil COMPANY. n.il<xMphw 3. So.
RADIO NEWS "Sunoco 3-Stor E«Tro" Mondoy to Fridoy, NBC

AT REGULAR GAS H

Bragg.
Mrs.

Mrs.

Leona

Jackson,

Dorothy

Elwell,

Miss

J««p

Forrmni Control

road.

FC-170

• New high for “big-load” maneu
verability! 4-wheel drive traction
WILLY*

•»
of 4 Wf

Lorraine

Luce and Miss Mary Lou Prock.

Tt'a a mystery how a man con
tinues thinking he knows It all in
spite of the fact that he ia con

stantly proving that be doeaa'L

Tistdriw tkis biuer Feraard Coitril Jeep’ Trick it your ‘Jitp’ tetarl

PARK STREET MOTORS, INC.
4BMMST.

TO. 700

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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ward restoring competitive equal
ity in the American fabric mar
ket. Passage of this hill would
help to offset the rising volume of
textile
imports
which
have

SENATOR

seriously

PAYNE

Injured

our

[REPORTS
Cultural Exchange Agreement

The United States and the So
viet Union have signed a compre
hensive "tuitural exchange pro
gram which will bring to America

some 500 Soviet scientists, farm
ers, Industrial workers, students,
sportsmen, and artists in each of
the next two years. Comparable
American groups will travel to
Russia. The agreement is the
first major American-Soviet ac
cord since the signing of the Aus
trian State Treaty in early 1955.
Although past experience has
demonstrated that Soviet agree
ments are often difficult to imple
ment, In the interests of peace I
profoundly hope that the cultural
exchange program will succeed.
Pay TV
Last week I joined Senator
Strom Thurmond of South Caro
lina in introducing a resolution
opposing any form of subscription
television—better known as pay
TV. From the extensive study
which the Senate Commerce Com
mittee has given thus subject, it
is obvious that the various pro
posals to impose a charge on in
dividual television viewers in
their homes would not be in the
best interest cf the American
people.
As a practical matter
pay television would destioy the
present system of free, competi
tive television broadcasting
It
is my hope that the Committee
will act quickly on this resolution
to insure the preservation of our
free television broadcast system.
Special Subcommittee To Study
Textile labeling Bill

VINALHAVEN
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
Telephone IIS

domest'e

President Eisenhower sent his
education message to Congress
last week, and Senator Alexander
Smith of New Jersey introduced
a bill, which I cosponsored, to
implement the President’s recom
mendations.
The bill
would
authorize the Federal Govern
ment to appropriate $1 billion
over a four year period to assist
students, teachers, and communi
ties in their efforts to improve
America's educational program.
Ioans and scholarships would be
made available to deserving stu
dents, summer courses would be
held for teachers, testing and
counseling service would be im
proved. and labortatory and other
scientific facilities
would be
brought up to date. These are
but a few of the bill's provisions.
Although the problems of educa
tion cannot be solved overnight,
this bill should serve as an im
portant initial step in that direct‘on. The bill should not be con
sidered as a final measure of our
efforts, but it does represent a
sound beginning as well as an at
tempt to preserve the traditional
and important primary responsi
bility of the states for American
education.

The Antiques met with Mrs.
Vern Young on Thursday for an j
all day session and enjoyed a
most delicious dinner.
Mrs. Betsy Alley is a patient at
Thayer Hospital in Waterville.
Mrs. Van Conarv, Mrs. Jean
Mitchell and Mis. Doris Chilles
returned home on Tuesday after
visiting overnight in Rock’and
with Mr. and Mrs. Al Guptill.
Miss Muriel Chilles went to
Rockland on Tuesday and is visit
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Patrick.
Marguerite Chapter, OES, met
on Monday evening for their
regular monthly meeting. A most
impressive memorial service was
held. Refreshments were served
following the meeting with Lester
Pedleton, Henry Anderson and
Edwin Haddox serving on the
committee. A penny sale was
held for the evening entertainment
with Mrs. Doris R. Arey and Mrs.
Doris S. Arey in charge. The
next meeting will be held on
March 3 and it will be the elec
tion of officers.

Rankin of Bridgton, newly ap
pointed Ambassador to Yugoslavia
before he left for Belgrade—at
tending this year’s first meeting
of the New England Senatorial
Conference—joining with Senator
John Sparkman of Alabama in in
troducing a comprehensive new
small business tax revisionn bill.
The value of money depends on j
the way people spend it.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR

BICYCLE SALE?
DISCOUNT PRICES!
LOOK! ROADMASTER BIKES

GIRL’S BIKE

’29.50

BOY’S BIKE

’29.50

GIRL’S BIKE

3*

NOW ’30.95

BOY’S BIKE

’30.95

CHILD’S BIKE

’13.85

BUY NOW - SAVE!

H. H. CRIE & CO.
Plumbing - Hardware - Electrical Supplies

328 AAAIN STREET
ROCKLAND — MAINE
I ’

FREE DELIVERY

SAMPSON

home of their assistant leader, Mrs.

Olive Grassow. Junior girls taking
the foods project learned how to
make -olt custard and the junior
girls taking the clothing project
mad. wrist pin cushions. Miss Mar
garet Carr and Miss Bunny Gamage, junior leaders, assisted Mrs.
Grassow
Refreshments were
served. The next meeting for the
juniors will be February 8 at the
home of Mrs. Grassow. The senior
girls will meet on Friday after
school at the home of Mrs. Pearse.

ROCKLAND
Open Fri. Eve.'til 9 p.m.

Golden
Smoked

MRS. RUBY CHAPLES
Correspondent
Tel. West Appleton 8-14

Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Gushee.
The President last week also
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Gushee and
sent a message to Congress re
Roland Gushee attended an auction
questing a five year extension of
in Skowhegan on Wednesday.
the Reciprocal Trade Agreements
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Gushee and
Act and authority to further re
family were dinner guests Sunday
duce tarriffs.
Although foreign
at the home of his parents, Mr.
trade Is essential to the economic
and Mrs. Roland Gushee.
well-being of our Nation, it must
Mr. and Mrs. William Mathieson
be truly reciprocal and not just
and family of Montville were guests
a one way street with our country
Sunday of her parents, Mr. and
reducing tarriffs and other coun
Mrs. Frank Hart.
tries then excluding American
Recent callers at Mr. and Mrs. '
goods from their markets by cur- ’
John Chaples included Mr. and
reney controls or other artificial
Mrs. Clarence Choate and daugh
barriers which are more effective
ter. Miss Marylin Choate, and Mrs.
than tariffs. Past cuts in tariffs
Alice Choate of Halldale, Mrs.
on textile imports have let in a
Effie Warren and Joseph Robbing
flood of foreign goods and done of North Warren. Charles Grinnell
irreparable damage to the domes of Bui kettville. Harry Fogg of
tic industry.
I have serious North Union. Mrs. Fiances Rob
reservations about a five year ex bins and Mrs. Harvey Gurney of
tension of this program in its pre Appleton.
sent form and plan at the appro
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Heitz and
priate time to submit some recom Charles Marino of Brooklyn, N. Y..
mendations of my own to the were weekend guests of Mr. and
Senate Finance Committee to en Mrs. Roland Gushee.
courage an expansion of trade
Rev. and Mrs. John Beauregard
while providing a greater degree 1
and Mrs John Chaples attended the
of protection for segments of our 1 Baptist School of Christian Living
economy which are being hard- at the Chestnut Street Baptist
pressed by import competition.
Church in Camden Monday night

a supper menu and prepared it. On
Saturday, the junior girls met at the

OUTER PARK STREET

Appleton

Reciprocal Trade Program
Extension Requested

The Senate Commerce Commit
tee gave initial consideration to
n Mil to require accurate labeling
textile products as to fiber con
tent lust Wednesday. In view of
the importannt nature of the bili,
which has already been passed
by the House, the Committee de
cided to appoint a special sub
committee to expedite action on
the measure. If adopted, this bill
could be of real hem fit to the
American textile industry since
it would require foreign as well
as domestic textile pioducts to be
completely and accurately label
ed. This requirement not only
sets a precedent in legislation of
Other Highlights
this type but would be a step to
Other highlights last week in
cluded — joining with Senator I
ll K L P
WANTED
George Aiken of Vermont in inEXPKRIKNf ED
troducing a bill to continue the
RECEIVING CLERK
school milk program—urging the
To supervise receiving opera
House Banking and Currency ,
tions, maintain stock control
Committee to include a provision
and inventory records.
Full
in the omnibus banking bill to
time job with future for alert,
permit national banks to partici
ambitious man. Send resume to
pate in the Maine Industrial Build- j
BOX (CM
r, THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ing Authority program—discussing I
16-18
foreign policy matters with Karl

and children, Victor, Linda and Ed tions pertaining to the party.
, their meeting with 11 members
ward, were Saturday supper guests
present. Mrs. Betty Harbor was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gene
Watts
of
Cam

Mrs. Willard Moulton and chil
of Mr. and Mis. Dunreath Brownell den were Sunday guests of Mr. and voted a member of the club. The
dren, Gregor,’, Christine, Andrew,
in Camden.
j planning committee presented the
Mrs John Pearse and family.
and Peter, of Sebago Lake, were
Refreshments
Mr. and Mrs. Earl L. Pearse
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Baird of program for 195k
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
were Tuesday supper guests of Mr. Friendship were Friday evening were served by the hostess. The
E. L. True.
and Mis. William Wright.
guests of Mr. and Mis. Robert next meeting will be a pot luck
Mr. and Mrs. Obed Hart and son
supper at the home of Mrs. Faith
Hope Grange met Monday night Wright.
Danny were Sunday guests of Mr.
'Hart with Mrs. Jane Bean as hos
with a pot luck supper preceding
Mr. and Mrs. Guilford Payson
and Mrs. Lloyd Colby and family
the meeting. Mrs. Mickey Brown and children. Rickey and Candy, tess.
in Liberty.
On Friday, the Hopeful Home
was in charge of the supper.
were Friday evening guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bean and
There will be a Republican Rally and Mrs. Earl Sukeforth in Belfast. makers 4-H Club senior girls met
daughter Ruth were Friday supper at H >pe Grange Hall on February
The RFD Club went out on the at the home of their leader, Mrs.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Obed Hart 7 with a pot luck supper at 6.30 Mothers' March For Polio on Wed
Joye Pearse. The girls received
and family.
and the Rally at 7.30. A speaker on nesday night and then met at the the new foods project material,
Mr. and Mis. Frederick Brownell Republicanism will answer all ques home of Mrs. Katherine Brown for “Plan and Serve”. They selected

HOPE

textile industiy.
President's Education Message
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5 - 7 lb. ave.

FISH STIX = 11

GRADE

legs

AA

LARGE
SIZE

PORK

FRESH
CUT

LB.

IB' PORK CHOPS

BEST
CENTER
CUTS

WILSON
TENDER
MAID
READY
TO EAT

Shank

End

lb.

Center Cut lb. 79c - Face Portion lb. 49c

FR

FREE!

10 BAG SUGAR
TO ALL PERSONS WITH A PURCHASE OF $15.00 OR MORE
THIS OFFER GOOD ALL DAY THURSDAY ONLY
Frozen

Frozen
Sweet
Tasty

6

10 0Z.
PKG.

12 0Z.
PKG.

HUNT’S CATSUP 6:1.00
5
g
25c
FREE
Large Size, juicy
GRAPE

WORTH

One Pint of FroJoy
Ice Cream FREE
WITH THIS COUPON
ADULTS ONLY - 1 COUPON PER FAMILY

COUPON VALID ONLY ON SATURDAY, FEB. 8, 1958
WWMMMWNilWMMMWWMMWWWWWWMMMMMMMWWMW

FRUIT

FIG BARS
BANANAS

MELLO

RIPE
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

ROCKPORT CIVIC LEAGUE CALLS
THOMASTON

SESSION FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST . TEL 156-5

Fernand Roy was elected to fill
the Lecturer's chair and was in
stalled by Past Master Earle
Maxey at the Weymouth Grange
meeting Monday night.

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wallace
of Howland and Mr. ard Mrs.
Leonard Wallace of East Milli
nocket were overnighit guests
Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam
Waliace.
Mayflower
Temple.
Pythian
Sisters will hold a stated meeting
Friday night at 7.30 at the K. P.
Hall.
Refreshments will
be
served by Mrs. Albert Harjula
The Kate Morse house, now home of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Brazier.
and Mrs. Faustina Carney.
Legion Auxiliary will meet Fri
THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK
day night at 8 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. Rena Wotton.
Mrs.
MAKES HISTORY LIVE
Bertha Lovejoy will serve as co
AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE
hostess.
Officers elected for the la«t
By F. L. S. Morse
half of the year in the Jurior
The house pictured above was Iinery store of Mrs. Edgar Daniels
American Citizens Club in Mrs.
built in 1S92 for Catherine V . widow’ and stood on Main street beside the
Corinne Small’s 6th grade are: j
of Capt. Oliver Morse.
Capt. Marsters Engie house, now’ the
president. Mary Small; vice presi Searsmont
Morse was the son of Warren American Legion Hall. It was
dent. Rosamond Dean; secretary,
MRS ELINOR MacKENZEE
Morse. Sr. and brother of the late moved to the Starr lot at the corner
Patricia Wallace; treasurer. Fay
Cor-eaponden'
Levi Morse, the well known Thom of Main and Booker streets. The
Tel. Liberty 63132
Townsend.
aston photographer. Another broth late Charles Oliver moved it to its
Boy Scout Sunday will be ob
Mr. and Mrs Stephen Shab^r, er was Warren Morse. 2nd. father present site with no motive power.
served at the Federated Church
Sunday with members of troop Sr.. William Perry and Herman of Carl Morse, the Rockland jewel He jacked it up and by skillful use
215 taking part in the worship Wood enjoyed a pleasant evening er. Since the photograph was taken of the jacks and rollers, slid it
service at 11 o'clock. All Boy with Mrs. Effie Sibley Saturday tne piazza has been removed except down hill to its present location.
The late Charles Shorey said it
Scouts and Cub Scouts and par Jan. 31. w’hen a delicious buffet over the door and the little elm is
now much larger. In the last story was the first time a house had been
ents and fiiends are urged to at lunch was served
one might have gotten the impres moved by thumbscrew’s.
tend this service. Members of
Miss Elaine Gelo. a student
Here lived the late Horace Vose
th-e Boy Scout Troops of South nurse at Eastern Maine Genial, sion that this house was of the
Matilda Vose
Hope and Cushing have been in Hospital of Bangor and Mrs. Bur Shorev house because of the ar and his wife, the former Neely
rangement
of
the
paragraphs.
Cline.
Horace
Vose
was
the
son
of
Sti
eet
School,
and in 1893 when Jud
vited to attend.
ton Perkins and son of Belfast
Oliver and Edith Watts Vose.
son Kalloch was obliged by illness
Beta Alpha met at the Baptist were Sunday callers of Mr and Sorry.
Horace was a veteran of the to retire, she became teacher at the
Another misleading thing about
Church Monday night to make Mrs. Clarence Gelo.
the last story. The Woodward Spanish American War. Cornelia Eastern Meadow School, where she
cancer dressings.
Plans were
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Plaisted
made for a cooked food sale to be and Mrs Abbie Plaisted were Sat house was built by Douglas Young, Vose died Aug. 17. 1946 and her hus- was very successful. One of the
first projects undertaken was the
held Feb. 15 at Donaldson's Paper urday callers of Donald Plaisted who intended to occupy it himself, ban, April 10. 1951.
Lawrence Weaver lived there w ith earning enough money to buy a
as I have been told, but sold it to
Store. Refreshments were served
of Augusta.
Mr Woodward. I had supposed his wife until they moved to Ei in school flag at the raising of which
by Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs.
Mrs. Frank Gardnei of Happy
there was a real celebration. She
Blanche Lermond and Mrs. Doro- j Acres” is confined to her home that it was built for the only family street.
Henry Wass was long a member was a superior teacher, making the
to
occupy
it.
thy Libby.
by illness.
of the United States Coast Guard in work interesting and maintaining
Mrs. Roger Libby entertained
Now for the south or river side of
Sunday afternoon callers and
Washington County. Mr. and Mrs. good order. There was never a dull
the “Coffee Club" at her home sunper guests of Mrs. Vida Me- the street, beginning at Green
Wass are the parents of Mrs. period in her school. Matilda Vose
Tuesday night. Tic-Tac-Dough. a huren and Gardnei and Drum street and going toward Wadsworth
Georg* Woodward.
died in 1918 and her son, Wilbur
take-off of the television program. ' mond Hemenway were Mr and street.
The home of Edgar Libby and his shortly before. Alvin Vose died in
was played and refreshments were Mrs. Everett Hook of Belfast.
The? first house was long the home
wife Dorothy Creamer Libby, was the summer of 1925.
served. Guests were; Mrs. Willis Other Sunday guests were Mis of Frederic Copeland, having been
built for them. Mr. Libby is deputy
The Voses had two children, both
Berry. Mrs. Lloyd Mahoney. Mrs. Frances Paul of Morrill and Sy - built by some of the Copeland fami
sheiiff of Kr.ox County on duty at a long time deceased. Wilbur who
ly. The barn was once Rufus Cope
Philip
Fernald.
Mrs. Dennis vester Poor of Augusta
the Court House. The Libbys have married Blanche Crawford and
Young. Mi’s. Paul Eastman. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Buck of land's boatshop, or so I have been a son. Roger, who with his family Ethel who married Alton Grover
The Copelands had three
Winfred Williams. Mrs. Robert Pe’.monit called on Mis. Ada How- told.
lives on Booker street. The Libbys and who left a son. Charles, of
children. Geneva, now Mrs. Fred
Hall and Mrs. Betty Edgerly.
ar dthis past week.
are fine people.
Cushing, who is married and has
Green
who
live
in
Massachusetts,
Miss Hilda George entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ba’cy,
Mi and Mrs. Harvey Brown, children.
27 members of the Friendly Jr., and family of Unity were who was a beautiful girl, about my formerly of Friendship live in the
Grover was a native of Hart’s
Circle at her home Tuesday night. weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. age and a fine singer; Karl, who new house on the Libby grounds.
Neck in St. George, and with his
lives in Watertown, Mass . and
Mrs. James McCamant was ap Don Lucas.
The house, long known as the brother-in-law. John Shrader built
pointed kep'oman for Methodist
Victor Grange No. 246 will hold Edna, a pretty blonde, who married Seavey house, was built for the late and managed
the Thomaston
Maurice
Perry
of
Rockland
and
woman's work and Miss Hilda a regular meeting on Thursday
Edwaid Seavey. a native of Cush Garage in its early days.
George was re-appointed keywo- (tonight). Each memeber is to who died many years ago. She was ing. who was twice married
By
Mrs. Carl Gray, widow of the
man for Congregational woman's bring something for refreshments. the mother of Earle Perry. After his first wife, a daughter of John
president of the Union Pacific Rail
work. It was reported that $48
The next meeting of the Couples Fred Copeland's death in 1919 his Boardman there were three child road had the next house built, and
was realized from the recent sup Club of the Methodist Church will widow, who was Emily Seavey. ren George who died about 1897
lived here for several summers.
be held on Saturday at 6.30 in the married the late Fred Redman and Kate, deceased wife of of Ralph She was very active in Baptist
Crawford and Margaret, a former Church affairs and other interests
church vestry.
Coffee will be died Jan. 3. 1932.
HELP
WANTED
Later the place was for some classmate of the writer and who
served and each couple is to
EXPERIENCED MAN
for social betterment. Mrs. Gray
bring a simple but hearty box years the home of Capt. and Mrs lives in another state. By the sec was named American Mother for
FOR WAREHOUSE
Alden Linekin. parents of Frank ond wife there is a daughter Mrs.
To supervise labelling, ship
lunch. The entertainment will be
1937. She had three sons, of whom
ping and warehousing.
Full
Dwight Linekin and the late Mrs. Alton Grover. Loring Orff ar.d his
put
on
by
the
Wentworth
family
Russell Gray is still living. He
time job with future for ambi
Arthur Henry.
wife Nellie Leach Orff lived here lived in town for some years, and
Hope. All couples interested
tion’* and aggressive man. Send
In the 1930 s Percy Averill and for some time and I believe they
resume to
are cordially invited.
built boats near the old Upper Toll
his late wife, who was formerly sold it to Miss Harriet Williams,
BOX < < M
Bridge.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
To err is human, and the ability Edith Elwell of Spruce H<ad the present occupant. Miss Wil
Carl. Jr., a railroad official died
16-18
bought
the
home.
Percy
was
a
na

liams is the daughter of Capt. in 1955 and his brother. Pr. Howard
to hide it seems to be divine.
tive of the westend. son of Capt. Thomas and Clara Robinson Wil
Gray, was di owned in Minnesota in
Averill, and had lived at the Mea liams and does secretarial work at
the same year, and not long before
dows and worked around the quar the U. S. Veterans Administration
Mrs. Gray's death.
ries as engineer, but worked for in Togus. She is prominent in the
What many of us think of as the
the Prison later. He has two daugh Daughters of the Revolution and
Dornan house was built for the late
ters. Naomi, wife of Edw’ard Elliot other social and chuich activities.
Eugene Dizer. who married a
and Miss Ruth Averill of New York
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Grover daughter of Capt. Frank Curling I
Guaranteed For One Full Year
City, who is employed by Lord and was probably the first house on the
believe her name was Helen. They
Taylor. The family are good folks street, and was built hy the late
left a daughter, Mrs. Viola Hatch
(BY NATIONAL BONDED CARS, INC.)
and the girls were especially gifted Alvin Vose for himself. Vose was of Rockland, and a son, Sanders,
GOUD ANYWHERE IN THE VNITED STATES
Edith Averill died in 1946
a carpenter and cabinet maker of who left the place many years ago.
The next home was built. I be unusual skill. There are several
Dizer was a native of France and
1957 FORD Custom 300 2-Ooor Sedan
lieve for Capt. Leander Whitmore, beautiful pieces of furniture in the died in 1904. aged 53. His mother,
who lived here with his wife, who house, lasting testimonials of su Josephine, who came to this coun1957 PLYMOUTH Plow 4-0oor Sedan
was Ida Ella Colsen of Addison. perior workmanship.
1957 DODGE Royal 4-Door, Power Steering
Here grew’ to maturity the three
Alvin Vose was a native of War
ren married Matilda, daughter of
children
May.
who
resided
here
1957 PLYMOUTH Suburban 2-Door
with her husband, the late Hiram Rev. Edwin A. Helmershausen, one
1955 DODGE Royal 4-0oor, Power Steering
Libby. Capt. Charles Whitmore of of the leading Methodist clergymen
Rockland, who married Celita Wil of Maine. Mrs. Vose was a gradu
1955 DODGE Coronet 4-Door, Power-Flite
son of Poit Clyde, and Alvah of ate of Farmington State Normal
Portland, who married Elsie Has School. Among the first schools
1954 D8OGE Suburban, 2-Ooor
kell of Deer Isle. Mrs Libby still taught by her was the old Morse's
1954 CHEVROLET 210 4-Door
resides here She has one son, Ed Corner School which was closed in
1878. She later taught at the Green
gar.

■

FIRST CHOICE USED CARS
(GUARANTEED FOR 30 DAYS)

1953

DODGE Coronet 8 4-Door

1953

DODGE Meadowbrook 2-Ooor

1951

PONTIAC 6 2-Ooor

1951

PLYMOUTH Cronbrook 4-Door

1950

DODGE Business Coupe

1950

MERCURY 44>oor Sedan

ELLERY T. NELSON, INC
ROUTE 1, ON THE THOMASTON-ROCKLAND LINE

TEL ROCKLANO 720

Rockport

Civic

and to develop and support civic

League

by the Wass family has

moved twice.

been

It was first the mil-

SMElS

5HELL
^rSONITOR
bating oil storage tank
corrosion & ruM inhibitor

HU

TO 0U* CUSTOMER WITN
iMunmuciou

A. C. McLoon & Co

Camden Theatre
SHOW SIHEIHI.E
Friday Evening, 7.15 F. M.
Sat.: Mat. 2.90; Evr. «S0-6.S0
Sunday: Mat. 3.09: Evr. 7.15
NOW SHOWING
FKIDAY-SATI ROAY-Sl NI»AY
FEB. 7-H-9

'Tne Pride and
The Passion"
Witfc Throe Groat Stan
CABY
GRANT

FRANK
HKATBA

SOFR1A
IXMRR

Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Hawes, Union street, were
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hendrickson
of Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Morse and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Hendrickson and
daughter ol
Bath, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wood
and Gene of Camden, Mrs. Cecil
Dennison and Cecil, Jr.

Joyce Dennison wsls weekend
guest of her uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. Arvo Salo of Owls Head.
Den Six met Friday evening
with its Pack 200 at the Congre
gational Parish House in Camden.
The meeting was presided by Cub
Master Gilbert Jaeger.
Boys
from Den Six who received Gold
Arrows under Wolf Badge were
Bruce McIntosh. Randy Watkinson and John Larsen. The theme
of the meeting was movie mak
ing. Rockport Den presented the
sketch “Robin Hood” with War
ren Roberts as Robin Hood and
Johnnie Larsen as camera man.
The next pack meeting will be at
the same place, Feb. 28. The
theme for that meeting will be
the Blue and Gold Banquet.

Robert Springer of Owls Head
was overnight guest of his uncle
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Den
nison and family, Camden road.
Miss Annie Richards observed
her 83rd birthday at her home on
Russell avenue Monday, Feb. 5.
She had two birthday cakes, one
made by her niece. Mrs. Gladys
Henderson of Camden and the
other by her sister-in-law, Mis.
Jennie Richards of Rockland who
was also her dinner guest. Her
nephew and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Roland Richards presented her
with a beautiful assorted bouquet
of carnations which she enjoyed
very much. Many friends sent
gifts and cards which made her
day a very happy one.
Miss
Marion Weidman and Roland
Richards* were callers in the af
ternoon.
The Trytohelp Club met Monday
evening at the home of Mrs. Rita
Norwood.
Beech street.
The
regular business meeting was held
and it was reported that Gertrude
P-oberson, a member who lives ’n
Washington. D C.. has fallen and
broken her wrist. A card was
sent with all present signing their
name. Refreshments were served
by the hostess. The club will
meet next week with Mrs. Edith
Overlook with Mrs. Dorothy Mills
as co-hostess.
Those present
weie Miss Edith Wall. Mrs. Cora
Welch. Mrs. Dorothy Upham. Mrs.
Alice Marston. Mrs. Maude Whit
ney, Mrs. Ellen Bohndell. Mrs.
Nellie Lawton. Mrs.
Dorothy
Mills, Mrs. Edith Overlock. Mrs.
Abbie Sylvester and Miss Hazel
Wall.
Marla Stevens is visiting with
her grandmother, Mrs. Carroll
Winchenbaugh of Nobleboro.
The WSCS will meet Saturday
etening at the home of Mrs.
Louise
Farnham.
Limerock
street. Co-hostess will be Mrs.
Ruth Erickson and Mrs. Charlotte
Far ley.
Mrs. Ruth Erickson was chosen
as chairman of the Girl Scout
Troop Committee Monday eve
ning at the home of Mrs. Una
Ames, Sea street.
Election of
officers was held. Those elected
were secretary, Mrs. Jean Lar
sen and treasurer, Mrs. Vinie
Johnson. Names added to the
Troop Committee
were
Mrs.
Mabel Grey and Mrs. Dorothy
Bradford.
Names of the four
,1< dels are Mrs. Una Ames, Mrs.
Ma: o Hanna. Mrs. Mildred Rob
erts and Mrs. Marjorie Dodge.

prison, but at the time of his death
had been for some time employed
as janitor of a school building in
Rockland, and Richard, a painter,
our good friend Tip who as a youth
could really play ball, possibly he
may not have been as good as his
son. Ramos, but he was very good.
The Feehans sold the place to May
nard Brasier. who with his wife, the
When making out your will re
former Anna McQuarrie, lived here
member your church and your
until they went to Portland to live.
hospital.
In 1938 this house was purchased
by Edward Dornan. proprietor of
GEORGE W. RI SSELL
William E. Dornan, Monumental
George W. Russell, Si. 74. of
Works. Mr. Dornan has been in
West Meadow Road, died Monday.
town since 1933. having lived in the
Mr. Russell was born in Friendship
Montgomery house near the Mall.
April 19, 188-3. son of Edwaid and
His parents were William E. and
Zilda Crouse Russell.
Ethel Mahoney Dornan of Union,
He was a farmer . Sur viving be
both deceased. He married Lillian
sides his widow. Mrs. Hannah
daughtei of I Mervin ar.d Marian
Saunders Russell, are two sons,
Ritnei Fought. Mrs. Dornan lives
George W. Russell, Jr., and Ron
with the Dornans as did her hus
ald W. Russell, both of Rockland;
band before his death not many
three daughters. Mrs. Zilda Kaler of
years ago.
Camden. Mr s. Louise Tracy of Nor
Mi. Dornan is past commander of
ridgewock and Mrs Doris Yeaton
Williams-Brasier Post American
of Cushing: a brother, Alfred Rus
Legion, member of the Village
Cemetery Committee, and is active sell of Cushing; and a half-brother .
in various other activities, which Frank Russell of Rockland; and 13
serve the public interests. The grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Wed
family is well liked ar.d respected.
nesday
at 11 a. m. from the Bur
The last house on the Southern
side was built by Mr. Ferdinand pee Funeral Home with Rev. Ernest
Day who with his wife came from O. Kenyon officiating. Interment
Washington or Somerville. He is a was in Seaview Cemetery.
carpenter by trade and has three
JAMES HANLEY
grown up sons.
James Hanley, 73, of 9 Union
In the last number of the Scrap
book it was stated that Miss Lena street died early Tuesday ev* ning
Shorey was employed in Portland. He was born Oct. 17, 1884 at
She is in charge of all the home Thomaston, the son of Stephen
Mr.
economic work in the schools of that and Ellen. Mank Hanley.
city. Miss Shorey is a graduate of Hanley was a retired cement mill
the University of Maine and has wo rice r.
Surviving are his widow, Laura
done post graduate work. She is
a leader in her profession, of whom Morton Hanley, fave sons, James
J. Hanley of Boothbay. Seth M.
we may well be proud.
Of the persons who lived on this Hanley, Frank H. Hanley and
Hyler street 60 years ago there is Richard D. Hanley, all of Rock
only one left cm the street. She was land and Frederick G. Hanley, of
then a little girl. The street has the U. S. Marine Corps, presently
sever al new houses and some of the stationed in Virginia. Also seven
older houses have been much grandchildren and one greatchanged. What will it be 60 years granddaughter.
from now? Nobody can predict
Funeral services will b< held
with any degree of assurance.
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock
There may be new houses, but from the Russell Funeral Home,
one cannot guess what fantastic Rf v. Merle S. Conant officiating.
form these may assume. Some old Interment will be in Sea View
houses may be gone. The parallel Cemetery.
street to the South, laid out so long
Useless is a plan to work unless
ago. may be a reality. And some Advertise in The Courier-Gazette you expect to work the plan.
old fuddy may be writing about the
good old days when men rode in
automobiles, lighted their homes
with electricity, talked over tele
NOW THRU TUESDAY
phones by means of wire and actu
MATINEES DAILY 1.30
ally wore neckties.

JBITIIAKY

F. L. S. Morse.

NOW PLAYING THRU SAT.
SAT.: Mat. 2.00 - Eve. 6.NMI.3O

WEEKDAYS: Eve. 0.90 - M.SO

KnoX

Muunr bmidoj
AND AN EXQUISITE NEW

JAPANESE STAR IN

Sayomara

t

i / fl9Wa4n>*TlCSM]3Aa«*

namcHM’mm* * mim m

The house now owned and lived
in

HERBERT CROCKBTT

Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3593

is improvements.
The organization committee re
ready to make its report to the
ports it has studied various types
interested taxpayers of Rockport
of taxpayers' associations and
at a public meeting to be held in
civic leagues and has come up
the Elementary School Wednes
with specific ideas for an organi
day evening. Feb. 12 at 7.30 p. m.
sation that will help to stimulate
At this meeting a Board of Di
interest in town affairs, promote
rectors will be elected. The com
good covernment and to develop
mittee will explain the purposes,
community cooperation in matters
bylaws ahd goals of this proposed
of common concnern.
organization, and proceed with
This committee, elected at a
the definite formation of the
meeting held in the Elementary
league.
School on Dec. 12, consists of the
According to its present officials
following:
the Rockport Civic League will he
From Glen Cove: W. F. Chester,
incorporated under the laws of
C. D. Jillson, R. G. Johnson, D.
the State of Maine as a nonL. Kelsey.
partisan. non-profit corporation
From Rockport village: Mrs. G.
whose aims are to promote honest
G. Stranahan. Mis. G. C. Under
and efficient local government
wood. A. H. Chatfield. Jr.. A. C.
Cramer, G. E. Erickson, E. M.
try many years before, died in 1923,
Graffam. C. D. Lane and L. T.
aged 92.
Spear. Sr.
The Dizer family sold the house
From Rockville: Mrs. E. M.
to the late John Feehan. who for
Hallowell. Mrs. Matthew Stan-, A.
40 years was an officer of Maine
L. Knowlton and A. B. Sides.
State Prison and who lived in this
From Simonton's Coiner: E. C.
place for years. Feehan was a na
Bachelor.
tive of Portland, as was his wife,
From West Rockport: Keith
the former Sarah Megar. The
Feehans had two daughters. Mrs. Crockett. E. R. Erickson, E. S.
Addie Ramos of Miami. Fla., and Orbeton and Henry Salminen.
The temporary officers of this
Katherine who married John An
drews and after his death, Edward committee have been: President,
Veazie of Rockland. She died only G. E. Erickson; secretary, Am
a few years ago. She left a son. brose C. Cramer.
The public is invited to attend
John Andrews and a daughter. Mrs.
the meeting and to take an active
Richard Knowlton.
There were two Feehan boys, the part in the formation of the new
late William who was guard at the community organization.

the

per held at the Federated Church.
Miss George gave a very inter
esting talk on her experiences in
Japan. Refreshments were served
with Mrs. Theodore Konelick
Mrs Willis Adams and Miss Nora
Seaver assisting.
The fourth quarterly conference
of the Methodist Membership of
the Federated Church was held
Monday night at the church with
a good attendance. Rev. Alfred
Hempstead of Augusta. District
Superintendent was present to
conduct the meeting.
Reports
were given and officers elected.
Fleeted to office were: trustees
for three years. Dr. Laurence
Shesler. James McCamant and
Mrs. Albeit Harjula: lay member.
F. L. S. Morse with reserve lay
members being Mrs. Earl Wood
cock and Forrest Grafton; record
ing secretary. Mrs. Forrest Graf
ton; benevolence treasurer, Miss
Helen Studley; auditor. Miss Har
riet Williams: deaconesses. Mrs.
Warren Knights and Mrs. Ed
ward Dornan: committee chair
men, membership and evangel
ism. Mrs. Forrest Grafton: edu
cation. John Egerton; missions.
Miss Helen Studley: finance. For
est Stone. Following the meeting
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Roger Jameson. Mrs James
McCamant and Mrs. Richard
Woodcock.

?„r„s,Je USED CARS

MRS

NEXT WEDNESDAY EVENING
The organization committee of

Robert Blastow. son of Mr. and
Mis. Hollis B’astow is a patient
at Knox Hospital and would like
to hear from his friends.
Mrs. Percy Clarke and Mrs.
Robert Andrews are co-chairmen
of the Heart Fund drive for Thom
aston .
Semlt nets are being made in
sevei'al upper Beechwood street
homes which remind us that
spring an dthe smelting season
are just around the corner.

ROCKPORT

NTIICK CWEIS • RED BUTTONS ■ RICARDO HOIKtBH

MIRTH! SCOTT

RIVOSHI UWEKI • JIVES CISliEP ] ,,,MIIKOTAKA

PIOIBCEC Bt

C HECTEO BT

| (ifij

S .RHR PUT

|t>

MlIMFH •«« - WliS
*•1 u-nm wttMtiMrw miRGKRL»«s:»K
DAILY: 1.30 - 6.00 - 8.30. Feature at 1.45 - 6.00 - 8.30
SUNDAY: 3.00 - 5.45 - 8.30. Feature at 3.15 - 6.00 - 8.45

PRICES: Daily, Matinees 60c — Evenings and Sundays 80c
Children 20c at All Shows
NOTE: thlldrrn Admitted Ev color* Ooly With Poreote

PASS LIST Bl'SPENOEO DIKING THIS ENGAGEMENT
M4V

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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er and Mrs. Frances Gist as as
Toastmasters
sistants.
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
WARREN
The Feb. 11 meeting of the War Club Planning
BOSS DORIS HYUBB
ren Day Extension Group will be
Correspondent
with Mrs. James. Kinney, Sr. The Charter Night
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
fm same, luyiNe, renting somas
dinner committee Will be Mrs.
Telephone
CRestwood
4-2038
horn*
HEBE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
The
Rockland
Toastmasteis
Carl Oxton. Mrs. Herbert Nutter
Adrerttaementa In thia column not to exceed three lines Inserted
awce for SO cento, throe ttmes, oh dollar. Additional llnea 10 cento
and Mrs. Perley Pamon.
The Club met in the Little Gallery of
The Warren Woman’s Club will subject to be taken up is “Time
for each line, half price each additional Hate need. Five email
the Farnsworth Museum Tuesday
worda to a line.
meet Thursday evening with Mrs. Savers” with Mrs. Kinney as
evening.
Special Notice! AD “blind ads” no called, L •.. advertisements
Fred Perkins. Jr., with Mrs. Per leader.
which require the answers to be sent to The Conrier-Gasette office
Russell Wolfertz presided over
kins
telling
of
her
Hollywood
for handUnc, coat U cento additional.
The Evening Extension Group
A name should appear, on all classified ads to secure best results.
visit.
Chairman will be Mrs. wil meet Feb. 13. subject "Mend the business session and intro
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
Olive Boggs with hostesses. Mrs. ing for Moderns".
duced Darrel Dunton. the toast
AIJ. CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Irene Starrett. Mrs. Grace Camp
The month old son of Mr. and master of the evening. Joseph
Mo classified ads will be accepted wlthoat the cash and ao boohbell. Mts. Grace Simmons and Mrs. Alan Ede (Carol Howard) of
teeplng will be maintained for these ads.
Kacic. the topic master, selected
Mrs. Fanny Jura.
[Worcester,
Mass..
underwent as his topic, “The Non-Inflationary
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
Ronald Overlook, Gail Chicoine, jr'omach surgery at St. Vincent Benefits Requested by the United
accounts with The Conrler-Gasetto. Count the Words—Five to a
Marcia Foley attended the meet Hospital, Worcester, Jan. 27. Ri- Auto Workers.”
Each member
ing of the Lincoln BYF at the 1 orts received by His grandpar- was given an opportunity to com
Littlefield
Memorial
Baptist ' er.ts. the Richard Howards, are ment on this subject.
( Church in Rockland Monday eve hit the infant is now improving
LOST AND FOUND
Speakers of the evening were:
TO LET
ning. Gerald Emery and Rev
Galen LaGassey, “Community At
LIGHT Male German Shepherd
ROOMS to let with board to men Sterling Helmer furnished trannsMrs. Frank E. Bracy is the titudes”; William Chester, “An In
Dog with dark face lost on St. only. Tel. THOMASTON 213.
portation. Clarence York will be geest at her daughters. Mr. and troduction to Parliamentary Pro
George Road. Tel. THOMASTON ______ ______ ________
15-20
in charge of the Youth Group Mrs. Richard Howard. for an in cedure" and Russell Wolfertz.
96-12. Reward.
15*17
THREE Room Furnished Bunga meeting of the Baptist Church.
definite stay. Mrs. Bracy spent “How To Triple Your Money.”
low to let. Central. Apply 55
General critic, Robert Varney, was
GRACE STREET, Tel. 823.
15-17 Feb. 8 on Citizenship with Mr. last winter in Arizona.
FOR SALE
and Mrs. Robert Wyllie sponsors.
The Kelp One Another Circle assisted by John Shaffer, Guy
ROOM
to
let.
corner
Union
and
1957 VOLKSWAGEN for sale.
The Men’s Forum of the Baptist King’s Daughters, met Monday Easier and Graham Rush.
Lindsev. No drinking or smoking.
Price $1 500
Inquire CRAMER’S
PHONE 86. City
14-16 Church will meet in the Mont evening, with Mrs. Jennie KennisThe next meeting of the group
GARAGE. Union. Maine.
16*18
THREE Room Furn. Apt to let, gomery Rooms Friday evening for ton and Mrs. Minerva Marshall. will be at 7 p. m. Tuesday, Feb. Il
GE Refrigerator for sale. Nearly continuous hot water. 'Private bath.
a 6.30 supper. Fred Perkins. Jr., Several pairs pf rnittens were at the Farnsworth Museum. At
new. TEL. 301-R.
16-18
TEL. 1629 or 708.
14*16 will be the speaker. This is a Turned in by Mrs. J>e<la Martin. this meeting final plans will be
SINGLE Bed Size Mattress and
THREE Rm. Furn. Apt. with change from the usual Thursday About 30 calls were made in made for the charter presentation
Spr ing for sale. $15. 107 LIMEROCK
bath to let. 19 CRESCENT ST
evening.
January and several baskets to dinner meeting to be held Feb. 18
STREET
16-11
______________
14*16
Mr. and Mrs. Tauno Manner the shutins. Roll call versus be- at the Hotel Thorndike.
1949 RENAULT for sale good
TWO Room Furn. Apt. to Id:
! ginning with the letter I were
coiiu. May be seen at DON PAYalso, a 4 bed room. 144 UNION were in Round Pond Saturday
SON'S CAl^O STATION. Tel. 8900. STREET.
14-16 evening attending the reception of given. The March meeting will Kiwanis Inducts
16*18
be with Miss Doris Hyler and the
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let. Walter Richards, district deputy
HOUSE Trailer for sale. 50’xl0'. heated, elec, stove and p: ivate bath. j,grand master of District 15.
roll call letters will be S.
Six New Members
1 year old.
Sacrifice for quick MRS ARTHUR JORDAN. 99 Cam
Mrs. Charles Kigel and Mrs.
sale. TEL CEdar 6-2214
16*18
The Kiwanis Club took into
den Street. Tel. 1245.
13-tf Richard Howard represented the
GOOD 4 Piece Dark Mahogany
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let. Warren Woman's Club at the mid Matinicus
membership Monday evening six
Bedroom Set for sale. $35; also, second floor, oil heat. Adults onliv.
young men of the city, of whom
ERVENA C. AMES
nice 2 piece parlor set $15; 2 light 45 TALBOT AVENUE.
15*17-41 winter meeting in Augusta of the
two were sons of Kiwanians. In
Correspondent
maple chairs. $20: crib and mat
Maine
Federation
of
Women
’
s
FIVE Rm Unfurn. Apt to let.
ducted by Past Lieutenant Gover
tress, $12; single maple bed, spring fnouire 16 LAWN AVENUE. Tel. Clubs.
and mattress, $15: hot water heater. 921-W.
nor
Stuart Burgess were: William
Orel
Gehrmann
b-a-s
returned
16-18
Mis, Marion Manner.
Mrs.
$12; Spindlier. $10: and wringer,
Charles Foote.
Jr.,
FOUR Room Apt. with bath to Frances Gist. Miss Avis Maloney, from Rockland where he went on McLoon,
washer. $10. Many beds and stoves
Christy Adams, Charles Gifford,
at random prices HARVEY GUR let at 17 Main Street, Thomaston; Mrs Helen Hancock and Mrs. bvginess.
also. 3 rm. apt. with bath, partly
NEY. Union. Tel. STate 5-2449.
Lavon Ames. Jr., went to Vinal John Knight and Irving MeConJoyce Siili attended the regular
16*18 heated, 608 Main Street, City. TEL.
chie.
1051 .R.
5-tf meeting of Bethel Rebekah Lodge haven Friday afternoon.
ALUMINUM Combination Win
McLoon is the son of John H.
The
sunshine
of
Monday
was
a
FOUR Rm. A;« with bath to let. in Union Monday evening.
dows and Doors for sale; also, side
welcome change from the kind McLoon and is manager of an
heated, hot water; also. 2 furn.
The
food
sale
sponsored
by
wall shingles, plain and in colors,
34 FULTON Mystic Rebekah Ledge to be Feb. of weather we’d been having. automobile agency. Foote is the
rock wool insulation Home Finan rooms and flush
STREET. Tel. 1379-R
cing Plan
Phone 1503 or 163-M.
15. will be held in Holden's Block Roys are riding bicycles which is *cn of Charles Foote, Sr., and is
THREE Rm Furn. Apt. with full
E. T. LONG.
143-Th-S-tf
a teacher
in Rockland High
rather unusual for February.
bath and shower to let. Cont H&C Mrs. Ellen Waisanen is chairman
Clayton Young returned from School.
13 FT. Double Ender Row Boat water, near shopping district. TEL with Miss Avis Maloney, Mrs
lost off Isle au Haut, white with 1838._____________________
Christy Adams and John Knight
Nina and
157-tf Joyce Siili, Mrs. Henrietta Weav Braintree Tuesday.
gray trim. Finder notify LAWSON
Jeanette will remain for another are attorneys in the city; Gifford
UNFURN.
Apt.
to
let.
5
rooms
BRIDGES. Stonington, Tel FOrest
is a partner in the music shop
week.
7-2282.
15-16 bath furnace. Inquire 12 KNOX
WANTED
STREET. Tel. 1382-M
3-tf
and photographic store bearing
ONE Air Compressor for sale
FTVE-Rm. Apt to let. 241 Main
the family name and McConchie
with
II P. motor. CRAMER'S
SOUTH WARREN
HELP WANTED
Inquire at LAUNDERE. 235
GARAGE, Union, Tel. STate 5-3532. St.
YOU CAN ADD $15 to $25 a week
The sun shone at intervals Oil is a lobsterman.
Main. Tel. 1610.
142tf
to your present income. Part time
l»-i7
Wendell Hadlock. director of
. Sunday after an absence of more
CLEAN Furnished Apts, to let.
BALED Hay for sale, pick up at free lights and water, 2 to 4 Rawleigh business now open; also,
the Farnsworth Museum, spoke cn
farm or delivered. PETER ED rooms, heated and unheated. $7 full time. Write at once for full ' than a week, making it possible
particulars. RAWLETGH’S, Dept lor the Ground Hog to see its the history and aims of the mu
WARDS T, 1 806-J
15-17 to $10 week.
V. F. STUDLEY, MEB-161-185. Albany, N Y.
seum. In the course of his talk,
shadow.
SAXOPHONE for sale, used very Boardway. Tel. 1234 of 77 Park
16&18-19&24-25
little, in excellent cor.d. MRS. ntee.t Tel «O6O
1<Y» tf
| t Friends of James Packaid are! he informed his listeners that the
WE .
;
ist >mer who wants
ORCUTT Tel 770 days and 458-M
museum is operated for the peo
a good home, with bath on first I pleased to know that he is conevenings or weekends.
15*tf
floor. It must be centrally located | vali .■icing from surgery at his j ple of the area as a cultural
REAL
ESTATE
MOUTON Lamb Fur Coat for
center.
What have you to offer? ELMER } home in Palm Beach. Fla.
sale, in good condition. $20. CALL
WE have for sale several fine
He noted that the types of
CEdar 6-3132.
13*15 homes that have never been ad C DAVIS. Realtor. 356 Main Street. i Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ellis and
Rockland
16-18 j children, Lee, Betty. Xancv and* paintings which are shown at the
THREE Bovs' Suit Coats fur sale. vertised.
Why not contact us?
TEN Rockland Women to receive
museum are those for which
Size 16 and 18. MRS M. F. RO- ELMER C. DAVIS. Realtor. 356
In c Whitman Sampler Chocolates. ) Frances, of Argyle were Sunday
BARTS Belfast Road. Camden, Tel. Main Street, Rockland.
visitors show a preference, com
16-18 Buy nothing. Bell nothing. HART. guests at Howard Maxeys.
CErl.'.r 6-3502
14*18
menting that the institution is
I- O Box 354 Rockland.
15*17
STRUNK Chur: Saw for sale,
Ambition and ability are the in known as being conservative and
FOR SALE
MODEL
A
Pickup
or
Coupe
want

very good cond. Tel. THOMASTON
in good running condition. SAM gredients that equip » man for resisting pressure from artists
143.___________________________ 14*16
Farms, Homes, Cottages, Lots ed
MATSON. RFD Box 50. Warren.
wonder working.
_____________ whose work does not meet stand
TWO I-ivir.g Room Rugs for sale;
15'17
Business Opportunities
ards set by the museum, or the '
also. misc. items and winterTV
Advertised
AVON
Cosmetics
clothes very r easonable 39 UNION
AUSTIN D. NELSON & CO.
likes of its patrons. He preferred
EGG
S
A
CHICKS
and
Gifts
are
so
well
liked
they
sell
STREET Camden. No phone calls,
Real Estate Brokers
he said, to exhibit art which is
themselves.
Women
who
never
1
please. Come any time.
14-16
BABY Chicks for ml* Sex Link - understandable by all.
63 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND sold befor e can ear n as they learn
ENJOY :• ■:! comfort without up
Tvphoid
and
Pullorum
Clean.
Same
But
DON'T
DEI AY'
Contact
PHONE 928
Attendance
at the museum
set. We will install any coal or
FRANCES H. FIDES Bowdoinham breed for the last 10 years. Have
wood or forced air oil furnace com HUME TEL. ( Restwnnd 3-2328 T. l MOhawk 6-2939
15-17 a few open dates in Match. BYRON ranges between 25 and 30 thou
12-tf
plete in one day. ready to use. No
MIIJ-S Waldoboro Tel. TEmple sand persons per y°ar he noted.
MOTHER'S Helper wanted, live
down payment, take 36 months
2-9334
_______ __16-tf Also revealed was that while in
in
or
out.
Please
call
MRS.
WIL

starting April. We have furnace REAL ESTATE OF -ALL KINDS
CLEMENf'WHITE ROCKS — in the early days of the museum, the
LIAM
McLELLAN.
Camden,
Tel
systems $300 00 up. Write today.
FOR SALE
CEdar 6-3196.
14-19 great demand (or meat produc tourist accounted for 75 per cent
SUPERIOR HEATING CO
351
EVELYN M MUNSEY
tion
They live, grow- fast, and
WOMAN
wants
baby
sitting
by have efficient feed conversion of the visitors, the trend has been
Sherwood Street, Portland. Maine.
Licensed Broker
the
hour.
Has
own
transportation.
Tel SP 3-8617.
13*28
27 Chestnut Street
Pullets are available for hatching reversed with local people visit- ,
CALL 609-M
14*16 egg production.
ARTIST SUPPLIES PICTURE
Tel. 1711 or 1773
Maine - V. S.
ing in about the same percentage
EXPERIENCED
Boat
Builders
FRAMES and GIFTS for sale.
Approved Pullorum Clean
Also
13 25-tf
| on wood yacht construction wanted. Red - Rocks.
CARPENTERS STUDIO
AND
White
Leghorns. Gains in attendance have been
I.UDERS MARINE CONSTRUC Golden Crosses and Reds for constant over the years, he point
GIFT SHOP, Route 1, Warren
TION CO P. O Box 1275. Stam layers. Write or phone CLEM
______ 10*21
ford. Connecticut
14-16 ENTS CHICKS. INC-. Route 33. ed out.
Cousens' Realty
DRY Slabs for sale, sawed and
Predicting that Pockland wou’d
1-OBSTERS
WANTED.
TOI' Winterport. Maine.
delivered, approx
cord, $6.
Baslnesa Opportunities
continue to be a center for na
PRICES
PAID
FOR
GOOD
WILLIAM HEATH, Warren. Tel.
REGAL LOBSTER CO
tionally known artists, and grow
CRestwood 3-3323.
10*16 ^Cottogein Lota and Dwelllnrsj STOCK.
SERVICES
PHONE ROCKLAND 1705.
118-tf
lit MAVERICK STREET
he pointed to those who now re
BABY’ Parakeets, Cages. Stands,
i BOOKKEEPER and Salesgirl
Toys for sale. Also, complete line
side in the Coastal Area at least '
INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE
Tel. 1538 or 1625
wanted 40 hour week Write BOX
of bird foods for 'keets, canaries,
A E AMES
part of the year and those who
5 The Courier-Gazette
12-tf
eoekatitls. love birds, parrots and
formerly
Across From Golf Course
visit
to work here.
finches FOREST VIEW AVIARIES,
HOUSEKEEPER for ElderlyWo Deputy Collector Internal Revenue
183-Mj
9 Booker Street. Thomaston, Maine,
man wanted
11 MASONIC ST
Tel. Union STate 5-2G64
«««««««»«
Mrs. C. A. Swift, prop.. Phone 374.
Tel. 173-R
12-tf
12*17 LOUDVILLE
7-tf
______________
FOR RALE
DON'T Discard Your Old o
PAINTING ( ONTRACTOB
Miss Sally Pntershall of Augv-- '
Beautifully
Decorated
Seven Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
USED Easy Washer for sale
Inside or Outside
ft and a friend Janu s Mooney of ,
TEL 1510.
6-tf Room House with three bed NEWMAN for restoring and re
Work Guaranteed
rooms and now modern bath finishing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel
New Hampshire were guests a
ISPECIAL
Chimneys Cleaned
Alnmlnom Combination Windows room in colored tile. New forced 1106-M.
1-tf
few days of last week, of Mrs
ALBERT BROWN
Extruded welded corners (Alcoa hot air heating plant. Laundry in
7 Cottage Street
WE
HUY
Scrap
Don.
Metals
Mary Davis.
Aluminum). KENNISTON BROS., cellar. 2 car garage connected with Rags and Batteries.
Tel. 451-R
Alice Gilford was at home wit r
2-U
Carl Rockland 1430-W, Crestwood house. 5 minutes walk to r enter of
MORRIS GORDON and SON
her parents, the Kenneth Gif
4-2886. or Vinalhaven 96 or 74. 132-tf Camden. Near schools and on bus leland Street
RoeUaad
WILL GO ANYWHERE!
line. FRANK CARROLL 18 Trim
Complete Stock of
tan,For Inside or outalde painting. fords. for the weekend.
Street. Camden. Tel. CEdar 6-3201
GAR AND ARC
On Saturday Stiphcn Carter of
tlso paper hanging. Call FRANK
Shown by appointment only
5-tf
WELDING SUPPLIES
BRIDGES. JR. The best of work Waldoboro
was
an overnight
Morris Gordon * Son
Clayt Bitler
fully guaranteed
Tel. Rockland rjuest of hrs mother. Mrs Ylab .
56-tf MISCELLANEOUS
1624-R
»*«
Gifford.
Want* Ta Sat Yaa About
GOOD USED CARR
FREE INSPECTION
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
ALpheus B Poland has been ill j
We finance our own cars. No
SEPTIC
Tank
and
Ceaspool
Mixed group meets Sunday. 8
finance or interest charge. MUN
this week and unable to attend 1
leaned
and
repaired
reasonable.
Goodyear
Tires
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North p. m., GAR Hall. Limerock Street.
Free estimate
24 hour service school.
136-tf
Main Street
16-tf P. O. Square. Also Wednesday at
Tel. ROCKLAND 8900_________ WM
Lettie Prior as a weekend gur st
8 p m . Legion Hall. Thomaston
—USED Oil Ranges for Mle, white
LITTi-E h HOEFSES
Addreas P. O. Box 711, Rockland.
of her daughter and family, the
PAINTING and Paperhanging
porcelain oil and elec comb, gas
Building Contractors
Maine.___________________ 140-Th-tf inside and out. ail work positively
Cfayton Doliorfs Sr at Damari
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON OO.
Tel. 178-11
guaranteed. Will furnish material
WELL! WELL! WEI-L1
TU 1*16
143-tf
Work accepted Warren to Camden 50 High Street. Thomaston. Maine scotta
If
It
Is
water
you
need,
write
3x13 LINOLEUMS for sale, regEstimates free
VAN E RUS Kitchen-Bathroom Tile * Linoleum
slar 110.95 for $695
NORTH R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill SELL
Foundations - Chimneys
Phone 676-M. Post Office
EASTLAND
TRADINO
POST. ing Contractor, P O Box 135 Rr.x 701 Rockland
73-H
Remodeling h House-Builders
Installment
Thomaston.
1-tf Camden. Tel. 2768
Free Eallnanton
MASON work wanted, chimnevs
plan also available no down pay
PIPE FOB SALE
119-tf
block
ment necessary. Member of New fireplaces, cellar floors.
Blacx and galvanised. All sizes
Twmty-foor Hoar Photo ServEngland and National Association foundations, also asphalt roofs
low prices. BICKNELL MFG CO ,
AL ice. Ash for It at yoor loenl ntorc
______________________________ 1 tf and general carpentering
Ume street.
1-tf
FLY’ Northeast AlrUnea. connec- FRED NICKLES. Mason. Tel nr nt GIFFORD'S. Rockland. Me
Iff
23-tf
Uons
made
for
all
lines. 969-M. P O Box 493
- LARGESTGIFFORD'S. Rockland, Mr. 96-tf
Llnolenm Selerttoa to Town
6 Ft - • Ft. - It Ft Widths
Expert Mechanic* Far
Installation If Desired.
Tel. 939 For Free Estimate*
UNITED HOME SUPPLY OO.

Where Willow and Rankin
Streeto Meet
919 MAIN ST.
BOCKLAND

CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Cleaned, repaired and installed
Automatic
cleaning equipment
Free Inspection and estimates
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated Tel Camder
cos., a war*
swse

CROSS

ON OKDEK
OBI
AT

Friendship Scouts

Double Check It

Farnsworth Show

To Hold Honor

Advises Internal

Features Indians

Court Friday

Revenue Service

Of the Northwest

A Court of Honor will be held at
the Methodist Church in Friend
ship Friday at 7.30 p. m. for
Troop £*8. Boy Scouts of America.
The troop charter will also be
presented.

One of the most important duties
of the Federal income taxpayer
according to District Director Whit
ney L. Wheeler of the Internal Rev
enue Service, is checking and
double-checking his return before
Saturday Scoutmaster Rev. Da mailing it in. to ensure accuracy
vid Bell and Institutional Repre of facts and figures.
While the current filing season is
sentative Lester Black took 10
Scouts from Troop 98 to the still young. Mr. Wheeler said tax
YMCA in Augusta for swimming payers can give themselves and the
instruction and tests. Attending revenue service a break by start
were: David Lash. Wesley Lash. ing now to collect all financial rec
Robert Kneiper. Elmer Jameson. ords from last year, together with
III. Lester Black, Jr.. Elwood a copy of last year’s return as a
Collomore, John Lash. Richard helpful guide, and beginning prep
R
n-vg Wotton. and Freddy aration of the 1957 return.
McFarlajid.
“A relaxed and unhurried ap
Tuesday the officers and com proach to this task is a big help
mitteemen for the troop, spon to both neatness and accuracy,’’
Further,
sored by Stone-Scott-Watson Post, Mr. Wheeler declared.
V.FF.W met for their monthly if the taxpayer owes nothing, or
meeting at the home of Luther just a few dollars, filing now will
Wotton.
Those present were: get behind him what usually be
Scoutmaster Rev. David Bell, as comes later a pressing and worri
It’ll help his spring
sistant, Robert Stenger, Institu some task.
tional
Representative.
Lester budget planning, too.

exhibition

of

Northwest

February in the north gallery of
the Farnsworth Museum.
The

entire exhibition

has been bor

rowed from the Peabody Museum
of Salem. Mass.
The Northwest Coast Indians
were those Indians inhabiting the
western coast of North America
from Alaska southward to Van
couver and were referred to by
the sea captains and explorers of
the early 18C0's as the business
men of that region. They occu
pied the strategic coastal regions
end a'.l furs of the interior had to
pass through their territory to be
shipped to the fur centers of the
world. This fur trade gave the
Northwest Coast Indians great
prest ge and wealth for a period
of approximately 100 years. Dur
ing this period of time there was
built within the society a false
prestige or wealth based upon
saving face and chiefs from neigh
boring clans and tribes vied with
one another in putting on potlatch
feasts. At these feasts the chief
who had invited his friends gave
away and often destroyed by fire
his material wealth such as blan
kets. coppers and other material
objects.
In destroying this wealth he
demonstrated to his guests that
he could afford to dc so. They in
turn were compelled by custom
and prestige factors to give a
similar feast and demonstration,
often to the ruination of lesser
chiefs who sometimes had to sell
themselves into slavery to pay
for their debts.
In the exhibition may be seen
blankets beautifully designed with
the Tote mic symbols of the own
er of these blankets. Ther are
several miniature Totem poles
which give a chronological genea
logy of particular families and
many spoons which are also
carved with Totcmic symbols.
The totems most often used are
the seal, whale, beaver bear,
fishhawk. owl and eagle. Before
the coming of the white traders
these people were great seafarers
and built canoes capable of travel
ing great distances and holding
as many as 50 persons at a time.

REDUCED FROM $10,000 TO $7,500

Cl LF SOUR BEIT

OWNER MUST LEAVE STATE

world’s
finest

fflMwi

hsatinjofl

/

Maritime Oil Co.
334 FARR ST.

TEL 1371
RrtTKI.AND. MAINE
si.nwi

ClQlRlRiOCF
[AP.H:A-kU :
i~TrBricinxp
ARC/
b*a' ■
s*f i -tMw
ucLIufo
r*ki k’

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

An

Coast Indian art objects ijs being
displayed during the month of

Black and committeemen, Elmer
‘The higri error factor in tax re
Jameson. John Giusani, Philip turns—in some areas as high as
Bramhall. John Lash and Ralph one in every four- is expensive to
us as a tax collecting agency, and.
Davis.
in the ultimate analysis, to the
taxpayer himself. We ask thorough
and careful checking, with the tax
CAMDEN
payer keeping in mind that both
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
facts and figures have to add up.
Correspondent
We don’t like to send bills for addi
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
tional tax. with interest and possi
bly penalties, anymore than the tax
The Camden Community Hospi payer likes to receive them
tal Club will meet at Green
"Checking and rechecking will
Gables Inn on Thursday. Feb. 6. usually avoid that.’’
Mrs. Karl O’Brien will be the
hostess.
Teacher Association held on Mon
The Ladies of the GAR will day evening. Ivan Sherman, in
meet for supper at 6 p. m. on Fri structor at Camden High School
day and will hold a meeting fol was the guest speaker. The at
tendance award was won by
lowing suppei.
Naomi Sewing Circle will meet Grade two, Miss Marjorie Steen,
Refreshments
were
at the IOOF Ha!' on Friday eve teacher.
ning.
mystery supper will be served by Mrs. Vira Thomas.
Mrs. Barbara Wadsworth. Mrs.
served at 6 p. m.
Patricia Sullivan. Mis.
Helen
Winners at the whist party he'd
Prescott, Mrs. Hope Gilmore.
at the Megunticook Grange Hall
Mrs. Marian Sperio.
on Saturday ever.:ng were Mrs.
The Catholic Women's Club will
Mac Leadbetter. first prize; Har
sponsor a public supper fo* the
vard
Littlefield
and
Walter
benefit of the Camden-by-the-Ssa
Barhhelmy tied for second prize;
Junior Dnim and Bug!
Corps.
and David Lundell of Rock,port
Thursday evening at the Lady of
received the consolation.
This
Good Hope Church hall
Mrs.
week’s party will be on Thursday
Alice Dougherty and Mrs. Sarah
evening at 8 p m. as the Grange
Bagley are co-chairmen of the
wi’l be entertaining Pomona on
supper and servings will be from
Saturday.
5.30 to 7 p. m. Waitress for the
Mrs. Mary Hcpkins is ill a-t the
supper will be Mrs. Charles
home of hei son and daughter-inSturdee. Mrs. Fred Verrill. Miss Maine Winter
law. Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hopkins.
Joyce Milliken. Miss Caroline La- Spcrts Booklet
The Chadvae Club and the
Comlbe,
Mrs. Chester Brooks.
Ladies Circle of the Chestnut
Mrs. Charles Morang. Mrs. El- Issued By State
Street Baptist Church will hold a
win Ames and Mrs Frank Mi’li- i
food sale on Saturday at Carleton
Maine For Winter Sports”, just
ken.
French Store, beginning at 10 a.
Revival meetings at the Cam off the press in full-color and with
in.
den Pentecostal Church. Conway concise, informative text on ski
The following pupils of Mrs.
road. begin tonight. Thursday, areas, is the newest folder pub
Ruth Collemer received music
and continue every night at 7.30 lished by the Department of Eco
awards during th«* month of Janu
p. m. except Saturday. Feb. 6 nomic Development to promote
ary: Janice Bowley.
Suzanne
through the 11th.
Rev. Arnold recreation in the Pine Tree State.
Blaisdell. Diana
Cotta. Jerry
Featured on front and back
Waring will be the speaker om
Dailey. Judy Dougherty. Catherine
who has a dynamic ministry who covers arc color "shots’’ showing
Guyette. Carol Leadbetter. Rob
for many years pastored a Mt th->- th< T-bar at Sugarloaf and the chair
ert Leadbetter. Donna Richards.
lift at Pleasant Mountain. Bridgton,
dist Church at Providence. R. I
Peggy Stewart
Harry Watson.
before teaching at the Zion Bib. in operation. There are two other
Susan Ward. Pamela Dwinal and
Institute, Eas4 Providence R I striking pictures in rich color on the
Ruth Arnold
There will be special music by outside fold.
The Seaside 4-H Club will hold
In alphabetical order. Maine winRev. Mr. Waring also by the
a meeting on Feb. 10 following
tei sports areas are listed: 28 towns
choir.
school at the YMCA.
Refresh
and cities adjacent to these de
ments will be served by Jean
Experience is one thing wc velopments are included. The Snow
Thomas Amber Mitchell. Shirl never get at marked down prices. Bowl at Hosmer Pond in Camden
Whittier Joan
Kalei.
Debbie
is listed with the ski areas.
Buck and Carol Welch.
A two-page ski map. showing the
At th* meeting of the Parentavailable at outstanding
E. T. Nelson, Inc. ? facilities
areas is featured.
t
Thu text outlines Maine winter
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
«
BEST FUEL-DEAL
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE f sports installations: refers to accommod- tions that are available;
IN TOWN!
'
First Choice Used Cars
lists transportation by which skiers
TEL. 720
RO< KI.ANIi? can reach the state and proceed
RT. I. NEW COUNTY Rl»
♦ into it at all points
Maine’s well104-t* 2
: viced roads a: also referred to.

PHARMACY

FOR SALE

Here i* a six room house with barn attached that i* in t<ip condition.
First floor: modem kitchen, large lit ing room, corner bedroom and
modern full bath with %hmviT. !nd floor ha* three bedroom* with
lot* of closet space and storage. House newly painted, newiy
*hingled. and new artesian well. New hot air furnace oil fired and
electric hot water heater. Two acre* of land more or less. Karn In
Just a* good condition a* bouse. Will I HA for 4500. down and 261
p«r month. Montiil> payment include* principal, interest, taxes and
insurance. Property located in Tenants Harbor. Me.

Thin co7> ranch-type in Glen

DRUGS • SUNDRIES

<»nh II >car*» nW. Ila*
Mt moms and bath, a large lot of land, and overlook* the

TEL 1204

water. It t> 150 yard* from beach, and 100 yard* from bsi* atop.
FOR APPOINTMFNT CALL

373 MAIN STREET
BOCKLAND, MAINE

CHARLES 0. JILLSON, Broker

U-Th-tf

UBBER STAMPS
Al Typos ■ad Sizes

Page Seven

COUSENS'

REALTY

170 MAVERICK STREET - ACROSS FROM GOLF COURSE
TEL. 1538 or 1635
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Mrs. Josephine Sulin entertained
Lady Knox Chapter, DAR, met
the Beaverettes Tuesday night at Monday afternoon at the Talbot
her home on Cedar Street with 21 Avenue home of Mrs. Maud Blod
jtviaiJlfottetv
gett where Rev. Roy Bohanan of
members present. It was voted by
the First Baptist Church was the
the group to share expenses with
guest speaker. During the business
the Knox County Fish and Game
meeting it was voted to purchase
Association in purchasing and in
the first edition of “Eaton’s Annals
stalling a new sink at the lodge. It
of Warren” from Mrs. Walter Ladd.
was decided to meet in the Red
Elected as delegates to the State
Mrs. Priscilla Adams, acting as
Mr. and Mrs. Jam ? Accardi and
Cross rooms for the March meet
Conference in Bangor on March
daughter. June, of Meadowbrook. producer, presented the third act
ing for a work meeting and to
19-29 were Mrs. Clemice Pease.
Penna.. are visiting Jasper Accardi of “Love’s Labour Lost". Monday
spend the April meeting sewing for
Mrs. Marion Lindsey. Mrs. Annie
r.ight
at
the
Shakespeare
Society
and M: the hospital. During the social hour
Ross. Mrs. Katherine St. Clair,
meeting at the home of Mrs. Maude
days.
the hostess presented Mrs. Mil
Mrs. Winifred Proctor Mrs. Maude
Blodgett, Talbot Avenue. Pressed
dred Harjula with a cake in ob
Blodgett. Mrs. Beulah Ames and
The annual meeting of the Albert in complete costume and taking
servance of her birthday. Assist
Mrs. Marguerite Grindle. Alternates
H. Newbert Association will be held part in the production were Mrs.
ing Mrs. Sulin in serving were Mrs.
elected were Mrs. Walter Ladd.
Friday evening at the Masonic Irene Walker. Miss Ruth Rogers.
Merle Bartlett. Mrs. Lelia Stanley
Mrs. Edna Monteith. Mrs. Myra
Tempie. Supper will be served at Mis. Carolyn Pendleton ar.d Mrs
and Mis. Harjula.
Bridges. Mis. Mildred Teel, Mrs.
6.30 with Miss Katherine Veazie, Lauia Buswell. Mrs. Gladys Burns
Florence McMillan. Mrs Katherine
Mrs. Helen Bean and Mrs. Gertrude was leader for the evening and in
Mrs. Joan Robishaw. assistant Haines. Mrs. Nina Fuller and Mrs.
Boody as housekeepers
At the troduced Mrs. Lenoia Gifford and
business meeting which will follow. Mrs. Beulah Ames who presented Girl Scout Leader of Trooop 3, was Orissa Merritt. Elected as a dele
| given a surprise birthday party gate to the Continental Congress in
Mrs. Golden Munro will preside. papers on the current play?
Tuesday after school by members Washington. D. C., on April 14-19
Annual reports will be given and
officers elected for the coming
Mrs. Mary Libby of Warren, who ! of the troop and leader. Mrs. Mari was Winifred Proctor. Alternates
year.
is spending the winter months with lyn Smith. She was presented with were Mrs. Clara Watts and Mrs.
her daughter. Mrs. George Mank. of three sets of salt and pepper Joan Bunker. Mrs. Blodgett was
The Opportunity Class of the First Grace Street, was pleasantly sur shakers to add to her collection and assisted in serving refreshments
Baptist Church meets tonight in the prised Friday evening when a few a birthday cake made by Mrs. by Mrs. Hattie Davis, Mrs. C. C.
A Valentine social was Merritt, Mrs. H L. Levenseler.
church parlors.
of her friends and relatives dropped Smith.
in to help her observe her 91st planned for February 14 with Mrs. Lyford Ames. Mrs. Helen
Club ‘53 met Tuesday night at birthday.
She was presented a Sharon Keefe, Mary Robishaw and Edhgerly. Mrs. Mary Packard, Miss
the home of Mrs. Janice McLennan beautifully decorated birthday cake Eula Hooper on the planning com Bertha Starrett and Mrs. George
at her home on Linden Street where made by Mrs. Laura Johnson, gifts mittee; Susan Hall. Jeanne Estes, Avery.
tentative plans were made to hold flowers and money. Those present Theresa Mazzeo and Laverne
the first class reunion this summer. were: Mr. and Mrs. Perley Sim B-atty. refreshment committee; I There will be a School of InstrucA social evening was enjoyed by mons, Mrs. Floyd Conant, Mrs. Elinor Emery Betty Lee Clark, : tion Friday night at the Wessawesthose attending who were: Mrs. John Thompson Mrs. Laura John and Charlena Whitehill. the clean keag Grange in South Thomaston
Judy Stambaugh Mrs. Patsy King. son. Mrs. Virginia Green. Mr. and up committee.
with all officers of the Pleasant
Mrs. Hattie Carleton. Mrs. Marilyn Mrs. George Mank.
. Valley Grange requested to attend
Smith and Miss Shirley Steele. The
Miss Alice Smalley, newly in A 6 o'clock supper will precede
next meeting will be on February
The Tonian Circle of the Univer- stalled president of the Ruth May ! the meeting with all those planning
Id at the home of Mi's. Stambaugh salist Church will meet Wednes hew Tent DUV. presided over her to attend asked to take sweets.
in Cushing.
day evening at the home of Mrs. first meeting Monday night at the

*

I

I

111

A representative of the Inter
nal Revenue Service will be in their
local office at the Post Office Build
ing from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. on
Friday, February 7 to assist the
public in any type of Internal Rev
enue problem.

Several of the Rockland Girl
Scout Leaders completed their First
Aid Course Tuesday night under
the direction of Mrs Leona Whitehill and were presented cei tificates.
The final instructions were given
at the Fire Station in Camden by
Allen Payson who demonstrated
the use of the resucitator and arti
ficial respiration. Receiving cer
tificates were: Mrs. Kathleen Ha’li
man, Mrs. Lois Tt-el. Mrs. Arlene
Reid, Mrs. Margaret Hanscom
M rs. Joan Roishaw. Mrs. Marilyn
Smith and Mrs. Rita Mazzeo Mrs.
Whitehill was presented a gift of
appreciation from the group.

Telephone 76 for all social items
guests, parties, etc., for The
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.
•ocial reporter.
tf

Owned and Operated
By THE RINES CO.
Banger

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Shop

Pendleton
“Pairables”
ARE THE

On Sunday at the 9.30

Final plans were made Tuesday night for the 12th annual rard party, sponsored by the ParentTeachers* Association of the South School. The event will start at 8 p. m. Feb. 11. In the picture, com
mittee chairmen check over the final plans for the affair. Seated are Theodore Sylvester, Sr., head of the
ways and means committee; and Mrs. Esther Novirka, co-chairman of the party. Standing from left
to right are; Mrs. Helvl Hamalainen, publicity; Mrs. Vera Carver, co-chairman of the affair; and Mrs.
(larise A. Watson, refreshment committee.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge held a
Hospital Auxiliary
supper meeting Tuesday night
with Mrs. June Ellis as chairman. Cites Jackson
The following announcements were
made at the business meeting:
A formal resolution praising the
Roll Call Night would be observed work of Henry X. Jackson whose
on March 4; Past Noble Grand and resignation as administrator of
Brothers’ Night on April 1; and Knox County General Hospital will
Guest Officers’ Night on April 15. become effective in March was
Mrs. Delia Lowell was auctioneer adopted by the hospital’s Ladies’
of a penny’ auction benefiting the Auxiliary at its meeting on TuesPresident’s Project at the close of day.
the meeting.
, The resolution was read by Mrs.
——
Lawrence Miller and a copy sent
Mrs. Samuel Collins. Jr., enter- immediately to Jackson. The text:
tained the Jaycee Wives Monday
“Whereas Henry X. Jackson
night at her home on the Samoset has resigned his position as AdRoad with 28 members and guests ministrator of Knox County Genpresent. Highlighting the business eral Hospital, the members of the
meeting was the appointments of Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Hospital
the various committees by the wish to adopt the following resolupresident. Mrs. Dale Lindsey, for tions:
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
“Resolved that we recognize the
State Convention which will be held energetic and intelligent service
at the Samoset Hotel on June 6, Mr Jackson has rendered the Hos7, 8.
Appointed as general co- pital and the Community. We feel
chairmen of the convention were
Mr. Jackson’s leadership has
Mrs. John Aziz and Mrs. Donald inspired the Ladies’ Auxiliary to
Kelsey. Jr.; special events co- ^e highest goal on record,
chairmen, Mrs. David Holden and
“Resolved
further that
the
Mrs. John M. Joseph; flowers. Mrs. ^^ies Auxiliary’ will strive to atAziz and Mrs. Harold Look. Jr.; tain that K°al under Mr. Jackson s
registration, Mrs. Richard Edes successor» keeping in sight the
and Mis. John Hill; Saturday morn ever-increasing needs of our larger
ing entertainment, Mrs. Ronald hospital.
“Resolved further that a copy
Contaia and Mrs. John Ross;
morning coffee. Mrs Holden and of these Resolutions be sent to Mr.
Mrs. Lindsey; hospitality, Mrs. Jackson and that one be placed
Irving McConchie; prizes, Mrs. on permanent record.”
Frank Mace and Mrs. Alice Cole;1 Announced at the Auxiliary
Saturday midnight snack
Mrs. meeting was an Easter Dance to
Samuel Collins.
Mrs. Raymond be given under the direction of
Gloss was appointed to represent Mrs. Wesley Wasgatt.
the organization at the state meet-' Mrs. Frederick Bird, chairman
ing of Jaycee Wives in Bangor on of the group’s Special Projects
Sunday. March 16. Also appointed Committee, urged towns and indito represent the group at the Busi viduals to give card parties
ness and Professional Women’s raise money for the Auxiliary.
Community Achievement workshop
on February 4 were Mrs. Richard EAST WALDOBORO
Edes and Mrs. John Hill.
The
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bean and
ways and means committee an- children cf Union were Sunday
nonuced a rummage sale was being guests at Uoyd Bear.s.
planned for March 22 at the GAR
Mrs. Burleigh Mark son. Bry
Hall at 9 a. m. with Mrs. Newell
ant. of North Waldoboro and
Hodgkins as chairman. Guest
Sandra Turner of Dutch Neck
speaker for the evening was Miss
were Sunday callers on Mrs.
Norma Hoyle of the high school
Annie Miller and family.
faculty, who was an exchange stu
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Hills and
dent of the Fulbright Scholarship
in Paris. She told of her experi children visited at Clifton Millers
ences and complimented her talk Tuesday evening.

•49*er JACKETS.............. $17.95 to $22.95
Plaids and Solids . .. Sizes 10 to 18

* Slim Jim SKIRTS............................. $14.95
Sizes 10 to 18
•Man Tailored SLACKS $17.95to $19.95
Sizes 10 to 18

•"Turnabout" Reversible SKIRTS
Lovely Plaids... Sizes 10 to 16

$29.95

and

Mrs. Emery Simmons

of Camden,

and

Mr.

Mrs.

Phillip Oxton and Miss Eliza
beth Sawyer of Rockland were
Sunday guests at Russell McLeod
Jrs.

Mrs. Forrest Eaton. Mrs. Lob
Smith, Miss Evelyn Eaton wen
in Brunswick Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Miller
spent Saturday evening with the
Charles Morgans in Camden.
Keith Fuller received an injury
in the weeds last week. He is a
son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Bean.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Glaude,
Jr., visited at Earle Reynolds in
Thomaston Saturday evening.
Mrs. Annie Mank. Robert and
Charles Jones. Jr.,

were Sunday ' were willed to his daughter. Mrs

guests of Mis. I-a Forest Mank
end family.
The Social Club will meet
Thursday afternoon. Feb. 13 with
Mrs. Athleen Damon.

Chester A. Hayes, of Dutch Neck,
Waldoboro.
The painting is presented to St.
Peter’s Church and dedicated to
the Glory of God in thankfulness
for many blessings.

The Nava- icebreaker USS Glacier
has crashed through ice up to 25
Marines were stationed on board
feet thick at McMuido Sound, more than 5C0 ships of the U. S.
Antarctica.
I Navy during World War n.

make her heart beat faster

with

NYLON

.*

...

Failed *1*® *1®®

Otto

Bowden of Hallowell were Sunday

callers at O. H

Bowdens.

Mrs. Atwood Moore and children

ments were served by the hostess guests of Mrs. Arnold Achorn.

COFFEE POT

from

THURSDAY SPECIALS
Old Fashioned Beef Stew

Yes, they've iust arrived at “The Tweed Shop”.
Your favorite Pendletcn Pairables in. the most
exciting array of glorious new soring colors.
Tailored in oure 100°» virgin wool . . . dyedto-match nerfectly for corrnlete color coordina• tion of olaids and solid colors. Choose yours
now while stocks are fresh!

Mr

and daughter of Warren wen
guests Friday evening at Joseph
Glaude, Jrs.

with Vegetables, Green
Salad, Dessert. < oflee SI.M
Veal Srallopine, Potato,

95c

Vegetable, Coffee

an

attractively

decorated

and

Mrs.

Edwin

Mank

table on the Valentine motif. She visited at Henry Groth, Jrs., at
was assisted by Mrs. Donald Kel Waldoboro Sunday.
sey, Jr., and Mrs. Irving McCon
Mr. and Mis. Robert Randa'l
chie. A dinner at the Hotel Thorn
dike will precede the next meeting
which will be a work meeting in
NEW AND USED
the Red Cross rooms.
John M
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Joseph will report the convention
FOR SALE.
progiess at that time.
Abo Will Repair InstraaMats

NORTH WALDOBORO
William Gibson of New York has

OPEN AS USUAL

Mr.

The beauty of NoMend’s dress and
evening sheers wins her heart,

but her head tells her they’re as
long-wearing as they are lovely! For

NoMend constantly improves on
perfection, as new hosiery-making
techniques are developed. Besides,

• LESSONS GIVEN
With Each
New Instrument Purchased

only NoMends come in the

RAIiniA'S MUSIC MART

“Famous 5” Proportioned Leg

(7 WASHINGTON STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE
•-tf

Types...“one is exactly hers!”

been spending a few days at his

FOREST INN
KOUTE I, WISCASSET
6 Mile* from Bath
DANCING NIGHTLY
FLOOR SHOWS EVERY
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
First Appearance of Maine

home here.

Miss Rachael Orff is ill at her
home.
Mr

and Mrs. Cecil Poor of Win

throp were Sunday callers of Mr.

Miss Sandra Libby

of Belfast

was

a guest on Sunday of her grand

THIS WEEK - Tfce

parents,

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Harold

Smith.
Mrs.

TOM MBI
PLUS ADDED ATTRACTIONS
Specializing la

STEAKS. CHOPS and CHICKEN
We (ater To Parties
aad Banquets.
No Cover — No Minimum
TEL. TUXEDO MM
16-17

Ask Aboot

and Mrs. Walter Poor.

Maude

Mank and

Nelson

Shuman were callers Sunday after
noon at the 'hone of Mrs. Arnis
Hopkins in Jefferson.

SINTER • CRANE'S

Films Developed

m_
a|3C

rxtAmiKD
m
Kx-urwim Munn
IN ALBI MS
“ —w

8

it exp esc — is exp sts
<1.00 — ss exp at.n
— CO1XJK BEVI1XM1D —
a - it - it exp noi.ia gum
ae exp not.iA si.so
so exp EouA at aa

Rev. Charles Brown of Union will
occupy the pulpit at the Methodist
Church Sunday morning, February
». at 10.00 a. m.

FREE
GIFT WRAPPING

M exp

Church Notice

P. O.

Maas

Father Kenyon will receive and
bless a very lovely painting of the
Blessed Virgin done by Carlo
Maratti (or Maratta), 1625-1713, an
Italian painter of the Roman
School, commissioned by Clement
XI to restore Raphael’s frescoes in
the Vatican (1702-1703) Eclectic.
He was a chief master of Roman
late baroque style. The painting
was restored and placed on a
new canvas in 1911 by Herman
Dudley Murphy (1867-1945), an
American painter who was also a
skilled craftsman in wood carving.
Mr. Murphy also designed and
■xecuted the beautiful frame
which is in soft-toned gold-leaf,
working in a little of the darkest
blue from the Virgin's robe and a
few stylized dog-wood, the latter
being taken from the old legend of
the dog-wood tree which was sup
posed to have been used for the
true Cross, its white sepals ever
after bearing the imprint of the
blood of Our Lord. On the back
of the frame are the marks of
those who restored the picture and
executed the frame; also the mark
>f the Fogg Art Museum at Har
vard University, placed there
when the painting was exhibited
n the Museum.
The painting was brought from
"urope by Walter Brown, amateur
artist and collector of art. who
died at Burlington, Vt., on April
30, 1879. A wealthy woolen merhant of Philadelphia, he was
known for years as a "friend and
helper of struggling artists.’’ He
was a member of the Art Commit
tee of the Union League Club and
a noted collector of old masters.
Several of his own works were ex
hibited at the National Academy
in 1860-73 and at the Pennsylvania
Academy in 1867.
At the death of Walter Brown,
his collection was divided within
the family, and "The Assumption
of the Virgin" by Carlo Maratti.
was one of the dozen or so that
came to Henry Temple Brown
who was a member of the National
Academy of Design. At his death
about 35 years ago. the paintings

the close of the meeting, refresh- of North Waldoboro were Monday ,

ROCKLAND HOTEL

LOVELIEST EVER I

Make Fine Gift

To St. Peter's

Mrs. Percie Fiske was honored
GAR Hall. Supper under the super
vision of Mis. Lina Carroll was at a surprise stork shower Tuesday
Mrs. Vivian L Whittier will be served to the many attending. The evening given by Mrs. William
chairman of the Zonta Club cooked new president appointed her com Molloy at her home on the Old
food sale to be held Saturday at mittees who will work with her County P.oad. Miss Sylvia Haynes
the Thorndike Hotel.
Mrs. Mar for the year which is comprised of was assisting hostess. The honored
garet Sleeper and Mrs Li.lian Ber- Mrs. Lizzie French and Mrs. Carrie guest was presented many dainty
liawsky will help. The sale starts House as the advisory committee; 1 gifts attractively arranged on a
at 2 p. m. Members please have Mrs. Jennie PietrosXi, Mrs. Maude I gift table centered with a large
and
Mrs.
Ruth ; stork figuiine. A candlelight buffet
food at the hotel as near lp.m. as Winchenbach
Thompson as the finance commit was served with Miss Diane
possible.
tee:
Mrs.
Winchenbach, Mrs. ' Cochran. Miss Sharon Cochran and
Charles Kigel of Warren was Thompson Mrs. Lena Richardson | Mis. Annie Demuth assisting. Other
guest speaker at the Rockla id Wo Mrs. Katherine Libby. Mrs Bernice 'guests present were: Miss Patricia
men’s Club Tuesday night at the Jackson Mrs. Lina Carroll and Ravnes, Miss Margaret Oliver, Miss
Farnsworth Museum telling of hi? Mrs Golda Hall of Camden as the Yvonne Withington, Mis. Albert
experiences through Alaska where sick committee. Following the ad Raymond. Mis. Albert Thompson.
he and his family journeyed, last journment of the business meeting Mis. Herbert Staples. Mrs. Stan
summer.
He illustrated his talk a enjoyable program was present wood Bryant Mrs. Kurt Meklin,
with colored slides which was ed by Mrs. Priscilla Smith. Mrs. Mrs. Vernon Rave. Mis. Eugene
thoroughly enjoyed by all those Annie Aylward and Mrs. Maude I Conarv. Mrs. Lawrence Marriner,
attending.
Mrs. Frederick New W.nchebach. who gave a most in Mrs. Leon Smith. Mrs. Margaret
comb presided ovei the business formative history of the organiza J Fowler and Mrs. Grace Fiske.
meeting during which donations tion of January and February of
Mrs. Robert Mayer, Mrs. William
were made to the Heart Fund and 1937. Readings were given by Mrs.
the Endowment Fund.
Assisting Lizzie French Mrs. Lena Richard- Faller and Mrs. Karl Hurd were
Mrs. Patricia Huntley as chairman ,-on ar.d Mrs Flora Heald of Cam welcomed as new members of the
of the hostess committee were Mrs. den The mystery prize was award Daughters of St. Bernard’s Tuesday
Doris MaoDougal Mis. Gertrude ed to Mrs. Saia Sawyer and the evening in the church hall. It was
Moffitt. Mis. Marie Mazz o and evening was concluded with a drill announced by the president. Mrs.
Helen Lawrence, a district meet
Mrs. Helen Montgomery.
rehearsal.
ing of the ^IDCCW would be held
in Thomaston on February 13 with
all members urged to attend. Mrs.
CHARGE or
Dorinda Coughlin will be guest
BUDGET ACCOUNTS
speaker at the meeting and mem
WELCOME!
bers were reminded to take baby
articles for the Pope’s Store House.
Mrs. Lawrence. Mrs. Ann Miller
and Mis. Germaine LaCroix gave
an interesting report of the Re
treat in Augusta which they attend
ed last month. Mis. LaCroix and
i Mrs. Bernadette Manseau were api pointed honorary members of the
I shut-ins for the month of February.
' Program for the evening took the
form of the TV program, “I’ve Got
CAMDfAl, MAI VL
A Secret’’ with Mrs. Mary Duff
i as moderator. Taking part on the
panel were Mrs. Lawrence, Mrs.
| Louise Pietroski. Mrs. Frances
i Groder. Mrs. Ann Miller and Mrs
you'll agree------ our
I Helen Phillips. Mrs. Emma Mazzeo,
I who was awarded the mystery’
NEW SPRING
’ prize, was chairman of the hospi! talrty committee and served reI freshments at the close of the
i meetinhg.
She was assisted by
j Mrs. Helen Phillips. Mrs. Betty
Madore. Mrs Eileen Dorgan and with colorful slides of East Rome,
Mrs. Rose O'Connor.
Monaco and the Riviera as well as
Paris. She was assisted in pre
\dvertise in Th** Courier-Oazetn senting the slides by Mrs. Joseph
Lamb who was a special guest. At

Gladys Orff on Ocean Street.

Mr. and Mrs. Hayes

South School P.T.A. Plans Card Party

SeKtet-Ouute'k

M«, Dept A

■TOBE HOURS: 0 to A FRIDATS TO. 0.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Fop NS,
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
class of

'60

officers at r.

H. s.

^^league^coming

on

Fridaye^uture Teachers Club Organized At Union

Nellie Gushee of
Appleton Named

ISCASSET HAS AN UPSET CHANCE
basketball schedules draw to Boys
ose Friday night, the Union
Won Lost
8
1
es emerge the double winner Boothbay Region
Camden
7
2
ae Medomak League but the
Wiscasset
7
2
npion in the boys division of
Waldoboro
3
6
Knox-Lincoln League will no* Lincoln Academy 2
7
mown until after the conclu- Thomaston
0
9
sion of the tilts Friday night,
Girls
e Wiscasset Redskins have a
Won Lost
ce to throw the Knox-Lincoln Boothbay Region
9
0
rue into a three way tie for Camden
6
3
top slot Friday if tihey defeat Wiscasset
5
4
place Boothbay Seahawks at Waldoboro
3
6
hbay Harbor.
Thomaston
2
7
e Camden Mustangs, who are LincoLn Academy 2
7
ently tied for second place
the Redskins, seem a sure
Lincoln Academy
ler to defeat, the Waldoboro
jays Friday.
Pulls Surprise
ie Thomaston lassies have, a
ice to take over sole posscs- Win Over Union
of fifth place Friday when
The Union Eagles were handed
face the Lincoln Academy
ette. Both squads have a two their first loss of the season Sat •
and seven lost record. The urday after 17 wins-, when the Lin
l event will feature the New- coln Academy five, who are in
ie five agains-t the Thomaston fifth place in the Kn»ox-Linco!n
League, racked up a surprising
pers.
e Camden lassies, who face score of 52 to 37.
The Eagles could do very little
Waldoboro sextette Friday,
an outside chance to move up when the Newcastle five clicked
Photo by Shear from the second to the top slot for 22 out of 26 shots from the
Officers of the sophomore class at Kockland High School seated
floor, most of them coming from
from left to right are: Treasurer Terry Hilt anil Secretary Nancy Lof- when the Thomaston girls defeated
well screened plays, according to
man. Standing is President Peter Talaschke, at left and Vice Presi them Jan. 31.
dent Jim Cox.
However, the Camden lassies Union coach Bill Rochon.
After having a weak second
seem sure of the second position
period in which the Eagles came
in
the
circuit
since
the
third
place
ROCHON POSTS UNION HONOR ROLL
Wiscasset girls' sport a five win within four points cf tying the
and four lost record and have a tilt, the Newcastle five put in 14
FROM GRADE SEVEN TO SENIORS
very little chance to defeat the points in the third and 15 more
Piincipal William Rochon of 10; Charlotte Nute, 7; Lee Saucier. Boothbay girls Friday, who now the final period to sew up the
Union High School has posted the 7; Bruce Webb, 9; Carolyn Spear, have a perfect record of nine I contest.
8; Kenneth Noyes, 12; Travis victories.
i Left forward Butch Morine kept
honor roll for the second ranking
Brown, 12; Helen Lindquist. 10.
As the champion Union Eagles, the Union attack alive with five
period of the year.
Three A’s and one B: Rebecca who concluded their scheduled baskets and two foul shots for 12
Under the different classifica
league gafes Jan. 31 with a win points.
tions, the number appearing after Upham. 12.
In the opener, the Union JayTwo A’s and three B's: Fred over Warren, play the Vinalhaven
the name of the honor student is
the Newcastle
his or her class year from grade 1 Collins. 10; Lyle Creamer, 9; Wildcats at the Community Bui’d- i vees defeated
| ing in Rockland Friday.
The | juniors 38 to 29.
seven through the final year of j Teddy Goff. 9.
Two A's and two B’s: Loraine other four teams in the circuit
high school, which is grade 12.
play their last remaining games. French Club At
Earning five A’s in their studies I Luce. 12 and John Hanley, 11.
The Warren five plays host to
One A and three B’s: Grevis
were:
Bristol and the Rockport Beavers St. George Plans
Patricia Brown, 7; Patricia Grinnell. 9 and Milton Hilt, 11.
The league
Parnow. 8; Judith Hcward, S; | Four B’s D» anna Soule. 12; and invade Appleton.
i standings will not be affected by Trip To Canada
Stephen Knight. 9; Sandra Calder- Gloria Tolman. 10, five E’s.
the games since the Bristol teams
wood, 9; Roy Gould. 10; Judj'
The St. George French Club
Phoenician tombs estimated to be have easily
defeated Warren sponsored its first dance of the
Payson. 10! Maxine Tolman, 12.
3.000
years
old
have
been
unearthed
squads
before
and
the
Rockport
Four A's and one B: Gail Kirk
year at the-Elementary Schoo! on
patrick. 7; Patricia McAllister, by heavy construction machinery Beavers are now too well en Jan. 28.
at Rota Spain, where the U. S. trenched in second place with a
7; Margaret Torre^ 12.
French pastry and punch were
Three A s and two B's: M«ry Navy is building a modern air-sea five win and two lost tal’y to be served as refreshments.
Th?
j dislodge^ by the Appleton squads. girls of the club made th<* pastry
Alice Barker, 8; Howard Butler, base.
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CHS Homemaker
Gushee

Nellie

of

Appleton, t

member of the graduating class
at Camden High School has been

named Homemaker of Tomorrow

in a contest

conducted In the

school.
Mrs Hardy. Camden Home Ec
conducted

teacher,

the examina

tion which led to Miss Gushee’s
choice and her eventual participa'ion in a statewide contest.
The student homemaker plans
to enter the University of Maine
in the faJl where she will major
in home economics.

Officers of the Future Teachers of America Club at Union High School gather around the*** advisor,
Miss Ida M. Hughes and Union High Principal William Rochon. Seated from left to right: Lorfia Messer,
historian; Sandra Calderwood, librarian; Miss Hughes; Rochon; Audrey Goff, secretary and Juanita Hunt,
song leader. Standing from left to right are: Beverly Upham, treasurer; Annette Austin, vice president;
Connie Knight, president; the members of the program committee, Pamela Hubbard, Judith
and
Loraine Soule; and Shirley Upham, parliamentarian.
Photo by Shear

The officers of the Future Teach- Upham, parlimentarian; and Pam- town’s school system and the
ers of America Club at Union High ela Hubbard, Judith Payson and churchs’ contribution to the proSchool were installed Wednesday Lorraine Soule, program commit- gram.
night by Mrs. Bernice Robbins of tee.
Refreshments were served by the
Union in a colorful candlelight cereThe charter was presented to the members of the Union PTA followmony at the Thompson Memorial club by Mrs. Helen Creamer of the ing the ceremonies.
Gymnasium in Union.
i Union grade schools and Mil?. Ellen
It was also announced by* Miss
The new officers of the group, Ludwig, also of the Union elemen- Hughes that the members of the
which is under the supervision of tary grades, explained the meaning group plan to assist the teachers
Miss Ida M. Hughes, are: Connie of FTA.
in the various grades of the Union
Knight, president; Annette Austin.
Rev. Walter Brown of
the schools in the near future *o see
vice president: Audrey Goff secre- People’s Methodist Church and Rev if they possess the aptitudq and the
tary; Beverly Upham, treasurer.
Robert E. Clark of the Church of qualification to make good (eachers
Juanita
Hunt. song
leader; the Nazarene, both in Union, disThe FTA club plans a visit someSandra
Calderwood,
librarian; cussed the proposed formation of time this spring to a state teachers'
Lorna Messer, historian; Shirley moral educational classes in the college.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Leaders Of Waldoboro Class Of ’59

Rockland Girls
Even Score With

Rockport Lassies
An 18 point rally in the last per
iod gave the Rockland lassies a
win over the Rockport girls, 38
to 29. Tuesday at Rockport.
It was an 18 point surge in the
last period by Rockport in their
first meeting Jan. 28 at Rockland
that gave the Beavers a 45 to 46
victory over the home team.
Losing by four points in the
first period.
the
Rocklandites
dropped down to a 20 to 14 score
at halftime. However, the story
was reversed in the second half
when the Tigers evened the score
a! 24 all in the third period with
a 11 point outburst and went
ahead with 18 more points in the
final period to take the tilt 38 to
29.
It was the same story for Rock

28 when they came from
behind in the late quarters to
edge the Rockland lassies by ore

port Jan.

point.

The Rockland scoring was dene
by Elsa Ilvonen with eight bas
kets and two foul shots for 18
points. Sherry Hooper, who put in
six baskets and two foul shots for
14 points, and Joanne Grispi’s two
baskets and a pair of foul shots
for six tallies.
The Rockport attack was paced
by Gayle

May

who

put in five

baskets and a free threw for 11

points.
Rockport (28)

(D). Ulmer (2); If,
Hanna; cf. J. Frye
(9i; rg, T. Frye. Morton. Erickson; lg, Hallowell; eg. Richards.
Rockland (M)
Rf,

May

Younng (7).

and it turned out pretty good.
Considering the bad weather
and the conditions of the roads. I
there was a fairly large crowd.
If enough money can be raised,
and the needed transportation ob
It’s a three girl to one boy combination that runs the affairs for the class of 1959 at Waldoboro High
tained, club members will make
School. Seated behind Stanley Flagg, treasurer, from left to right are: Virginia Burns, president; Judy
a trip to Canada in the spring.
Spear, secretary and Jean Robinson, vice president.
Photo by Shear

Rf.

Hooper

(14);

If,

Ilvfnen

(18): cf. Grispi <6>: rg. Guay, 8.
Peterson; lg, A. Peterson; eg,
Kent.
Rockport
9 20 24 29
Rockland
5 14 24 38
The official was Howard Dear

TIGERS TAKE MUSTANGS IN CLOSE

UNION'S SQUADS RATE 1,000 IN

BATTLE AS CAMDEN SQUAD TRIES

MEDOMAK LEAGUE PLAY AS THEY

Subs In Most Of

OUT A NEW TOURNAMENT DEFENSE BRING SCHEDULE TO CLOSE FRIDAY

Islesboro Game

As the Medomak Valley League
Bristol looks for two victories
Shades of past victories over ' der the baskets, while Keizer and
the Camden Mustangs were one Montgomery effectively control concludes the season with four Friday when they invade Warren,
games Friday night, the Union who hasn’t won a tilt all season.
again brought out in*o the lime led the backboards.
I BOYS
Stover laid up four hooped and boys and girls emerge as the
light by the Rockland Tigers
Won Dost Pet.
two free throws for 10 points.
double champions with a perfect Union
O
1.000
Tuesday night when they' com
8
Keizer, four hoops and a trio of
.714
Rockport
5
bined a tight defense and good shots from the foul line for 11 tally of eight wins.
.428
Rockport’s position in second Bristol
3
shooting to defeat the Camden points, and Glover put in eight
2
.285
place will not be endangered when Appleton
quintette 43 to 37 in Camden.
baskets for 16 points.
.000
they
face
the
Appleton
squads
at
Warren
0
The Mustangs, who were using
Beside Litchfield and Bennett.
GIRLb
a man-to-man defense for the first Dick Mitchell also added to the Appleton Friday r.ight.
The Appleton lassies are in third
Won Lost Pet.
time this season, just couldn't
Mustang effort with six baskets place, ahead of Bristol with a three
1 000
O
8
Union
stop the rampaging Tigers from for a dozen points.
.714
won and four lost record while the Rockport
5
dropping in 16 hoops from th^
In the opener, the Rockland boys are in fourth place, behind Appleton
.428
f’oor and Sam Glover and Ronald
Jayvees whipped the Camden Bristol with a two won and five Bristol
2
.285
Keizer from continually' setting up
team 60 to 43.
■OOO
lost record.
Warren
0
plays under the basket.
The Tigers travel to Brunswick
Mustang star center, big Her’)
Litchfield, and his teammate. Roy Friday night with two wins un BUS LINE TOURNEY IN SECOND
Bennett, who paced the Camden- der their belt. th< ir other victory
ites all season, were neatly bot being over the Cony High Rams ROUND TODAY AT UNION WITH
tled up in a tight Rockland de o* Augusta. Jan. 24
fense during the contest.
Litchfield was held down to four
baskets and one foul shot for nir
points, while Bennett managed to
get off two hoops but shot eight
points from the foul Line for a
total of 12 points.
Coach Beryl Leach of Camden
explained the use of the new de
fense at this late stage of the
season is to try and stop the
Boothbay Region Seahawks in the
Knox-Lincoln tournament.
The Seahawks had no difficulty
in finding the range through th«
o’d Mustang defense of one-twotwo in their last tile.
The clinching Tiger tal’y came
ir. the final period when they sunk
11 points while the Mustangs could
only muster six.
The score was close during the
first three quarters of the tilt
with the Tigers jumping ahead to
a 24 to 21 lead at half time, thanks
to a 13 point rally in the second
period.
The Mustangs tried to close the
gap in the score in the next quart
er with a 10 point surge but could
come

to

just

one

point

of

the

Tigers.

For the Tigers, their offensive
trio of Gary Stover. Ronald Keiz-

Camden (37)
Rf. Mitchell (12b Prince; If.
Prinkwatcr (2). Talbot; c. Litch
field (9>. Goodman; rg, Bennett
(12); Massalin; Ig. Smullen (2).
Milliken.
Rockland

(43)

Rf. Glover (10». Huntley; If.
Montgomery <66>. Rubenstein; c.
Keizer (11).McIntosh;
rf. Glover
(16), Dexntnona;
lg,Stratton.
Walker.
Camdt n
Rockland
Officials
Parks.

were

10 21 31 37
11 24 32 43
Halsey
and

offers
so much
more.'

(»cy ' iobb |
Unbelievable front-wheel-drive
roadability. Smooth cruising at
65-70. 33-38 m p.g. More com
fort, more room Better-thanbig-car safety. Quality-famous
Swedish craftsmanship Driving
h believing!
DRFH*FTT’S
INMBIATC

MUVHYi

GARAGK

W.rre., Me.
131-EOTh-«7

|
1

born.

For Union Crew
The Union Eagles used 12 men
in their tilt against Islesboro High
School Tuesday night at Union to
hold their ecore down to just 53
to 30 over the visitors.
Coach Bill Rochon substituted
freely, giving the speond string
squad a chance to get some ex
perience.

After scoring 16 points in the
first period, the Eagle attack
slowed down to a few points dur
ing the remaining three periods
while the Ialeshoro five were try
ing to get back into the game.
Stephen Knight and Ernest Tol
man led the Eagles with six bas
kets and one free throw apiece
for 26 points.
The Islesboro five had previous
CHAMPIONSHIP TILTS SATURDAY
ly been defeated twice this season
A four point jump in the first
The finals in the tournament Sat by Appleton High School.
period for the Union Junior High urday call for the two losers of to Vniflii (58)
five was the margin that helped tin day to play at 1.30 p. m for the
Rf Morine (8'. Kirkpatrick (2),
Unionites push past the Thomaston third slot and the two Thursday Powell (2); If, Pusbaw (41. Cun
quintette Tuesday afternoon 14 to winners to play for the champion- ningham. Leach (2>; c. Handley
12 at the Thompson Memorial Gym- skip.
<6), Simmons (2); rg. Knight (13).
nasium in Union to open the Knox Thomaston (12)
Tolman (1). Grinnell; lg. Walker
Bus Line Basketball Tournament
Rf. Miller <6»: If, Watts Little (13).
The Union five took advantage of field; c. T DeWolfe <«>- Stone. Islesboro
« 14 23 30
a slow Thomaston start of one point Beattie; rg. G< r.evicz N. DeWolfe, Union
16 24 39 53
in the first period to go aheard Strong: lg. Upham. Monroe.
Officials
w eu e
Rochon and
four to one. A second period six I ni< n (14)
Randlett.
point rally by the Thomaston it es
Rf. Fogg 1». Kirkpatrick: If.
edged them up to within two points Gould (2». Watts: c Walker <1),
of the home squad
Doughty: rg Moody (5). G- Leach;
The rest of the game saw the two lg. Howard (5). D. Leach.
teams match point for point. 11 to Thomaston
l
7
9 12
9 in the third and 14 to 12 in the Union
4 9 11 14
last period.
The league closed last Friday
The two Union guards. Eddy with the Rockporters in first place
DRtNK
Moody and Jim Howard carried with an 875 average having won
the ball for the team with two seven ar.d lost one.
ALFORD
hoops and one free throw apiece
Owls Head and Camden seem
for 10 of Union's 14 points.
pretty well secure in second and
LAKE
The Thomaston scoring was done third places respectively.
Union
by right forward John Miller and and Thomaston ended the season
center Tony DeWolfe. who shot a tied for fourth with an one win
JERSEY FARM
pair of hoops and two free throws and seven setback tally piece.
apiece for the 12 points.
Won Lost Het.
The tournament goes into its sec Rockpoit
.875
ond round today when first place Owls Head
.750
.625
Rockport faces Union at 3 p. m. Camden
THE TASTE TEUS
.125
and second place Owls Head plays Union

MILK

UNION CENTRAL SCHOOL NEWS

Rocklanders Enthusiastic Over Bowling

Grade 1—Mr*. Cramer

When we returned to school af
ter our Christmas vacation we
enjoyed our doll and truck parade.
The boys and girls displayed manyfine toys.
Chester Burns. Jr., has been
very ill and in the hospital. How
ever. he is much better now and
we hope he will be back with us
soon.
Those who celebrated birthdays
in January were: Edward Bean.
Maynard and Milton Dean, Greg
ory Demuth.
Shirleen
Knox...
Brenda Miller and Brenda Strout.
Room duties for the month were
cared for by the following child
ren: reading table. Ralph Noyes;
piano. Crystal Upham; boards,
David Pease; erasers, Leslie Stew
art; plants, Marlis Merrifield.
On Thursday morning ail the
trees and shrubbery near our
schoolhouse
was blanketed in
snow. On the playground a snow
man stood on guard, hut in our
classroom were blooming several
pretty pink and red blossoms on
our many geranium plants

Photo by Shear
Bowling enthusiasts among the student body at Kockland High School have organized a boys and
girls division in a school howling league. The boys, who bowl Wednesday nights, have lour teams, the
Hawks. Aces, -sputniks and Trojans. Although the girls originally started out with four teams, they are
presently down to just one. They bowl Tuesday nights. In the picture are the representatives from both
divisions. Kneeling from left to right are: Elain Winchenbach. George Black, Darryl Wood and Velita
Thornton, standing from left to right are: Arthur Lawrence, Louise West, Dianne Phillips and Terry Hilton.

SECOND PERIOD HONORS POSTED

Rockland F.T.A. To

AT ST. GEORGE HIGH SCHOOL

Install Officers

Principal Dana Smith of St. no marks below 84. or an average
George High School at Tenants Har of at least 86:
Seniors: James Skoglund and
bor has listed this week the names
Sherrill Watts.
of those students who have earned
Juniors: Irene Eaton
first and second honors for the sec
Sophomores: Lorna Hupper, Gail
ond ranking periad of th< school Makinen. Carol Wall, and Carolyn
year.
Taylor.
Those with an average of 93 or
Freshmen: Judy Dennison. Ra
above are:
mona Lewis, Timmy Holmes, Frank
Seniors Methyl Myrick and Judy Grant. Irving Bracy. Ronald Ar.der
Savoyson. Vernon Thompson, and Doug
Juniors: Shirley Swanson.
las Banks.
Sophomores: Bonnie Gregory-.
Eighth Grade: Sally Long. Bar
Freshmen: Amy Cook.
bara Savoy, and Joyce StanleyEighth Grad*.
Sally Field and
Seventh Grade. Ruby Pease, Ed
Brian Cook.
ward Black, Richard Wall. Sheila
Seventh Grade Susie Cook
Thomas. Ellen Salmi, Cynthia Greg
Second honors or students with ory. and Robert Ervin.

Next Wednesday

TIGERS SCHEDULE NEW SCHOOLS
IN FOOTBALL AND DROP SEVERAL
OLDTIME OPPONENTS IN '58
The eight game 1958 football I Starting with the Lisbon High
schedule for Rockland High School, game September 13 away, the
was released today' by Athletic Di schedule runs to November 1 when
they conclude their games with the
rector Lawrence Plummer.
Boothbay Sea ha wks at Boothbay
The lineup calls for five new! Harbor.
schools
while
playing
return Septeni ber
matches w-ith Morse. Oid Town and

13 At Lisbon Falls
Winslow
20 Madison
Added to the schedule are: Lis
27 Ellsworth
bon F j. - Madi.'u.: Crosby High October
of Belfast Ellsworth and Boothbay
4 At Crosby
Harbor.
11 Morse
The Tigers have dropped Bruns
18 At Old Town
wick. John
Bapst, Law-rence.
25 Winslow
Mexico and Brewer from their, November
schedule
1 At Boothbay Harbo:

ROCKPORT HONOR ROLL CONTAINS

NAMES OF THIRTY-THREE STUDENTS
Honor students for second quarter Linda Barrows, Gerald Beverfdge,
at Rockport H.gh School, as an Larry Jackson. Shirley Marston,
nounced by- Principal Frederick F and Ruth Pierce.
Richards, are as follows:

H gh Honor s all A s: Maynard
Graffam Jr
58 Virginia Ulmer,
’59; Joyce Farmer, ’60; and Rich
ard Sims. '61
Honors, no mark below B:
Seniors: Joyce Gregory. George
Hoche David Pound and Kenneth
Wentworth.
Juniors Charles Crockett. Clem
ent Farnham. Martha Hallow-ell.
Norma Heath. Gail May. Richard
Salminen, and Donald Starr.
Sophomores: Trudy Crane.
erly Clough Meg Fisher. Sue Good
ridge Deborah Hanna. Dennis Mer
rill. Sandra Rytky. Linda Spear,
Erick Lie-Nielsor. and Marilyn

Dorinda Littlehale

SGHS Homemaker

The Betty Crocker Homemaker of
Tomorrow at St. George High is
Dorinda Littlehale, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fawne Littlehale.
Dorinda received the highest
score in the examination on home
making knowledge administered
December 3 to senior girls of St.
Georg*- High School. Her examina
tion paper will be entered in state
wide competition to name Maine's
candidate for the title of All-Ameiican Homemaker of Tomorrow. The
Gray.
National winner will be named
Freshmen: Harold Apollonio. Ed April 17 at a banquet in New York
win Bachelor, William Barbour, City.

The Future Teachers’ Club met
Wednesday n-oon in room three at
McLain School.

Anna

Coughlin,

president-elect, presided.

The meeting opened with the
singing of the Future Teachers'
Song led by Peter Corey.
The group voted to buy FT A pins
for the seniors who are active
members.
Plans were made for the installa
tion of officers on the evening of
February 12 at 7 o'clock. Members
of the Rockland Teachers’ Associa
tion, parents and friends and offi
cers of the FTA Clubs at Union,
Rockport. Newport. Old Town and
St. George will be invited.
Committees appointed by the
president include: Refreshments,
Patty Stratton, Anna Coughlin,
Billy Emery and Steve Blackman.
Clean-up. Darrell Spencer and
Robert Montgomery, and all the
boys.
Centerpiece. Agnes Kent; teach
ers. Carolyn Bird and Anne Peter
son; class chairmen: Debbie Hary.
Donna Rush. Marie Gardner and
Janice McIntosh: invitations Marie
Gardner.

Grade 2—Mr*. Webb
Second grade participated in the
toy parade the week following the
Christmas vacation. Dolls -and
toys of all kinds were exhibited.
Our gold 'tar spellers this month
are: Sara Walker. Mary Ellen An
derson.
Irene Bums, Richard
Gleason. Joan Carroll. Sharon
Gibson and Rosanna Gleason.
The children purchasing the
Savings Stamps thia month in
cluded. David Hall. Richard Glea
son, Louis Leach, Frederick Han
non. Sara Walker and Alton Wy
man.
Edmund Harding, school custo
dian. observed his birthday Jan.
8. Cake and coffee were served
by the teachers after school. Mr.
Harding was presented a gift by
the faculty members.
We have been working on pic
tures illustrating one of our songs
which Mr. Caracas. »he music
supervisor, taught. Some of the
pictures on display were made by
Frederick Hannon, Cecilia Tripp.
Loren Athearn. Louis Leach. Da
vid Hall and Alton Wyman.
Our room is decorated with
snowflake cut outs made by the
children.

ing test. Carol Hardie and Ron
ald Hawes tied for second place.
Perfect attendance records for
the last nine weeks ranking per
iod were held by: John Clark.
Margaret Collins, Dexter Hannon,
1 Ronald Hawes. Zoe Hawes. Bar
bara. McLeod. Gail Meservey,
Sally Peckham. Nancy Simmons
°nd Lois Whitney.
Gerald Hall
missed only one half day and the
following pupils were absent only
one day: Richard Kirkpatrick.
Karen Lonn. Anthony Payson and
Sandy Smith.
Interest has been high in buy
ing Savings Stamps
We have
, lost the Honor Award twice, but
have it at present
Pupils buy
ing bonds with completed stamp
books since the program started
in September are: Lorraine Dan
forth, Donald Hills and Richard
Kirkpatrick.
Karen Lonn accompaned her
pa rents to the Poultry Show in
Boston on Jan. 24
Room decorations in January
were planned by Zoa Hawes.
• Elaine Taylor, Debby Leonard
i and Sandy Smith. Ronald Hawes
has charge for February.
Marie Blake has been a four
t5me winner in reading word
games. Other games have been
won by Beverly Choate. Anthony
Payson and Elaine Taylor.
In our social studies of Wash
ington, D. C., we have enjoyed
seeing fine pictures brought by
Zoa Hawes and Mrs. Ludwig
Carol Hardie recently shared
her book about Benjamin Fran klin with us.
In English class Zoa Hav • <
wrote an excel]ent poem titled.
My Kitty. There is ; i copy of this
po< m on the main bulletin board.
Sandy Smith
celebrated his
birthday by having a party after
school on Jan. 21. Invited friends
were: Ronald Hawes. Gerald H i..
Lanson Dean. Anthony Payson and
Dexter Hannon. Invited but un
able to atted was Keith Cramer
of grade 4. Refreshment? of ice
cream and birthday cake added
to the enjoyable event

Grade 3—Mis* Freethey
Following the Christmas recess,
the pupils of Grade 3 joined
Grades 1 and 2 for their annual
parade through the rooms of the
Grammar Schoo! to show their
favorite Christmas gift.

The following pupils have had
birthdays
this month: Sylvia
Doughty. Erneet Nute, Stephen
Gleason and Dennis Taylor.
The pupils of this room ft ill
continue to show gr» at interest in
the purchase of Savings Stamps
each Tuesday.
Sandra Savage recently visited
in Brunswick and Portland.
Island Seniors
Our clause was glad to see May
nard Knox hack in school follow
Visit Vocational
ing the Christmas recess after an
Institute For Day
absence of five weeks due to fil
ness.
Friday, seniors Lawrence David
Report cards for the second
son, Dennis Tupper, Mike Bunker
marking period were passed out
and Harry Conway, accompanied
on Wednesday, Jan. 29.
by Principal Raymond Sennett tra
Ralph Scott recently showed the
veled by bus to South Portland to
class postcards of scenes in Col
tour the Maine Vocational Institute’
orado which his mother sent to
there.
him while on her recent trip to
They arrived at thp school at 2
that state.
p. m. and were taken on a two and
The class has been studying
one-half hour tour of the beautiful
maps recently and they were
30 acre campus formerly the fa
much pleased when Sandra Sav
mous Fort Preble, with Principal
age brought her globe to school
Earl Hutchinson as their guide
They visited major buildings and to share with them.
Stephen Gleason recently en
observed several classes. The
joyed
a trip to Boston.
group dined in the school’s cafe
Janet Knight spent he last va
teria after the tour of the school
cation visiting relatives in Wash
was completed.
Seniors and Principal Sennett
boarded the bus for Rockland leav
ing the school with a very favor
able impression of what was being
done there and reached their hotei
shortly after 10 p. m
The need, stressed by Hutchinson,
for mathematical training im
pressed the island students as well
as the expansive training program
at the school.

Grade 5—Airs. Heath
Grado Four has made some very
attractive science booklets. They
will be displayed on our reading
table.
Reading tests from the Newstimes Magazine were given last
week. Those having thp highest
scores were: Bonnie Rich, Bonnie
Brown. Carol Miller, Anita Carro l.
Linda McAlliatt :
Hank Aho. and
Bruce Brown.
Mary P&ul. Carol Miller. Linda
McAllister and Susan Webb hav.
been absent because of sickness.

Harry T Small Estate
Jack Havisto Estate
Jack Havisto Estate
Anna A. Mathews Estate
Anna A. Mathews Estate
Anna A. Mathews Estate
Anna A. Mathews Estate
Anna A. Mathews Estate
Anna A Mathews Estate

lowing committee was named: read the most books.
Editor-in-chief, Bonnie Rich; assist
Several games have been brought
ant editor Bruce Hilt; business to school to play on stormy days.
manager Sail. Leach; proof read Mary Paul brought ‘Easy Money.
ers. Bonnie Brown and Hank Aho; Arnold Danforth brought checkers,
weather icportei Lynn Russell.
and Lynn Russell brought his game
Everyone in the room is a re of Skill Ball

porter This is our first attempt at
a project ol this kind
We hope
it will be successful and that we
may publish another papei late in
the spring.
We weie very pleased to win the
attendance record at the January
PTA meeting. This gave us the PTA
banner and our choice of a book.
We chose “The Captain’s Chair’’,
a mystery story
Children

having birthdays

this

month were Arnold Danforth and
Chrystal Athearn.
Ar.ita Carroll was chosen to write
a letter of thanks to the PTA for
our new book.
JoAnn Kennedy is now a member
of the band. JoAnn is learning to
play the flute.
Wt had our club m- • ting January
10. followed by a short program.
The following classroom duties
were assigned: Boards and erasers,
Lyr.n Russ 11 and Kendall Whitney;
pass papers, JoAnn Kennedy; waste
basket. Sherwood Hilt;
inspect
(1» sks. Kank Aho. plants, Gary Wy
man.

Som-- of the children who have

had charge of the morning exer

We prepared three two part songs
for Mr. Garniss. They were “The
Bells’’, A Surprise For Mother’’,
and “Leron”.
Children having charge of the
hot lunch report this month have
been Lynn Russell. Carol Miller,
Linda McAllister. Pamela Gould.
Anita Carroll Susan Webb. Bonnie
Rich and JoAnn Kennedy.
Lorraine Messer, JoAnn Kennedy
and Susan Peckham made a very
pretty Valentine box. W’e will have
our Valentine party on Friday. Feb
ruary 14 the last day of school.
Grade 6—Mrs. Apt
The class was pleased to welcome
Dorothy Eckert back after vacation,
as Dorothy had been ill at home and
in the hospital fof several weeks
previous to Christmas.
Mar y Hardie and Judy Bever age
have given the class the pleasure
of accompanying our morning
music class with their flutes.
The bi-monthly meeting of the
Good Luck Club was held Friday
January 21. in the afternoon
We
all enjoyed a party to honor Cheryl
Hawes and Linda Collins, whose
bir thdays were clebrated that week
The committee for refreshments
was Jean Cramer. Dorothy Eckert
and Anthony Taylor.
The board decorations this month
were eye-catching and were the
handiw >•. k of Leona Anderson Mar
jorie Noyes. Jean Cramer Sonya
Leach and Peggy McAllister.

Photo by Shear

basketball team. They are John
Walker and Gary Kirkpatrick.
The next meeting of the Good
Luck Club will be held on February
14 instead of February 7 as planned.
This meeting will include a Valen
tine party Committees: Valentine
box, Jane Hail; refreshments,
Dorothy Eckert. Jean Cramer,
Myrtle Tripp, program, Leona
Anderson.
Morning devotions for the past
month have been led by Anthony
Taylor, Cheryl Hawes. Ronnie Ben
nett and Jane Hart.
Mrs. Apt received a letter from
John Hubbard who has left our
class temporarily to stay for tho
winter months in Wollaston, Mass.
John wrote that he missed his class
mates and was looking forward to
spring when he would again bo
with us.
The libr ar y which the grade start
ed in the fall has increased in pop
ularity through the winter months.
The books have been loaned to us
by John Goderre, James Blake,
John Wyman and others.
The class enjoyed the annual
parade in which the children from
all the grades showed their favorite
Christmas gift.
Those from tho
sixth grade who brought gifts to
exhibit weie Elsie Norwood. Alden
Harriman, Jane Halt Diane Pease,
John Goderre and Judy Beverage.

Newer and finer in every way. Yet—

CHEVROLET IS LOWEST PRICED
OF THE LOW-PRICED THREE
IN THE MODELS MOST PEOPLE BUY!

The cla.ss recently elected com
mittees to take charge of the an
nual Valentine party, and plans
are now being made for it.
Mrs. Doris Robbins and Mrs.
Mary Hardie were recent substi
tute teachers in our room.
Mim Freethey has been award
ed a Teacher-sponsor pin as an
expression of appreciation for her
work with the Junior Red Cross

Chevrolet is by far the newest, nicest car in its field—the only one

that’s new from ride to roof. And in the models most people prefer,
Chevy costs you less than the other two low-priced cars.*

in

our

Chevrolet dors more fur sour dollars

any of Chevy’s new engines, you’ve

than any other car in the low-price

got a big serving of spirited action.

held. Even the'lowest priced models

See your dealer to find out how

share in Chevy s unique new beauty

little Chevy’s brand of ton will cost

and costly car feel.

Only frarchnrd Chrrrnlrt dralrrt

you. You get more for your money in

Zltoy Chevrolet’s a full nine inches

every model—and Chevrolet is the

longer—lower and wider, too. When

lowest paced of the low-priced three

you hitch these new dimensions to

in the models most people buy!

di \plqp this famous trademark

room who cele

brated birthdays in January are:

Date

July
March
March
Dec.
Sept.
June
Dec

25.
20.
20.
31.
24.
20.
2.

1944
1945
1946
1936
1935
1950
1953

April
Nov.
Nov.
Aug.
Aug
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

30.
16.
16,
23
23
23.
23
23.

1954
1954
1954
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955

23.

Dillaway, Nancy Starrett, Capt. Nancy Norwood anJ Jenina Arey.

ington.

Pupils

From
Sarah H. Pascal Estate
Cora B Crabtree Estate
Mae Cushman Estate
Oren P. Hupper Estate
George A Hendricks Estate
George Stevens Estate
Arthur Edward Gay Estate

It i'n I e:»s\ to cheer lor a team that hasn’t won a game all-season, hut the Warren cheerleader*,
captained b\ Nancy Norwood, has done a very fine job of keeping the school spirit alive during the Warren
Tilts.
Front row. Kaye Ingraham, at left; and Jean Draper. Back row from left to right are: Judy

A>r Cond if oning-lempe- tyres mode to orderlor c. weather com ion Get a demonstration I

Unclaimed Shares of Estates

Account
Amount Number
For
Butterworth. Eleanor M
$ 24 99
7583
29 44
3175
Crabtree, Cora B., Heirs
3757
5 52
Lvmond. Francis
5649
Hupper. Oren P . Heirs
13 36
4509
1 45
Weed. Ellen
Grigor. Michael or Miall-Stafan
16 20
10976
5 22
12632
Gay Mary Elizabeth
Barter. Addle or Two Unknown
2 339 30
12766
Song of Tilden Barter
43 32
13064
Kakkuri. Urho
13065
43 32
Kakkuri. Jaakko
96 61
13417
Simmons. Mrs Anna
13413
96 61
Davis. Sumner
13419
96 61
Hall. Mrs. Geors*
96 61
13420
Arnold Frank
96 61
13421
Arnold. Everett
96 61
13422
Ames. W. L..

W.H.S. Cheerleaders Have Kept Spirit Alive

cises have been Sally Leach, Linda
McAll:-‘ . Lorraine Messer. EonBoys on hall duty this month hav. • < Rich. Bennie E
ind Mary
been Ray Athearn. Richard Tolman. Paul.
Maurice Strout. Arnold Danforth.
A Reading Club has been formed.
Gary Wyman. Linwood Grotton. W.- h tv a .eiding chart with chilAshley Hubbard. Sherwood Hilt.
. -• ::.;rn. - : d a place lor the
David Hannan and Eugene Peas.
names of the books they have read.
Plans are underway for our li:-* At th- end of the y ». prizes will
The sixth made is proud of our
Grade Five Newspaper. The fob be given to those children who have boys who play on the Junior High

It isn’t half as far from virtue Grade 4—Mr*. IsUrtwig
to vice as vice versa.
When we returned to school on
Jan. 6. we found that Lucinda
Carballo had left our class, be
cause the family had moved to
Warren.
Also, that Linda Tripp
KNOX. SS
had re-entered our class after at
I. Blaine P Merrill, treasurer of the County of Knox, hereby publish a list of persons en
tending school in Ashland. Our I
titled to unclaimed shares of estates that have been paid or transferred to me as said Treasurer
under Chapter 143 Section 24. of the Revised Statutes. 1944 State of Maine
total enrollment is still 30 pupils.

Rockland. Maine
December 31, 1967
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Poge Ten

County of Knox
BLAINE P. MERRILL,
County Treasurer.

lO-Tk-lt

Keith Cramer. Sandy Smith

and

Marie Blake.
We have two new hooks for our
library, from the PTA and wish
to extend our thanks to them. One
was awarded last year when we
were in the third grade, but was
not avaHable at that time. Sev
eral pupil« have read them to get
credit in our outside reading contest.
An arithmetic contest which
ended Jan. 1. was won by Zoe
Hawes in Group 1, and Barbara
McLeod in Group 2.
John Clark won the highest
score la a Weekly Reader read-

9

The Be/ Air Sport Coupe, fuery wrdo*
of e**ry Chevrolet is So/ety P'cte
cjj

G'

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealerfor quick appraisal—prompt delivery!
*BASED ON FACTORY UST PRICES FOR COMPARABLE SEDAN AND HARDTOP MODELS

ToMdoy-Thursdoy-Soturdoy
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piece of hardened lava seat to
her from Arizona. It was very
interesting, she also showed it to
Mrs. Phinney's room.
Linda Bisbee showed us her
Japanese robe sent to her front

NOTES FROM THE NORTH SCHOOL
Grade 1—Mrs. Brooks

!
Health is our theme for this
our school nurse. I month.
We have made posters,

Miss Steele,

visited our room checking on den-' told oral stories and learned some
tai appointments and polio shots, heaith songs.
Feburary calendars were made

and illustrated this week in pre

making

for

paration

We have received

from

material

Japan by her brother.

peo

Kellogg

the

weather keep each

day and

stamps

Our

his father recently.

aid Teel is in charge of the class 1 teams are the Robins, Blue Birds.

Orioles and Cardinals.

calendar this time.

has

Carolyn Graves

Each one

C rade ft— M n*.

moved to must eat a good breakfast to help

Robert Wiggin, Grade 4, in Mrs.
Glidden’s room invited our class
j to a play, entitled ‘The Wee I
Snowman". It was so greatly en
joyed

the

that

class

decided

to

We

be

will

chosen to

Those

beau.

ture”.

Children’s

Litera

Mark

Young

Rebecca Kwapeszewski has re

our class.

joined

his

celebrated

has been

She

attending school in New York.

birthday on Jan. 10.

very1

are enjoying it

We

Catherine

Azevedo,

Michael

shells from Florida.

of

school

Michele
showed
us • Eagen and Mary Larrabee cele
baby McLaughlin
cocoanuU and
various
brated their birthdays this month.

Ronald Wall has loaned us his '

' ‘Treasury

this

savings program.

Jng how U)e toyg worked

grade class were: Noella Cope-;
jland, Cathy Wilde, and Gail Har-

5/*

Savings Bond through the

and S€e.

dolte could

■ rington.

during

quarter:
President.
Michael
Birthday’’ to Charles Kurr on AZevedo; vice president, Lerfan
Feb. 4.
Thompson: secretary. Mary Lar
Cr>de j_jirs,
rabee;
and
treasurer,
Phillip
Lamb
Many dolls and toys arrived in Miller.
Fred Clough has purchased h
our room after Christmas.
We

take

their papers up to show the 4th

officers

“Happy

center our writing lesson around h,d fu„ set.ing h<JW a„
the play.

class

for

singing

Kangas

The following have been ele-tM

her new home on Old County road his team win the pins,
but is still attending North School, i

birthday

a

Friday.
Billy Frost went to Boston with

and

charts to be used in science. Don- pins for the winning team.

had

Williams

Joy

ple: posters, individual charts to

Two

Marie Staples and Dawne Hare

seen

were

movies

i3«t

much at 9torytime.

Dollar Blatjfi

SALE ENDS SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8th
FINASTs—FANCY SWEETENED, STRAINED—SAVE

IBUYS!

BONUS

FINAST FACIAL

Soft White or Colored

5

FINAST—TENDER

TISSUE
11c

00
ROLLS

DETERCENT
Concentrated — Kind to the Hands
SAVc 16c

VETS (Brand)

Well Balanced Diet For Your Dog

CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA PEA
PEA BEANS
BEANS—
—OVEN
OVEN

CLOVERDALE—
YOUR
CLOVERDALE
—YOUR

SAVE 18c

$l00

BROOKSIDE

ICE CREAM
ALL POPULAR FLAVORS

5

PINT
PKCS

|

00

JOAN CAROL — YOUR CHOICE OF 3 Kll
KINDS

CAKE

Save

Up to
17c

tfOO

i Grade 1—Mrs. Ixrwe
Contributions were made to the

j recent Kippy Karnival by Stephen

8c

3.... ’i«°

RAISIN POUND—MARBLE CAKE—GOLD CAKE

Young,

Dennis Ful

ald

Patsy

•

Low, James Peterson. Ivan Erick-

President,

son, Karen Urquhart. Gloria Gif-

president, June Ranta; secretary,

ford and Elizabeth Duff.

John Crowley; treasurer, Carolyn

for

class

their

Kirk’s

Jimmie

Qaii

Nancy

Huber.

MaryBeal

Wooster, Gloria Gif-

chalk

andDonna Maloney!
Linda

boards,

Wincheh-

Boy

8c

was the

model

for

shared

a

Skating’’

Goes

featured

The

is

classroom

their

j^ow. Ivan Erickson.

Ivan surprised us with

|

Grade 2—-Mrs.
Mrs. Gifford

a

Gail Wooster’s and Peter John-

I son’s

were

drawings

chosen

for

the easel.

brought

of

one

with

her

and
The Flourine Treatments spon classes, visited the girls
They gave a fine talk on
sored by the PTA and given by j boys.
Mrs. Barstow have been com- j foods.
Twenty-three

Dick Allen is new in the class.

children

movies were

Two

Winter’’

I in

recently
“The

and

Grade 5—Mrs. Phiiuiey

en

Food j

Animals Get

“How

joyed,

Kwapesewski

Robert

to us

turned

Safety

! Y.

* Twins”.

from

has

Westport.

$;X

of

our

a drum.

, cornet,

February birthdays.
Mrs. George Hall

z

and

Mrs.

are

studying

The

Miller

teacher

reading

is

the

venture
Elaine Teel will be celebrating

5*|®S

Penny.

CjO* \

McMahon.

man

and

have

made

Twins”.

BOTH FOR

the

Roger

Free

Winchenbaugh

Conrad

mural

SAVE 17c

for

the

It was a very nice story

theae

and

list'd

them

for

In Social Studies we have been
studying about the different kinds i

tyutit 'UciAueA'!

3

FLORIDA, MARSH SEEDLESS—REG

PRICE 4 LB BAG 39c

Grapefruit

Save 17c

Ocean Spray Cranberry Sauce 2 <15,47*

Me Intosh Apples

Dale

been

has

Bodman

very’

we

are

happy that he has recovered and

show

us.

for

Several

418

BACS

of

materials

used

for

Many children
have

taken

from

|

clothing,

the

spiders, spider
black, blue and

This w’as done in connec

gray.

Our next project is to be on yeast
and the uses.

The Social Studies class is now’
working

on

to

represent

mural*

construction paper

tesserae.

the

different

ing windows,

mosaic

a

u^ing colored

designs

Sev-

represent
build

animals and

to be

on

put

visitation

their desks

times.

Theae

cards were made of 1/4 inch ply

wood, 2 inches by 4

inches with

macaroni letters glued on to the

wood.

Designs were then painted

on the wood.

the

for

taking

present for

pictures

of

thi£

past week.

There were only eight

another showing uses of electiri-

who

have

didn't

the

city.

Grade 7—Miss Carr

During one of our indoor noon

Perhaps I shouldn’t tell the boy?

and girls to take

what they are

learning out of the classroom. Take

shaped

the mathematics class for instance
Pencentage” They have found out

folders for our corrected papers.

at home what per cent of Dad’9

Grade 5—Mrs. Simmons

wages are used for fuel, lights, food*

hours,

We

we

are

made

heart

making a

display

for

the bulletin board showing the dif-

We all enjoyed the pretty birth-

could

cards

during

The boys and girls enjoyed two

day cake and ice cream sent to

which

recently

class

microscopes

films recently, one on safety and

month

one in the class made a draw-ing

of a colored design

under

oi

the

dressed the clothespin dolls. Each

be used as a print for cloth.

science

have

which

treatments

January.

the

of

advantage

been given during
children

our room

The 9and table was used to 9how . ferent types of transportation from
the story of cotton.
The girls I the beginning to the present day.

$400

The
studied

All members were

school to help John.

treatment.

room decorations.

...

Fifield.

ings have been made by the boytf

sick with pneumonia but

fluorine

The class drew pictures to repre

sent

U. S. FANCY—214 INCHES AND UP—SAVE 17c

a

Gregory Childs went to St.
Last month the teacher read ue
the story about Benjamin Frank Stephen. Canada. Jan. 2S and re
lin and the things he invented. turned Jan. 30.

FRENCH FRIES

president*

Harrington; and treasurer, Dwight

plays ' eral

children have brought puppets to

fore we crosa streets.

"YOR" GARDEN — JUST HEAT AND SERVE

Always Batter When Served With

plays

Coffin

Bisbee,

and makes us stop and think be

CHICKEN BREASTS

Billings

Lawrence

puppet
WilMam

We saw the movie “Stop and Go

Combination Sale!
FINAST — MEATY, TENDER — READY TO

Huntley plays a

now
with us
John McAuliffe is preparing a

birthday E’aine.

Charles

Fred

trumpet.

vice

William Butler; secretary, Sharon

plays

Happy

her birthday on Feb. 27.

Donna

Mo-rang;

President.

David Huntley has filled his and girls.
The class has shown much in
our stamp book and exchanged it for
terest in
making
identification
a bond.

made

story of “Little Jack Rabbit’s Ad

CHICKEN PIES

Harden

' plays a trumpet.

Grade 3—Mrs. Erlcknon

FINAST

Brian

recent ; a trombone and Rhama Schofield

were

Knowlton

visitors.

Jacquelyn

Mary

weeks-

were:

tion with a unit of study on germa.

boys

David

nine

next

chosen

webs and molds,

celebrating trumpet, Gergory Childs plays a

are

Benson

the

Those

N

We now have 19 boys and 13

i instructor.

! this week.

SP£df(tS!

iod to elect new class officers

common housefly,

, George Varney have been helpers music with Mr. Crockett, our band

Seth

A class meeting was held at the
close of the present ranking per

re-

girls in our room,

Elaine Staples, Donna Winchen-

John

Graile 6—Mr». ( hapmaa

He came from Thomaston.

j were treated.

ISc

a loaf of bread.

serve for

Keller,

Mrs.

in a spray of pussywillows.

pleted.

o#

the work

on

Deb- demonstration

orab Huber and Cheryl Bodman yeast by June Ranta, Avis HiH
have recently celebrated birth-' and CarohTi Staples, w’ho baked

decot ated

Winchenbaugh

this

birthday

The science class was given A

■

gue

her

Celebrating

the ! month is Florence Boyington.

with

records

the pupils.
lreat qj jce cream and birthday
Valentine’s ■ cajte

with hearts made by
i in
preparation
for

Donna

nor and Audrey Watling.

cjass

in

The
Courier-Gazette.
Sidney
Cullen was the photographe:.

17e

morning exercises, Stephen MaZbeo, John Crowley, Basil O'CoO-

prA banner.

month.

I

Staples.

Mark Hedrick and Geoffrey Low ,

brother.

little

i series of pictures called “A Little

r...

49*

A bui-

implements

Glenn Bergren, Brenda Guptill (a
of wheat growing.
and Jimmie Kirk are observing
'The cjass js happy to have won

January calendar.

READY

farm

of

vice

Mazzeo;

Stephen

, ber:Deborah

Janie Benner. Bruce Benner and

OVEN

board

letin

Patty Holden, Wanda Smith and , j£aier

!

Tender, Plump, Meaty— 4’/a to 6 Lb Avg

pupils I

and Patty Holden.

Michael,

Wee/zend, Meal

CHICKENS

ne^

its

as

following

Patty

' Day.

Save 23c

elected

the

Patty

February birthdays.

1

Also Turkey
or Beef

class

officers

Carroll,

baugh, Cheryl Winchenbaugh and

CHOICE GRADE - Cut from Heavy

The

Timothy Hall. Nancy Kaler, Karl

was made with Elizabeth Duff as '
Room
duty
committees
ap“
! ch-airman. The following assisted pointed this monthwere: dusting,

I

lO’/'i oi
I Cans

SANDWICH CREMES

Porterhouse or Sirloin

Grade 6—Mr. Yerrill

Bodman.

Mark Munro have had
perfect at- fOrcj Ivan Erickson. Kevin Young, baugh
and
Timothy Flanagan:
tendance for the first halt of the Sue
Brian Bergren and lunch
money
and
attendance*
i school year.
! jethro Pease. Ivan Erickson also Florence Boyington and Avis HiU;

CHOICE—
QL
CHOICE
—QUARTERS
OR SOLID—SAVE

STEAKS

Hall

Dolores

mates
have
been
brought
by
Cheryl Havener. Patty McAuliffe
:

VISTA PACK
PACK—
—CHOCOLATE
CHOCOI
VISTA
OR VANILLA—SAVE

ROASTING

Cheryl

Condon,

made

Tolman.

Stephen

Recess treats

Whiff en,

ebeing

of the school year.

Jethro Pease, Lillian Frost, Don

McAuliffe and Sandra Clough.

11c

MIRABEL—PURE STRAWBERRY OR RASPBERRY—SAVE

LB

Wooster,

Huntley.

ar

and Judith Munsey have had per
fect attendance tor the first halt

Dow.

Brackett,

' vey and Cheryl Havener.

Bergren.

Geoffrey Low, Sue

Gail

Russell

Harvey,

The
following children helpful.
on
the
project:
Ray ;
Harold

Deborah Huber, Sheryl

The winter scenes on the big
I easel were drawn by Patty Har-

Room helpers have been Gienn

o WHITE TUNA
© PRESERVES
o COOKIES

Corn Fed Western Steer Beef

the encyclopedias have been very

Benner.

lerton and Valdrie Wheaton.

IBAKED—SAVE

Notebooks

with various rides, booths and ex-

hihits.
worked

Billy

anti

a reproduction of a fair, complete

Carroll. Brenda Guptill, Gary St.

Clair,

SAVE

JAPANESE—SOLID PACK—SAVE

SAVE 21c

16c

t|QP

ALL MEAT VARIETY ALSO MUSHROOM
MUSHR
—ONION—SAVE 5e

DOC FOOD

RICHER. SMOOTHER

S
£

® PINEAPPLE JUICE
® PRUNE JUICE
® 8&M BEANS
® CRAPE JELLY
® CAMPBELL'S «
oMARCARINE
MIRAbEL PURE—CONCORD

4

CANS

16e

SUNSWEET—FANCY CALIFORNIA—^

FINAST LIQUID

14

RUBY RED—SAVE

FINAST—FANCY HAWAIIAN—SAVE

Your Choice of White or Colored

He

6

° MAINE CORN
©BEETC WHOLE OR SliCED

00
|

PROTEX BATHROOM

Save

HEAVY SYRUP—SAVE

IN

FINAST—FANCY GOLDEN CREAM STYLE—SAVE

SAVE 17c

16c

i & t|op

® APPLE SAUCE
O GRAPEFRUIT

FINAST—FANCY WHOLE SECTIONS

TISSUES
BOXES
OF 400

1 are ahead daily in our arithmetic week. One was about electricity
Those who are in charge of the quiI
Stveral
are cibge bc. and the other safety. Both pCA
flowers and also room helpers bjrd
vided interesting discussions in
I are:
Barbara
Foster,
Stephen
This week we enjoyed several the classroom.
Hooper,
David
Mazzeo,
Barry
movies “How Animals Eat”, “A
These items were brought in by
Chandler and Daniel Ames.
Trip to Uncle Jim's Dairy Farm" the following pupils in connection
Snow scenes were made for the
and "Bicycle Safety.”
with our study of the British Isles
windows. Those who helped with
In language class we had fun in social studies: English China
arrangements
were:
Vinson drawing
pictures
and
telling I tea cup. dish
and . candlestick
Staples,
Angel
Kaler,
Charles
stories having the class guess the holders from Ireland and neW«I,ai rabee, Karen Carlson, Alfred
ending.
papers from Scotland. Jane Lord;
Knowlton,
Linda
Waterman,
Brenda Lee Boyington, a cousin calendars from Scotland and EngDonna Benson, Cheryl Kalloch,
an Irish
to Alice Boyington, has joined our land. Sheryl Nelson;
Susan Pierpont. Judith Armstrong
class from Mars Hill.
iinen handkerchief. Linda Brewer;
. and Nancy Hastings.
a Lonndon newspaper, Michael
Grade 4—Mrs. (Hidden
Thomas Ciingan. rn brought in
During the study of the “corn Azevedo; viewmaster and reels of
pictures of famous places in Washbelt” the class made booklets on the coronation of Queen Elizabeth
I ington, D. C.
We liked the one
on corn.
They drew
pictures n, Randy Cole; and a dish froth
where Tommy and his brother,
showing the difference between England. Dolores Hall.
PamphDavid, were standing in front of
fairs in our country and fairs in lets have been obtained by the
the big ‘‘Liberty Bell”.
Central America. They also made teacher from the British Embassy,

us by Mrs. Freeman in honor o(
Fayelene’s birthday.

It was very

The Weekly Readers have been thoughtful of her.
Richard Bickford brought his
very helpful in our science work
this month. The children made new book “World of Nature” by
pictures about missiles and space Walt Disney for us to look at.

£Uen BiUiags brought a Urge

clothes, etc.

Believe it or not

(Continued on page twelvaj
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Brown. 191; Sena Leonard, 185;
LEADERS CHALLENGED IN THREE
Geraldine Dickey. 180; Diane Robarts, 178; Charlotte Rival, 161; DIVISIONS OF CITY REC LEAGUE
THE LIONS
• Penny Donaldson, 158; and Bonnie
The Trotters toppled the Sput Bombers defeated the Hawks Feb
Quinn, 149.
THE AWARDS
Cadet Boys’ Foul Shoot—Kenny nicks out of the first place in the ruary 3, 35 to 32 and the Rams
25.
In the tie breaking shoot Hibbert won with 12 baskets out of High School Division of The £our- slaughtered the Thunderbolts Jan
Mary Connell showed championship a possible 25. Other scores: Peter ier-Gazette sponsored basketball uary 30. 51 to 6.
foim by shooting another 11 while Roper and Bobby Waterman. 9; league February 3 by a tight tally
The Hawks’ loss pushed them
Geraldine sank five. Other scores Biliy Wales. 8; Robert Gilmor, of 39 to 38. It was the third vic from a three way tie for first to
were: Penny Donaldson and Nancy Charles Mitchell and Neal Porter. tory for the Trotters over one set third position.
Burkett. 10; Wilma Leonard. 7; Pat 7; Paul Imhoff. 6; Eddie Burns and back.
The other contest in the circuit
•
Mitchell and Charlotte Rival. 6; Richaid Cox, 5; Donald I^eal, 4;
The Buckeyes moved up from featured the Bobcat win over the
Joyce Eaton. 5; Susan Brown. Bon Ricku Ball and Billy Packard. 3; seventh place to a two way tie for South School Tigers January 27.
nie Quinn, and Sena Leonard 4; Billy Anderson. Jimmy Connell. fifth with the Celtics when they set 57 to 5 The win gave the Bobcats
and Pam Dwinal. 2.
K nny Free. Kenny Marshall. Doug them down 31 to 29 January 27. a three and two recond for the
Junior Boys’ Bowling .Paul Mc Holgeison. and Dennis McLean, all The Celtics and Buckeyes now have season.
Farland won with a three string two.
; a two won and three lost tally.
The hot competition in the fifth
• • . ol 274. Othl . W . —
The first place Goof Offs added and sixth grade division, took a
Cadet Boys’ Bowling—Dennis Mc
’Sonny’’ Dorr. 242: David Ames. Lean won with a three string total number three to their win column breather this past week due to the
239: Steve Harvey and Rickie of 271.
Others boWling were: January 30 when they downed the Kippy Karnival.
Dodge. 232: Roscoe McFarland. Kenny Hibbert. 254; Paul Imhoff. Dubbers 55 to 24.
High School
231; Billy Wieners. 230; Wayne Ha: 245; Edward Burns 227; Neal PortIn the seventh and eighth grade
Won Lost Pet.
sen 229; Ronnie Fail brother. 222 e:. 213; Peter Roper. 206: Jimmy circuit, the Bombers and Rams re
Goof Offs
3
1.000
0
Jerry Carr. 221; Fitz May. 219; Lee Connell 197; Billy Anderson, 196; main tied for the top slot when the
Trotters
3
1
.750
Maliska Walter Fogg, and Bobby Donnie Heal. 191; Skip Simmons.
Sputnicks
2
1
.667
Lincoln. 215; Paul Ranquist, 204 Richard Ccx and Billy Packard, cording to schedule and the results
Blackhawks
1
1
.500
Biuce Elmer, 192: Rodney Lynch 189: Stiver. Thomas, 187; Doug Hol- of the these contests should be
Celtics
2
.400
3
191: Steven Boutelle. 190; Neil Welt. i.'-:son and Kenny Free. 186; Billy known soon.
Two hundred and
Buckeyes
2
3
.400
188; Franklin York. 182; Albert Wales. 185; Rickie Ball, 173; Rich twenty-seven boys and girls are tak
2
Dubbers
1
.333
Eaton and Charles Mitchell, 173; ard L *igher. 168; Wayne Ogier, ing part in these contests in addition
Tarheels
0
3
.000
and Jeffrey Weymouth 167.
163; Carter Mar.n, 160; Bobby to the 115 listed above, making a
Junior Girls' Bowling — Nancy Bums. 151; Robert Gillmor, 150; total of 342 who have entered in Seventh and Eighth Grades
Burkett won with a three string Jefferson Siebert, 147; and Rolfe the various contests, at the Cam
Won Lost Pet.
total of 225. Other scores were Fox we 11. 144.
den YMCA.
The Camden Lions Bombers
3
0
1.000
Pam Dwinal 219; Wilma Leonard.
0
Tournaments in pingpong. check- Club are sponsoring the trophies foi Rams
3
1.000
215; Mary Connell 201; Susan e - and billiards are proceeding ac- the eighth straight year.
Hawks
1
3
.750

R. H. S. RADIO CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS CAMDEN YMCA GAME TOURNEY IN

FULL SWING WITH
CLUB PRESENTING
Tournaments in basketball foul
shooting, pingpong. bowling, check
ers and billiards are occupying the
spare time of 342 Camden and
Rockport youngsters at the Cam

I

den YMCA these days.

The Camden Lions Club is spon
soring the game tourney and pre
senting the prizes foi the eighth
consectutive year.
Results of competion in foul
shooting and bowling for both boys
and girls are listed below;
Junior B iys’ Foul Shoot Melvin
“Sonny ’ Doi i <A1 his group with
28 baskets out ol a possible 35. Paul
McFarland paced him with a 25
while Fitz May had 22. Other scores
were: Wayne Hansen, 19; David
Ames and Walter Fogg. 18; David
Fa: , v. 16; Steven Harvey and Lee
Maliska 14 Charles Mitchell. 13;
Jerry Carr. 12: Bobby Berry, Bobby
Lincoln and Stev./n Boutelle, 11;
Bruc( Eime:. 10; Billy Wieners. 8:
Caarl s Chapin •r.d Steve Jinno. 7:
Rorr.it Fail brother. 5: Neal Weit.
4; and Jeffrey Weymouth. 1.
Junior Gi:'.s' Foul Shoot—Mary
Cor.r.i . and Geraldine Dickey tied,
shooting 11 each out of a possible

is
xlH''

~\

Photo by Shear
* At a recent meeting of the Rockland High School radio club, the
member** elected officer** and the cla*»*» representative**. The officers
are: Anna Coughlin, president; Louise West. vice president; and Adele
Grossman. w»*eretar\-treasurer. (lass representatives are; Belle
Jackson, seniors; Joanne Grisni, juniors; Peter Talasrhke, sophomores;
and Mart Flanagan freshmen. The club presents a weekly program
over WRlil) from I to 4.30 p. ni. F riday. In the picture, the tour cla***
representatives get n :i« for one ot their broadcasts. Seated from left
to right arc: Mary Flanagan. Joanne Grispi and Belle Jackson, stand
ing is Peter Talas* bk* .
pr otractor and draftsman's triangle,
how to chart the course and pilot
an airplane and are now studying
(Continued from page eleven)
few of th« m are h- ping with the profit and loss in arithmetic.
income tax.
Grade 7—Mr. Frye
Last week our class made $12.67
Th.
is keeping me buthat the on a food sale. This money will
■
probably’ be used on a class trip
ing the source- of h. at Th ' science in the spring.
bulletin board is cov . ed with picAt our class meeting we elected
tu: es
the following class officers: Presi
homes are heated. J. om kitche . dent. Scott Grant; vice president,
stoves, pot burners, to o:l furnac-.s Judy Hail;
secretary. Martha
to radiant h< at Th
Sleeper; treasurer Karen Duff.
ing both math and sc; c- in fig
We have a new assortment of li
uring the cost of operating the brary books fiom the Rockland
above heatir.g app
’.us Th Public Library’ in our room.
science table is well supplied with
Our class had planned a skating
^samples of ar.tni i<
and bitumi- party to be held at the Snow Bowl
\ou>: coa
but the weather has not permitted
w<>uld hove brought in a can of us to go.
Oil had I perm:" '
One of the big h
..guts of this
Union Girls Take
month in cor.jur.' t
v. .th r stu h

J

Misfits
Bobcats
Thunderbolts
Trotters
South School Tigers

2
3
1
I

1
2

0

Won
11
Trotters
11
Court Kings
8
Eagles
Terriers
8
North School Biaves
3
McLain School Tigei s
3
Tyler School Tigers
2
McLain School Bears
0

of heat was

L trip t

-

boiler room ur.'b *re : • otior. of
school cus’ di.;
M
DoJg< .
H
i
tions, allowing
j it a 5 ■ minute
period to the b< ; - -rrl th- equivn'.
ent to the girls. As to what they
got from the trip. I'.l let you r d
I
leene Munsey on the;:
turn fiom
the boiler room.

the

IN THE FI KN \( E ROOM
Yesterday afternoo: f
class. M Di
. t:. - ..
tor took us down to th
room to show us how tn

-".••nee
- ja.oifurnace

furr.u e
is operated.
The oil in the sen .
.ftogethei
different than f m th»- ordinary
house furnace. It
v
thick,
aim., '
is as thin as wat<
Mr Dodgeshowed us samp:* - ■! b • .. nds.
He also showed us hew it is
operated ar.d tu : • 1 >ff at rrigh*
turned on in th nu . .rg
1 h - *•
it is cont: oll< d in t
mini
There are two diffe
t. pipes the
heat goes through i • on -ach side
of the bu;id;ng
There is also a trap df , • in Mr
Frye’s room that n.s under the
building.
It costs around tw< • ‘v-4 ,ght hun
dred dollars to h- it the- school each
year.
It depends mostly on the
weather.
The oil tanks re outside buried in
the ground.
The electricity is also controlled
in the furnace room, that is the
•witches for the lights and clocks
The furnace must be cleaned
often.

Grade 7—Mrs. Coaary

We ate pleased to welcome Don
ald Nelson back into the room. He
was absent -everal days because
of illness.
Mr. Jura and his assistant have
taken pictures of our class
We attended the candy and food
•ale in Mr. Frye's room last Tues
day.

The film. “Taking Electricity For
Granted in New fengland'’ was
shown recently and much enjoyed
by all the seventh grade pupils.
The soft snow was much enjoyed

islesboro Squad
fey 32 Points

The Sale You've Been

Quality Furniture Now Marked
Down To a New Low - Fabulous

a/--:

SAVINGS For You To Take
Advantage of. This Gigantic Money-

Saving SALE Occurs Twice a Year — So
3-Pc. DRW
„~S°Ve
T« *>00.00
3-Pr nncvr1 MHG- BE0*00M SET

The Union lassies had no trouble
in handing the Islesboro sextette a
54 to 22 setback Tuesday night at
the

Memorial

Thompson

14

MAWSoM SSWHG' SfT

Gym

It was Union's game from the
. t as th- h< me team got off
to a lopsided 18 to 2 lead in the
first period and continued to stage
a fret shooting contest.
In the r.ext three periods of the
tilt the Unionites put in 12. 13 and
a clinching 21 points respectively.
Sandra Calderwood. who substi• it- d for Lita Choate at right for
ward. paced the winners with seven
noop.-- and a fret throw for 15 points.
I nion (54)
Rf Choate (7). Calderwood <15»;
If H.lt
Goff (10); cf. Knight
(V- Payson <5»; rg, Tolman Mes; lg, Torrey. Bennett; eg, Up
ham
Islesboro
2 9 15 22
Union
18 30 43 54

Thomaston High
School News
Principal Carroll Wallace an
nounced the class parts Thursday.
The top 10 were divided into committe- s for commencement. class
day’ and baccalaureate with Bill
Flint as general chairman. The
committee on commencement inc udes Marianne Kiskila. B ake
Donaldson and John Morrison,
class day. Joan Kangas. Peter
iGnj’ and Sandra Stetson; bacca
laureate. Eleanor Brooks. Ver1. gh Miller and Albert Crock* tt
Friday afternoon we had ou:
last rally with a very pleasant
surprise. Six handsome lads of
T H. S. represented Camden
chf erleadei s. wearing a cheering
, costume consisting ot basketball
shorts, red rweaters. and white
angora searfs. Those participat
ing were: Blake Donaldson. Rob
ert Burkett Peter Stone. Michael
DeWolfe, Wayne Hall and Alar.
Young
Our last home game was played
against Camden Friday night.
Our girla scored another victory
29-27. Sad to aay, our boya lost
34-64.
Next Friday night we travel
games of the

aeaaon.

with sold*
Ml Strut1*™ we have been wtit1
Peopie who stand up (or their
i of several 19th and
lieht* Rnm.tiHleR trend on another
• writers.

°M SETS — SPECIAL
SAVE UP TO $50.00

Reg.

WOW

139.50

$ 89.95

5-Pc. CHROME
7-Pe. CHROME

KITCHENSET ................... 119.95
KITCHENSET ................... 139.50

$ 79.95
$109.50

5-Pc. CHROME

KiTCHENSET ................... 129.50

$ 99.50

7-Pc. CHROME

KITCHENSET ................... 119.50

$ 94.50

S-Pc. CHROME

KITCHENSET ................... 169.95

$1,9.95

5-Pc. WROUGHT IRON SET ......................

WlHG ROOM SFtc

Double Door Wht. UTILITY CABINETS ... Sale Price $15.95

< CHAIRS!
Foam Rubber SWIVEL ROCKER .................. 109.50

$89.50

Combination ROCKER AND OTTOMAN......

Plastic ROCKER AND OTTOMAN................

96.50
89.50

$79.95
$74.50

Combination ROCKER AND OTTOMAN.......

78.95

$59.95

$3M.S(
S389.S<

....... 229 50

i 229’5°

229 50

$198.50

3-Pc bT**’* Be'9e and
3-Pc. Brown Sectional Set
•M°Rt

424 50

S3?,

^89

468 50

Kreebler Beige and

*

$98.50

T
y ‘T*

NOW
$98.50

NOw

............... ....

5-Pc. CHROME KITCHEN SET ............,....... 129.50 $104.50
Single Door Wht. UTILITY CABINETS...... Sale Price $10.95

Reg.
Comb. Foam Rubber ROCKER & OTTOMAN 129.50

pT

/ 9

3p '
provincial set
...... 469 50
3.’pC’ H°°ERN l,WfD OAK SET............. 489 50

nasium in Union.

...... 33, 50

«»?

Set........ J72 50 $29i i
....... 449 00 S379.J

.MO8F............. 32950

$2B’.S

• moke

UPHOLSTERED LOUNGE CHAIR..................... 59.50 $39.95
Special Nylon ROCKERS & OTTOMANS-Soie Price $59.50
Special Upholstered BZRKLINE ROCKERS-Sale Price $49.95

MAPLE BASE ROCKERS-Specially Priced ................ $29.50

SIMMONS
"OFF - SEASON"

tll,«<SOFABEDS!

SALE!!
GIGANTIC

Reg.
3-Pc. MAPLE SOFA BED SET....................... 189.50

VALUE

NOW
$15930

SLUMBER TIME
MATTRESS

3-Pc. MAPLE SOFA BED SET....................... 219.50

$109.50

* Hundred* of Firm Springs

3-Pc. MAPLE SOFA BED SET....................... 218.50

$171.50

* Sturdy Fre-Bailt Border

3-Pc. BLONDE SOFA BED SET.................... 219.50

$189.50

* Bine Hnse Striped Cover

$#c. MAPLE SETTEE SET........................... 398.50

$29030

3-Pc. MAPLE SOFA BED SET....................... 179.50

$14930

• EASY TERMS

• FREE DELIVERY

$59.95 VALUE...........................

Sale Price $39.95

MATCHING BOX SPRING SAME SALE PBKE

EXTRA BIG VALUE ! !

MEREDITH
FURNITURE COMPANY
313-315 MAIN STREET
PHONE 1425

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SUPER SLEEP-GUARD MATTRESS
Seeond Only To the Wonderful BenntyreM .M»ttre»»!
• Sit Firm Spring* Joined with Auto-Lock ( on»tr«ction
• Pre-BniH Cmsh Froof Bonier
• All Felt l'|diol*tery - - Gold and Grey Cover

$79.95 VALUE.............................

Lost Pet.
1.000
0
.916
1
.727
3
.667
4
8

.272

9

.250

9

.172

12

.000

meat loaf, salads, rolls, and pies.
Athletic Director Ray B. Cate
offered giace. ar.d the seniors and
their mothers served.

SAVE — And Buy Now!

,
In social studies we are working
on the unit, “Iron Ore, Or.e of the
Foundations of National Power”.
We have already studied about
other natural resources.
Several pupils have been absent to Lincoln Academy for the final

by all

. 3 (7

.000

At their second supper of the year
the Vinalhaven Senior Class netted
$130 to benefit the class trip fund.
President Walt White expressed

Waiting For! MEREDITH'S En
tire Stock of Famous-Named

_ #1

5

At V. H. S. Pays
$130. To Fund

5"

i

.250

Senior Supper

North School Notes

At Last*

3

Fifth and Sixth Grades

Meredith’s

I

3

.667
.600
.600

prjce $59.95

MATCHING BOX SPRING SAME SALE PRICE

